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HOPE’S STAFF

80MB TIME SINCE HONES HAVE SHORE LINE HAS JUHT TAKEN A REmil.H’ANH WILL HOLD CAL'Cl'S SPENT TEN YEARS AT COLLEGE
ON MONDAY NIGHT
HERE; WAS ONCE A NEWSLONG TIME LEASE ON
BEEN TAMPERED WITH
BOY IN THIS CITY
CORNER

One

PORTED HERE

Mark Hanna 'lowed it might prove Hope college lidhahian to CITIZENS TRANSFER CO. IIAI
LEAVE HOLLAND FOR Midi
campaign materialfor the opposition
TAKEN THE JOB OF
The resolutionadopted by the and Alice's chances dwindled.
NEEDED REST
HAILING
council
last
week.
"To
stop
paying
Albert Beckman and George HoncThe first indication for some time
Chief Blom and the two fire defor
the
ringing
of
the
bell
of
the
It appears that the bus lines en- that there was any politics stirring
Hope CollegeAnchor of this week
veld bagged 155 rabbitsIn five days
Miss Magdalene De Pree, librarian
partment* are rather peeved to find tering into Holland will all have
The Chicago Tribune of yesterday
In Holland,was when the call was publishes an articleon an old alumni First Reformed church, after March hunting at Fennvlllethis week.
at Hope college has had a nervous
that at 0 o’clockTuesday night a headquarters In Warm Friend Tav1st"
Is
creating
considerable
comsent out that there will be a Repubof Hope who spent ten years in HolBorn to Mr and Mrs Albert Kraal breakdown, that will cause her to pictures a large Buffalostanding in
false alarm was sent in from box 121
ment.
and
It
don't
require
much
of
ern. The Greyhounds arc already oc- llcan caucus in the city hall Mon- land, studying at the college and
West 13th street. Friday, January 24. resign her position as librarian. She one of the pens at LincolnPark and
stationednear the Columbia Ave., cupying the north rooms in the west
day evening,Februa 7, at 7 o'clockseminary. The man is Rev. Legtera a propheticeye to foresee quite an a daughter.
Intends to leave this week for the stated that the officials will soon be
school, and upon arrival they found
issue
on
that
bell
business.
Waiving
wing of the building and the Shore for the purpose ollv<lectlnrdele- who graduated 20 years ago.
Capt. Austin Harrington has re- home of her sister, Mrs J. Dlssete rid of a rowdy bison "Big BUI" as ho
that there was no fire, although the Line, the company with the big yelall
dilatory
arguments
pro
and
con
gates to the Republlaan><mAtjr conAt one time while a student at
turned from Cleveland.Ohio, where of Iudlnna|K)lls,and there take a is called.The largest buffalo In Amerglass in the alarm box had been low coaches,will occupy the front
vention to be held aV'GiafKT'Haven Hope college, he was a newspaper about that bell, we want to say right he attended a convention of the L. long needed rest. Miss De Pree came ica the paper says Is being fixed up
broken and the box pulled.
rooms on the eighth street side, at 2 o’clock on February 17.
peddler for the Holland City News, here, that In our opinion the plan T. P. A. delegate from the Baug- to Hope college In the summer of for shipment to Holland, Michigan,
There was no one In the neighborformerly occupied by the Holland
The Grand Haven conventionis for
doing such odd Jobs he made his to get a town clock Is feasible, and atuck lodge.
1915 and took charge of the library because he was too rough for the
hood when the firemen arrivedand Furnace company, but more recently the purpose of electing delegatesto and
far more economical,and we conother bison In the Chicago km.
way thru Hope college.
W W Monger has taken a posi- as the first regular librarian.
the only thing to do was for 30 men
by the Vlsscher-Brooks Insurance the Grand Rapids State conventionto
In an attlcle below the Anchor fidently expect that some one of our tion os chief druggist In the drug
Under her careful guidance and The Citizens TransferCo. of Hoito go back to the station house.
company.
be held on Tuesday, March 1, held tells of thrilling experiencesin the enterprlzlng citizens who own or are store of Rose Kramer, 200 River St. considerationstudents have enjoyed 'and has sent one of Its reliable
Firemen are wondering If thla is
Vlsscher-Brookshave moved up for the purpose of placing in nom- heart of South America, a country to build a suitablebuilding there- Mr Monger was formerly employed an efficiencythat has made her most trucks to Chicago and will soon have
the beginning of a box pullingepione floor In the Warm Friend build- ination Judges of the Supreme seldom tred by the foot of white fore would be willing to build a tow- by Peck Bros, of Grand Rapids, and valuable to the school. For twelve this beast of the western prairies
demic, so rampant about two years
er sufficiently elevated above the of late held a position with F. Far- years she has rendered unfailing transferred to Lakewood Farm where
ing in rooms 2-4-8 and 0. and the court.
man.
ago. At that time there were sever- rooms downstairsare now being conaverage height of our buildings to men. the leading druggist of Big service and gave all patrons sym- Mr. Getz has made provisions for
On Monday night in Holland the
The Anchor says:
tln one month, and as a rule late
verted into a suitable waiting room caucus will be held in the court
"Among the alumni of Hope who expose the dial to a clear view. Wc Rapids. He Is an experiencedphar- patheticconsideration. She has been him. The bison was a gift to Mr.
the night in mid -winter.
and ticket office for the Yellow bus room of the city hall and the Repub- have earned distinction In pioneer think the necessary funds can be maclst and has been In the business 1 constantly rn-onsratlntr
co-operating win
with the stu- eta and next season the traveling
Traps were set for the offender and
licans present will adjourn into ward missionary work among the Indians obtained by voluntary subscription, for 15 years.
line.
dents. oflorlng expert advice and was thousands who visit Lakewood to see
It was not until Mr. Bloom asked
It is stated that the company has caucusesheld in the large room, and is Rev. Leonard L. Legtera, '00, now and thus avoid taxation, and create
always ready to help and do the best the other animals wlU also have an
every citlsen to be on the lookout
a long term lease on these new proceedto name delegates from their Field Secretaryof the Pioneer Mis- a new, beautiful, useful, correct and
Fifteen Years Ago Toiluj
for those who needed her aid. It Is opportunityto take a peep at waywhenever they came near a fire taken
quarters which would Indicate that respective wards.
with a feeling of deep regret that the ward "Big Bill" the buffalo.
sion Agency, with headquartersIn economical timekeeper.
alarm box, that the mischief was
Born to Mr and Mrs H Van Lents students bid farewell to such a faiththe Shore I^lne company is here to
The delegates that each ward is Philadelphia,For severalyears, he
We are Informed that Mr J Den
stopped.
a baby girl.
Ono box near Froebel school is stay and form a part of Holland's entitled to, on the basis of the last has given himself to survey and ex- Herder, one of the presidential elec- There were 04 births and 48 deaths ful servant and friend.
commercial life.
election for attorney general arc as ploratory work In Centraland South tors of this State, was summoned to
No definite arrangement has been
without a glass most of the time.
A more centrallylocated spot follows
America, seeking out Indian tribes Washingtonto testify before the In Ottawa county in December. made to fill Miss De Pree's place.
Mr. Blom states that he has placed
surely could not be found by our First ward ...................... 12 that have never been reached by the House committee as to his status as Grand Haven reported 7 births and
not less than thirty new glasses in
Second Ward ....................
4 gospel. During the summer and fall an American citizen
0 deaths during the month and
that box within a year. A false bus lines.
Third ward ...............
11 of 1920, he exploredthe Xlngu Rlv
A few days ago the sad news Holland reported 19 births and 10 DEER HEADS ARE
alarm however, was never pulled
Fourth ward .................... 13 er country, about 2,000 miles from reached AldermanBreyman that his deaths.
from that box.
MICHIGAN’SMALE
LARGER THIS YEAR
Fifth ward ...................... 14 the east coast of Brazil. In order to brother-in-law. Thomas Hodgson,
George Bosnian of Chicago has
Firemen believe that children of
Sixth ward .....................
8 reach the Xlngu Indians from the was killed by a snowsllde near the
The
deer
heads which were brot
moved back to Holland with his Sign
GOLFERS ARE NOW ES.
the school mischievouslypeck stones
port of Rio de Janeiro, a Journey of Black Hills while out prospecting.
In last fall to be mounted are larger
Printingshop.
at the box, and in that way the
02 nearly two months Is Involved— apTIMATED AT 36,500
We have been enjoying very mild Twenty carloadsof oxen left Ot- than other seasons, accordingto A. E. HOLLAND HAN DEES' FAVORED AT
glasses arc broken.
proximatelysix days by rail, seven or weather during the week Just past, tawa county over the P M enroute Bonner of the Grand Rapids Taxi
By conservative estimate, there are
TIMER HECACNE OF THEM
more days by steamboat, twenty by being real pleasant overhead, but to California.
today 30.500 golfers in Michigan.
dermy company. He reports that the
mule, twelve by canoe with five more father moist under foot.
FOR RENT— A good 80 acre farm, 20.250 of whom are in the Detroit
largest
antlera
he
has
mounted
this
Dr Brock of Grandvllle,son of
days to build canoes, and more days
very good buildings suitable for grain district.Tills does not Include the
the late Rev. Broek, former pastor season have a spread of 23 Inches. Albert Stool, Jr„ out-of-doon
writer for the Detroit News does not
Twenty-Five Years Ago Today
stock and small fruit farming. In- women golfers .boys and girls classed
or weeks of waiting for connections.
of the Third Reformed church of This was a normal head and not a
bellevve In discriminating
when it
The Journey was through mountains
quire SchutmaatBros., Hamilton, as Juniors, caddies,professional nor
this city, has been elected president freak. He also reports that the necks
Marriage licenses were Issued this
comes to enforcingthe game laws
and plains, over rivers, and across
club employees.
aneb
4t
of the Grandvllle Improvementas- of the buck are swollen more than
and does not believe that one localstretches of country that few, If any, week to J. C. Scoop of Zeeland and sociation. He Is a brotherof Mrs Dan usual.
ity should be governed by one law
white men have ever trodden. At Vina F Drost of Fillmore; W. GringCook
of
this
city.
and another by a different law.
times rivers had to be forded, bridges huls of Zeeland and Peternella J.
It
was
Just
17
years
ago
Sunday
Vandcnhemmelof Blendon; Jacob D
Holland has been favored at times.
built, and paths and trails blazed.
that tho steamer Chlcora was lost
When It came to perch catching,
HRONZt: MEDAL AND $1,000 RK"The river Xlngu and Its tributar- Jonker of Holland and Johanna Bosin Lake Michigan with all hands on
spearing and In other ways these
ARD FOR DRAYKRY
ies traversea part of Brazil where nian of Grand Rapids; Ralph De
board. Th4 steamer was crossing
waters came under a specialAct.
there are no white people and no Maat and Margaret Roggenbachof
__
A -C
Anyway. Stoll's article In the Newa
Holland. James S. Whelan and Helen Lake Michigan and It Is believed by
Thc followingletter is a copy re- trace of civilization.The nearest out- A. Ryder of Holland.
many that she became disabled In
of Sunday will Interest Holland fishceived by E. B. Rich, local station post of civilization Is a government
ermen. He says:
Alice Rooseveltset her heart on a the Ice and In her crippled condition
master of the Pere Marquette, from post, nearly five hundred miles dis"Four years ago the State leglsbirthday present In the month of proved an easy victim to the gale
manager M. T. WUmot, manager of tant, requiring more than three February.She wanted to be allowed to that howled over the lake. Nothing
'.atureenacted a law known as the
the Carnegie Hero Fund commission. weeks of hard travelling.Mr Legtera go to King Edward's coronation In was ever found to establish even a
Ming DiscreptlonaryPower Act. It
The letter follows and is self ex- and his son. David Bralnerd Legtera, England In honor of her nineteenth good theory as to how she came to ON THEORY THAT AVERAGE MIN- conferredupon the director of convisited many Indian tribes, both
planatory
NOW
Is
TOO
LARGE
FOR
PERCH,
birthday her father was reportedto her end. and her loss Is one of Lake
tervatloncommission the power to
Mr. Rich also receives a personal friendly and hostile. They chose a be seml-acqulescent, but Senator Michigan'smysteries
BLACK LAKE ANGLER TRIES
suspend, abridge and close entirely
"TAIL FIHHINO”
letter from the fcore, which follows: number of places where missionaries
the open seasons upon game and
should be sent ss soon as the men
Mr Edward B. Rich,
fish in any locaUty In the Bute after
and
the
means
are
forthcoming,
and
25 East Seventh Street,
Ernest Kuleck Is a great advocate they became convinced that euch
NOOKDEI.OOS
nearly everywhere they went, they
Holland. Michigan.
CASH AND CARRY
of what he calls "tall fishing." Ern- protection was necessary.
gave
the
Indians
their
first
ray
of
My Dear Sir:
"In addition to this the legislatie. who. up to this week, held the
MEAT MARKET TO
In acknowledgment of your cour- Gospel light.
record for Black lake. Artth the catch ure Itselfhas Uken the opportunity
The
following
pupils
of
the
gramDuring
the
first
three
months
of
tesy In calling to the attention of
OPEN DOWNTOWN of an ll-inchperch, proceedson the to enact a number of local laws with
the Carnegie Hero Fund Commission 1927, Mr Legteraexpects to give his mer room have been neither absent
theory that the average minnow Is the same application.
nor
tardy
during
January:
Irene
time
to
the
Canadian
council
of
the
the case of Redmond M. Burr. I beg
Today there are 230 of these local
too much dinner for a perch.
Bos.,James
Bosch.
Anna
Mae
Poest,
Inland
South
America
Missionary
Unleave to enclose you herewith a copy
A oftsh and carry meat market will
Finn in the belief that Mr Perch icts oi discretionaly oru.ni In force
Comle
Van
Den
Bosch,
Joe
Alofs.
ion,
seeking
to
find
men
and
money
of my letter of this date, addressed
open In this city, said to be one of :an't tell a minnow tall from a young and there Isn’t a peraon In the State
to Mr. Burr, relative to the action for the great work. He is sending out Atend Hovenga. Genevieve Jonge- a chain of many more In other cities. tender minnow, Ernie bisects hie of Michigan who knows then all.
krlgg.
Dick
Kulpcra,
John
Russel
The firm goes by the name -of minnows crosswise, and dangles this They have led to confusion, unintentaken by the Commissionupon his a special appeal for missionaryIntercessors, asking that people assume Bouws. Anna Geests. Hilda Kulpers, Buehlor Bros. Market, carrying the
case.
attractive moreel through the Ice. tional law violations and created
Gertrude
Roofus,
Janet
Van
Den
prayer responsibility for some special
Yours very truly,
Buehler celebrated line of produce That his belief Is founded on more dissatisfaction among the outdoor
Indian tribe In Mexico, Central Bosch. FlorenceVan Der Hulst, Cor- aa the trade mark reads
F. M. Wllmot,
than Imagination,Is proved by the fraternity.
America or South America. Rev. Leg- nelia Vogel, CorneliusWabeke, CaroManager.
The firm has rented the large Van- fact that Ernie catches more fish
"The new director of conservation.
line Bishop, Gennet ’Kulpers and der Veen store directly east of the
lers home addressis Bishop,8. C.
Mr Redmond M. Burr,
Leigh J. Young, who has recently
Frances Van Der Hulst. Those of Corner Hardware, Just vacated by Mr. than anyone else in the party when320 South Fifth Avenue,
ever he makes tracks for Black lake. taken office,expressedhis astonishthe primary room arc: Simon Alofs, Etellema,who conducted his fruit
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Mrs. L. M. Ederle of Holland MichThe record for big perch caught In ment at this array of local legislaNelson
Kulpers.
Mildred
Kuyers,
Al- store there.
My Dear Sir:
igan, who has been the guest of Mrs
Black lake was broken this week, tion. 'We certainlymust use more
Through the courtesy of Mr Ed- F. W. Kenneth and her mother, Mrs bertha Van Der Hulst. Annetta WaA force of carpenters are In the however,by Peter Smith, of Holland deicretlonIn the use of the discreward B. Rich, of 25 East Seventh C. Roest, at 1727 E. 09th street, the beke, Gerald Bishop. Jacob Kemme. buildingremodeling It and the new who pulled a 15-Inchfish out of the tionary power act,' was one of Mr.
Street. Holland, Michigan, the at- past week, has returned to the home Raymond Kuyers, Geneva Van Der market will be open for business cold water Just about the time the Young's first comments. He could go
tention of the Carnegie Hero Fund of her daughter,Mrs Lawley, of Hulst. Alma Poest. CorneliusVan Der within a short time.
thermometer was beginning to crawl further and adopt a policy of adherCommissionhas been called to an Venice. It may be of interest to our Bosch. Gladys Brandt, Eleanoi Plye
Into the bulb.
ing strictly to the constitution of
act performed by you. by which on readers to know that Mrs. Ederle's and Esther Brandt.
Rev. Harry Bultema of Muskegon TTlWnew and larger catch has not Michigan which states that no local
feptember
23,
1922,
you
saved
Wm.
A
spelling
contest
was
held
Friday
husband was a cousin of Gertrude
Spending money is about the easiest thing to do.
shaken Ernie's faith In "tall fishing," act shall be passed when a general
A. Weed from being killed by a train, Ederle who recently swam the Eng- afternoon In the gnunmer room be- Is to si>enk Thursday evening of week
for even last Wednesday law could be made applicable.
you economize a little and put that money in our at Holland.Michigan. Your case af- Ish Channel—Florence Messenger. tween the girls and the boys, with In Berean church. Maple ave., and however,
when the mercury never got above
"There isn't an order that has
19th
street.
Holland.
This
church
ter a thorough Investigation was Los Angteles, Calif.
the girls winning.
zero he wan inveigling the perch with been Issued or a local law passed by
rChristmas Club you will soon have money.
has
three
meetings
scheduled
ahead
consideredat a meeting of the comSeveral children who have been 111
our legislature that one general law
for Mr. Bultema. He will be in this the slender end of the minnow.
mission held this afternoon,and I
According to John Baker, who has for the entire State could not cover.
A
delegationof High school stu- with whooping cough have again re- city for three successive Thursdays
Try it with $1.00 or $2.00 a week and see
have much pleasure In Informing
dents sent out on the Students' turned to school this week. Among and also Sunday. Feb. 0, all day. The purchased the shantiesand business Like In many other Instencea, conthat in recognition of your
lormerlybelonging to Jesleckbroth- servation affairs have been 'lawed'
soon you have some real
It is well worth you
Council are circulating petitions these are: Gordon Bouws. Janet and public Is Invited.
heroism on that occasion the comers, Black Lake has never produced beyond all reason.It Is time this
among
the property owners of Fif- Peter Bloemsma.Angeleen Van Der
mission awarded you a bronze medal
your best efforts.
bigger perch than those being caught changed."
teenth street asking them to favor Bosch and Marvin and Amy Van Der
and the sum of #1.000 to be paid as
Agricultural Agent Mllham Is try- this year. He says that the perch
the paving of that street. If any Bosch
needed for a worthy purpose to be
What the Different Clubs^will pay you:
The people that visited our school ing to Interest Ottawa farmers In come In runs for three and four days
street needs paving.Fifteenthstreet
approved by the executivecommitIs It and this Is especially true in all last week were: G. G. Groenewoud, co-operatingIn the purchase of a at a time. Baker has added to the HALF OF AUTOS IN
tee.
^ EVEN AMOUNT CLUBS
INCREASING
T
neighborhoods of the High school Arno'd Bos. Henry Kulpers. Albert carload of Pryotol,war surplus ex- equipment near Jenlaon Park until
THE COUNTY ARE
I shall be obliged If you will kindand
Junior High. The petitionIs Pyle, Henry Hovenga and Walter plosive, for use In blowing out some hundred shanties now dot the
N 50 WEEKS (For Christmas 926)
N 50 WEE KS (For Christmas 926)
ly advise me without delay, by a letstumps, rock, land clearingand or- ice at this point. The big houseboat
being freely signed.
Bosch \
OWNED IN CITY
ter bearing your own signature,
$12.75
1c
Club pays
chard planting. The government Is still offers comfortable quarters to
A 25c Club pays ~ $12.50
Rev. Fopma did not meet his catewhether or not you wish to accept
$25.50
Club pays
2c
distributing this material at cost those who prefer to fish there, rath60c Club pays $25.00
Up till Saturday night 0,678 autoCancer Educational Week nation- chism class alter school last Friday
the commission's awards. If your
Club pays
$63.75
5c
and It Is claimed that a carload Is er than the shanties. In additionto mobile licenses were Issued In Otwide In Its scope will be observedun- because of sickness.
$1.00
Club
pays^
$50.00
reply
is
affirmative,
the
medal
will
needed In Ottawa county.
Club pays $127.50
10c
the usual catch of perch a few pick- tawa county by Fred Ehrmann and
Miss Ruth Bultema Is confined to
be ordered and will be forwarded to der directions of boards of health,
$2.00 Club pays V$100.00.
erel have been caught at Black lake. Claude Vander Veen, the two men
DECREASING CLUBS
you as soon as It has been received February 10-21. The great need of’ her home with the gastric flu.
$6.00 Club paysf $250.00
Mrs. Henry Smith and son, Willard,
and Mrs. C
McLean left They ran from 12 to 15 pounds in having charge of all license plates
the public is to be taught to recogfrom
the
manufacturers,
and
the
You can begin with the largest de$10.00 Club pays; $500.00
money will be held for you until It nize cancer symptoms early enough from Grand Rapids,are spending the for Chicago yesterdaylor a few days weight, and were caught on live min- In Ottawa county. Of this number,
posit and decrease your deposits
nows— Grand Rapids Herald.
week with relatives In this vicinity. visit.
Mr Vander Veen stated Tuesday, at
Is needed for the purpose which will for successful removal.
$20.00 Club pays $1,000.00
each week.
least one half were Issued for Hollater be decided by the executive
Fifty Years Ago Today
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land. He stated furtherthat the big
rush Is over an dthat the office In

committee.
Yours very truly,

We Pay 4

Per Cent on Savings.

the Elks Temple at

Manager

Vander Veen & Erhmann In the
Vander Zalm block In that city.
The men who had charge of Issu-

JOHfT BICKELDIES

Holland City State Bann
Whh

The Bank

The Clock On The Come;.

Friendly, Helpful Service—

Always

ing licensesIn Holland during 1920-27

IN CALIFORNIA

received by Dewey Jaardsma of the HoekstraIcc Cream company. that John Bickel. for a long
time head of the Grand Rapids city
markets, had died In California, of
heart disease, while visiting his
brother.
MerchanU will remember. Mr. Bickel

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Life

That Policy For

INSURANCE?

or

Business

PROCRASTINATION

is the

gamble

with the

future security of yourself and

DEPENDENTS
This

is

THRIFT

MONTH

The Time to Provide is

NOW

|

|

-Tgf

I

>«

away. Mr Bickel spoke at the first
meeting, for the year 1920 and Mr
Quinn, who died two weeks ago spoke
at the last meeting of the year, with
the annual meeting and annual baft^
quet
^

intervening.

-

o

-

s

—

A Republicancaucus fo rthe several
wards of the City of Holland will be
held at the City Hall.

Provident Mutual Life Ins. Co.
17

W.

8th St.—

Phone 2215

Monday evening.

February 7. 1927 at 7:30 fo rthe purpose of electing delegates to the Reheld at Grand Haven on February 17,
publican County Convention to be
192711

By order of the

COUNTY COMMMlTTEE.
Expires

......

.....

w

f

imB1

i

ir

was the man who came to Holland
Just a year ago to speak on advantages of a city market.
He gave in detail the workings of
a city market In Grand Rapids,and
the merchants seemed surprisedto
see how many people It brought to
the city, lookingfor bargainsas well
as to sell their produce.
Mr Jaardsma brought Mr Bickel to
this city at that time and Introduced him to the merchants.
It Is quite a coincidencethat two
men who spoke before the merchants
association' within a year, passed

Caucus Notice

ln^ BRUMBAUGH

were Ben Brouwer, of the Peoples
State bank, Albert Nienhuls,of tho
First State bank, and Richard Overway, city clerk.
From the county reports It Is
foun.’ that 8.478 cars are used for
pleasure and 1,101 are listed as commercial cars. No doubt a vast majority of the socalled pleasure cars are
put partially to commercial uses.
That Ottawa county had enough
auto license plates and to spare is
evidentfrom the report of Chief Van
Ry. who stains that 11,000 licenses
were Issued fir Ottawa county for
the pleasurecars and 2,100 were olloted to Ottawa county for trucks,
delivery wagons, service cars and all
those coming under a commercial

iajlte
k

SPOKE BEFORE MERCHANTS ASSOCIATIONON THE CITY
MARKET
Word was

For Today-Have You Listed Under

March 12

Grand Haven
and

will be closed this week
the
state office moved to the offices of

hru.lluOMn

SI-

?"ir

•Oi.t

rfii.u.r«

head.

Although the Issuing of automobile
licenses,at least in Holland, was not
fraughtwith so many Inconveniences
as In other years and the congestion
at the places where these were Issued was not nearly so great, and the
wait to receive licenses did not seem
as long, still the system is far from
perfect and there Is still room for
j>*, ^
mprovement.
Last year extensionafter extension
of time was given, until the whole
flM» NCJUIS
matter became a Joke. This la a
measure was necessaryfor the reason that the state too was slow in
getting properlystarted. This year
rul 0*t>)«n<rthere was not so much delay, no definite time was set, as the last day
of grace until late, and in Ho
Chief Van Ry added a week thereto,
giving all motoriststime to get under the wire.
However, when the time limit was
The above 1# rather a unique group You had to enter a "Cad" from the erland had much the appearance of , looks more like a shovel handle than
up, he had the men check up with
of pictures of gas wagons of a quar- back, and there was plenty of ar- a cowcatcheron a locomotive.
anything else.
the motorists, and found them supter of a century ago. Even the old space for the driver's feet In the . The beautiful Packard of todayThis paper Is indebtedto the Mich- plied. with the exception of a
strap over the hood of the first Hud- Oakland.
son, In order to keep It down, Is not! The Paige was rather a low-down no doubt Is ashamed of Its ancestorj igan Manufacturer and Financial whose cars were laid up until
missing.
Icar, while the front end of an Ov- of 25 years ago. The steering device Record of Detroitfor theae pictures, were issued.
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LOWELL THOMAS

HOLLAND MAN

COMES FROM OLD

PICTURED IN DE-

DUTCH STOCK

TROIT FREE PRESS

1ST

BT

Rllltll

A, recent Issue of the Detroit Free
Press pictures ••Vaudle1* Vandenberg.
of the Vandenberg Bros. Oil company
of Hol’and. grouped with some of the

To be exact. Just 384 merchants, leadingmen connected with the new
members of the sales force and their cf combinationof dlstrlbutore.
ladles, sat down to an excellent known as the Dixie group.
The DetroitFree Press states that
apread given In the Masonic temple
banquet hall under the auspicesof many of the most prominent Indethe Holland Merchant* association pendent distributors of petroleum
The O. E. 8. No. 40 ladles were again products in Michigan have become
In charge and the Antheancum boys affiliatedwith Dixie Distributors.
of Holland high school, under the Inc.. It was stated Saturday by offidirection of A. E. Bennett,assisted in cials of that organisation.The independents who have Joined control
the serving.

Lowell Thomas, the world traveler
and lecturer and the man who put
on the Palestine pictures at Carnegie
hall, was very much InterestedIn

That there are over 800.000 hens
and Allegan countiesthat
are producing eggs for the market
and for the hatcherieswas the astonishing statement that was
In Ottawa

Hope college.
It will be remembered that he
made a flight by aleroplane over
the pyramids In Egypt, and when Dr
Nykerk asked him If he knew Dr. 8.
Zwemer, Thomas said. “I should say
I do. the one In Cairo, Egypt, you
mean. I met him often and he Is a
fine fellow, and he Is doing a great

IS

RAZED BY FIRE

With Martin M. Murray, the 78year-old caretaker,trapped in an
Inferno of flames In the basement,
fire Sunday morning leveled the
Methodist Episcopalchurch at Sparta. cremating the aged man. causing
a property loss of $76,000. and for a
time threateningthe business district
of the town.
At 3 o’clock Sunday afternoon
when the building, largest church
In Sparta, lay a smoking mass of debris, the body of the aged man was
recovered from the ruins. It was
found beneath the front basement,

brought out at the meeting of the
egg producersof the two cpuntlesIn
the city hall in Zeeland qp Friday
The statement was made to bring out
the fact that there are enough hens work.”.
in the two counties to produce eggs
He then asked Dr Nykerk If Hope
for carload shipment.
college was not identified with the
A suggestllonwas made that sev- Dutch Reformed church, and Dr. NyAfter the banquet presidentJohn i more than 1.0000 filling stations,
scatteredthroughout the lower pe- eral other counties be Joined with kerk told him that It was, and Mr.
. Van Tatenhovc arose and gave a reninsula. They will handle uniform, Ottawa and Allegan In forming ,a Thomas said, "My mother was an old
. view* of the work done by the Holland Merchant* associationIn the standard products, but will maintain producers' association, but when the Dutch Reformed; at her ancestort
facts were looked up it was found were; her name was Wljkhof, and her which had become the caretaker's
past and under his regime.He gave t eir Individually.
"It is the purpose of the Dixie that the hen census in the two coun- ancestors came to America with Pet- funeralpyre, and lay half burled In
• credit to the executive board and to
Distributors. Inc.” says Saturday’stler. have enough hens for large scale er Minult, the first governor of New the wreckage.
' the various commltetes having charge
800,000 and that hence the two coun- Amsterdam, now New York."
Timely arrival from Grand Rapids
of different branches of the assocla- officials* torrent, "to function as a
Dr Nykerk then stated that In of a pumper crew saved other buildtlon. and he stated that It was only whole for the betterment of ^thelr ties hav eenough hens for large scale
production. It will not be necessary 1850, dominie Wljkhof of New York ing on Division8t., the main thorthru this co-operationand pulling Industry, to ‘he advantage of the
to Include other counties. It was was sent as an emissary to the col- oughfare,from destructionwhen the
-together that an organizationlike consumer, to standardize the merout. When the question was ony of Holland to confer with the brands carried from the burning
the Merchant* association could cUdls* and to accomplish merchaa- pointed
first raised the unofficial guess was Dutch classes here, asking the West- church by a strong .west wind fired
grow and be of real service In a com- dleing an dadvertlslng uniformly.
Other dealers and dlstrbutorsof that there were 200,000 laying hens ern church to Join the old Protestantthe wooden two-story Hahns buildJ munlty.
the two counties. The actual fig- Dutch church of New York. The con- ing a block away.
Chairman Van Tatenhove then gasolineand oil products will be In
ure of 800.000surprisedeven those solidation was what Js now called the
All the hose lines that could be
procedeed to IntroduceMr O. J. permitted to nartlclpateIn the activities of the Dixie Dstrlbutors. Inc.. who arc best posted on the egg situa- Jolninng of 1850.'
procured by the Sparta and Kent
i Dlekema as a man who had honored
tion.
providing
their
products
will
be
of
Mr
Thomas
stated
that
without
City fire brigadeshad been laid to
1 Holland at home and abroad. He
The meeting was attended by about , doubt dominie Wljkhof belonged to the church when the second fire
• pointedout that many years ago Hol- the same qualities and standards.”
lA egg producers of
r\f the
Mao two
t tl’A OSM m
it.. # twtiat.t
A
200
counCredit for accomplishingthe mergthe family of Wljkhofs ft) which hla started, but the Grand Rapids firei land was In the public eye because
ties. Speakers were Prof, Hannah mother also belonged.
men were successful in putting out
Mr. Dlekema was head of the Bpan- er is given to J. J. Thelsen-Clemens
and
Mr
Patch
of
Lansing.
Dr
Hensley
the flames after one side of the
, lah claims commission and became a company,'t St. JJoseph.He says:
of
the
Poultry
Improvement
associa* national figure. He stated Mr Dlek- have been growing In Michigan unTraffic policemen In New York city building had been wrecked. Small
tion.
and
County
Agent
Mllhnm.
til they retail about 60 per cent of
1 ema then went to congress and his
have authorityover all mechanical fires on roofs of houses In the vicAll of them stressed the Idea that
the gasoline and oil used. The big
. work there often brought his home
traffic control devices. The police- inity also were put out by the city
quality
must
come
first
anti
then
idea back of the movement is to
i, town favorably Into the lime-light
men’s whistle signals are described firemen.
price
Increases
will
automatically
The Janitor, Civil war veteran and
He stated further that after all these give service to motoi sts. The oras: One blast, moving traffic shall
follow.
Their
plea
was
for
Improveganizers believe that the Increased
’ honors had been bestowed.Mr Dlekstop; two blasts, cross traffic shall resident of Sparta for 45 years, left
ment
In
egg
production
conditions,
volume of business will more than
his home on the northern edge of
’ ema came right back to his home
meanwhileworking out marketing ntove. and three or more blasts, em- the town at 4:30 Sunday morning
town, got back into the harness and. pav for the cost of this service.”
ergency.all* moving traffic shall 1mproblems.
UIUUICIU9.
If
AA
the
IIIC
two
VWV
counties
WUAlweo
will
wits
Detailsof the organization have
to start the two furnace fires refilled with civic pride, he was alproduce the best possibleeggs and nifdlatrly stop.
quired to heat the building for the
ways serving his city when called been worked out during the past
them In carload lots Instead
Sunday services.At 7:15 he knocked
upon and that was nearly all the three months Plans call for the ship
expenditureof $20,000 for advertising of In crate lots, they will command
on the door at the home of the pastime.
during the current year. Being a fancy prices.
tor. Rev. StanleyThayer, who resides
When Mr Dlekema arose as toast- new development In the petroleum H. H. Boeve was named temporary
next door, and called out that the
master. he was given an ovation by marketing field,the e-^Hties of the presidentof the new association,
church was on fire.
the diners. He recognizedthe kind corporation am beln? closely watched John Vanden Bosch of Oakland temRev. Thayer telephonedthe Sparta
words spoken by the chairman of the by officials of the large established porary secretary and treasurer, and
central to call the fire department
asaoclatlon and then proceededto tell firms. U ’•ell as by Independent a committee of 24 was named to
and then ran to a side door of the
of merchants of yesteryear and the idenlcrs In other states.
canvass the farmers. Another meetchurch.
merchants of today. He atated that
The name "Dixie,” selected as the ing will be held next Friday after"I saw that the basement was filltime was when Holland merchants, trade mark by the new organizationnoon.
ed with smoke," asserted the pastor,
so-called, were not merchants, they was first Introduced by the L. V.
"and realized that if I opened the
were barterers and traders. He said White company In Kalamazoo, and
door on the west side of the buildthose were In the store order days, Its special adaptability to the oil Ining the strong wind would furnish a
when very little cash wertt back ov- dustry has been dfmonstrated by a
The Holland Furnace f.Ve turned draft for the flames. I then rememer the ebunter of the merchant.
series of tests conducted In schools,
bered I had not seen Mr Murray
i in their sixth straight win Thursday
He told of a time when he went .tbl clubs and other groups.
j evening, against the much heralded since he gave the alarm and I ran
town with eggs from his father's farm
The directors of the organization
Chicago Boosters. A crowd that left around to another door to find him.
and It was an event If there was a are:
“I opened a basement door, but a
only standing room, was kept on Ita
nickel left for candy after the eggs
L. V. White. J. J Thlesen.Archie
i toes during the entire game by the cloud of smoke stopped me from enwere traded In for family groceries. McGlllivray. "Vaudle” Vandenberg of
tering and my calls to Mr Murray
j dose score. The Boosterscame down,
Mr Dlekema pointed out that those Holland.Bert ochum. Friend 8.
were not answered.By this time the
i with their score book showing many
trading days were over. Merchants Grimes and Carl Westlund.
a win from some of the fastest prof- firemenwere on the scene and I told
now pay cash for their produce. The
It goes without saying that the
them the aged man was Inside. They
| esslonalteams In the middle west.
days of "so much In trade at our several Vandenberg Oil company staThey were sure of a hard fight thought they heard him calling but
store” are a thing long of the past. tions In Holland are distributors of
againstthe fast furnace team which were unable to locate him and by
Competitors today arc not sworn the celebrated Dixie gas.
had five straightwins behind Its this time the inside of the church
For
the
fourth
time
the
board
of
enemies,as was too often the case in
directors and the employes of the name. The game was not won until was a mas* of flames.
the olden days. Today It la a matter
The county clerk’s office at Grand First State bank gathered In the the fourth quarter when the furnace "It U my belief that he had startof affiliation,co-operationand honHaven
i* basking In the light of a Warm Friend Tavern for a social team came down the floor with such ed both furnace fires and that while
est competition. Merchants today are
new
celling and newly painted and time. This Is an anual affair and is speed and with such great basket he was in the front part of the
friends, Mr Dlekema said, and this
decorated walls, occasionedby the greatly enjoyed. The banquet was held | shootingthat not even Grlesel .thelr barement, which Is separatedfrom
friendshipand understanding and
star could keep his team In the run- the rear by a partition, he smelled
deluge of water that perclpatedthe on Wednesdaynight
spirit of broadmindedness has been
smoke and tried to locate the fire.
After a sumptuousdinner. Hon. G ning.
celling to the floor some time ago.
fostered thru the Holland Merchants
When he returnedto the buildingafafter a leaking pipe caused the dam- J. Dlekema. the president of the
association and kindred civic organter notifying me, I believe he openbank, acted os* toastmaster.One of
age.
izations.
The
first cold spell of the season the Interesting things of this annual steady ftt all times, Holland high’s ed the door to the rear part of the
After tnls talk Mr Dlekema was In
caused
freeze up of one of the affair Is the poem. There Is only one court team won over 0. R. South basement and then lost his way in
charge of the program and first callpipes and before It could be turned man In the bank who Is gifted along Friday night by a 14-9 score. The the smoke and suffocated."
ed upon Reuben Tromp. who surprisoff the damage had been done. - A that line ibd he Is the former cash- visitors were subdued all the way,
ed every one present with his chalk
plaster board celling and new decor- ier. Henry Luldens. The poem was Turnwall. visiting ace. gettingbut
talk. Mr Tromp devoted at least fifat’ons are proof there Is no great loss well written and well read and well field goals, the rest of the points
teen minutes to his black board
received. It was a take-off on every coming from fouls. While Holland
without some margin of gain.
sketches and his grotesque drawings
one present. Cashier Wlchers gave a was baffling South, the Gettlnga
-W
o
brought no end of laughter.
splendid and vivid description of his men were squashing most of the lo
Mr Dlekema then Introduced Rev.
trip to Los Angeles where he attend- cals, tries under the loop. Spooelstra
J. A. Dykstra of Grand Rapids, stated the American bankers convention and Drlscol who are rather large and
ing that he la a product of Hope colos representative of the First State rangy, were viciousIn their guard
lege. and Holland la always proud
bank. He was at his best and for half ing and captain Breen. Elenbas and
to hear one of Its own sons.
an hour he entertainedand Instruct- Tyssc were smothered often in
- Dr Dykstra, who Is pastor of the
ed. giving the Interestingpoints of no polite manner.
Central Reformed church of Grand
the trip and presentingsome of the
o
ffcaplds, gave the principal speech of
outstanding featuresof that great
Hope's quintet turned In a decisive
the evening. After getting off some
gatheringwhere bunkers from every
clever stories In his usual pleasing
state of the United States were present victory of 50- 11 againstFlint Junior
manner, Dr Dykstra. announced his
to discuss those things In which tpe on Friday night. After losing to Alma
subject as "The Three R's of Busiwhole country Is more or less Inter- by a small score In an over-time
game. Hope was all set for a win
hess." Rivalry, not the old sort which
Holland was represented at the ested.
called for a condemning of the other banquet of the Michigan Authors
Informal talks were given by Henry and nothing that Flint could offer
fellow’s merchandise, but the new issoclatlon at the Pantllnd in Grand Pelgrlm.Daniel Ten, Cate. Dr E. D. was able to stop the deluge of shots
kind, rivalry of service, which was .iaplds by President E D Dlmnent, Dlmnent. Con De Free. Mrs G J Dlek- Hope turned on their basket.
Flint was completelyoutplayed
based on the golden rule, was the Dr J. B. Nykerk, Rev. and Mrs T. W. ema and Henry Oeerllngs.In these
first of the three R’s. Co-operation Davidson and Mr and Mrs Arnold talks stress was laid upon two neces- through-out the game and Hope had
for a greaterincrease of business Is Mulder. It was the first meeting of sary qualities In banking today. The no difficultyto work the ball under
the key-word of the business men .he association ever held outside the first of these Is co-operation. It Is the basket time and again for short
today and the phrase, "He pockeU :lty df Detroit. Organized as long ago next to Impossiblefor one to kindle shots. Coach Schouten used all of
moat, who senes best'* seems very is 1910, the association has until re- a fire with Just one piece of coal, but his substitutes and they all seemed
to find the going easy.
applicable,said the speaker.
cently been mainly a Detroitaffair. It becomes much easier with two
Responsibilityof standing behind iut now the meetings are being held pieces.That is co-operation. There arc
twenty-sixletters In the alphabet.
all merchandise and making perman- n various places In the state.
Coming from behind In the first
ent customers was the next R stressThe program Included the formal Not one of these expressesan Idea half, the Holland Christian High based by Dr Dykstra. This too Is a new ntroductlonof Mrs Helen Hyer, when taken alone, but when they are ketballteam defeated the Fennvllle
and better form than the old atylc ormerly of Charleston, 8. C., and taken together and properly arranged five. Unaccustomedto a small gymof cutting the price and thinking ol low of Grand Rapids, who has re- these letters can write the history of nasium and loose refereeing, Muysnothing but selling the gooda anc, cently had a book of stories publish- the world. That is co-operation. There kens qulntentwas lost during the first
caring little as to whether the pur- ed. She read several poems of the old are ten digits In our numerals,count- half, which ended 6-3 In favor of
chaser came again or not. The great- ilantatlonsof the south. Frances ing as one, and the highest amount Fennvllle.
The second half the Christians beest of the three R's was religion.The Morton-Crume entertainedthe group that can be expressed by any one
flag of God must be held high every vith vocal selections. Mrs Myrtle standing alone Is nine, but when gar with a spurt. The soon ran up 19
day of the week. As the blood In the ioon Cherryman read some of her these digits help each other they points The third uarter ending 9-10,
greatly Increase their value. Two Holland. During the final quarterthe
human body flows Into every par: iwn poems.
of It. so the blood of religion Is in
N H Bowen, of the Detroitfiatur- nines standing together make more Holland team slowed, but were able
every part of life. Dr Dykstra said lay Night, nationallyknown as a than twice the value of one nine; to make 11 points to their opponents’
that the spiritual eye was very much look reviewer, talked on "Among the they make ninety-nine.That is co- single basket. H
needed in business and pointed out Books" The reviewer must be fair operation. In every Institution the
how far methods In the buslnesi nlnded and broadminded to such an severalIndividualsmust stand side
world have advanced to better ways •xtent that he realizes that what Is by side and togetherwork out the Willy s
We should be glad to live In such an lot Interesting to him, may be In- problems that are to be solved. It
Age when every thing Is moving .erestlng to another,"he asserted. takes every one to make the Instituahead eo rapidly to such a high Ideal ’If the critic Is honest to his read- tion successful.While one may occupy
at the
Let ua set our Ideals high and havt. •rs, he will be fair to the author and a more prominent place than another,
the one In a less conspicuous place
more of the golden rule and less ol ils employer."
Exposition
the rule of gold, said the speaker In
The "Background of the Novel of must hold up his end of the line The
value of co-operalton cannot bo overhis dosing sentence.
roday" as revealedby Prof. Thomas
estimated.There can be no home
That
the Wlllys-Knlght "70" will
The final speaker of the evening 2 Rankin of the University of Michwithout It, there can be no society continue to hold .Ita leadership In
was Dr. E. D. Dlmnent, presidentof gan, would have to be put In book
without It, there can be no church power accomplishments In Its price
Hope college. Dr Dlmnent stated that 'orm to be truly digested and apprewithout It, there can be no bank field In 1927 as It did In the past
while he was not a merchant in the :iated.
without It. It binds men togetherin year. Is the claim of Wlllys-Overland
ordinary sense, he felt he Is In the
“Art and life differ,” began Prof,
politics.In finance. In religion and officialswho presentedthe new "70"
greatest business the country has and lank In, "In a matter of form. The
In social relations.
line of sixes at the nationalautomothat Is the school business. He said irtlst selects and brings character
Courtesywas also stressed. A coour. bile show in New York.
that it Is not the money alone that into form. He gives life.' The novel teous person Is always ready to do a
Company officials cite the performgoes Into this school buslncs or s one of the artistic Instruments good turn to another and does not
ance and salea records of the Wlllysmade
for
those
who
cannot
or
dare
business of education that makes it
top to considerthe cost to himself. Knight "70" as compared with other
the lan eat business, but to this busi- not face life as It la. It Is absurb for Courteousnessmakes life richer. Cussxes in Its price class as an Indicaness the merchants send their own 4he critic to Judge the author by the tomers look for courteous treatment
tion of Its general acceptanceby the
flesh and blood, and because of this .tandardsof life. There la no more an dthey have a right- to look for
motor car buyers as being a leader In
fact their hearts are also bound up reason lor objectingto moral theo- It, and where they receiveit much
its field.It Is claimed that In the
ries than to social or amusement good has been accomplished.
In this businessof education.
past year the "70" has undergone
Dr Dlmnent pointed out that from theories. The reader Judges by reMr Dlekema closed with a masterly rigid tests for power, speed, durabila business standpoint Hope college mits."
address In which he strongly emphas- ity and economy of operationand in
"The novel Is good in proportion ized the fact that every Institution Is each instanceresponded with a rclurf been a wonderful assest to this
nty, and that during the develop- to Its efficiency,"stated Prof. Rankin. primarilyestablished for rendering markable performance,establishing a
ment of the institution at least one "It Is efficientwhen It fulfillsthe service.If it falls to do* that it Is not nation-wide reputation for unusual
million dollars have come from the author's Intention. The English nov- measuring up to Its responsibility.
dependability.
east to Holland where this money elist has been the greatest artist,
The fact that no major changes
not In workmanshipbut In relation
has remained and has been. In
were made n the 19J7 Wlllye-Knlght
measure, the means of erectingthis to the truth. Great artists give not
WHIPPET SIX SEDAN
"70” sleeve-valve motor la declared
mere truth but the Image of truth as
factory of human education.
Distinctly Whippet in type by Wlllys-Overlandengineers as sn
It
la
to
the
mind
and
heart
of
man.
Mr Dlekema. the toastmaster, gave
throughout,the new six-cylinder illustration of the engine’s superioras an aside, after Mr Dlmnent had It is not realismbut the creation of sedan presented by Wlllys-OverlandIty, declaringthis fact a* a tribute
an
image.
If
a
writer’s
Intention
la
finished, that there was no greater
at the New York automobile show to Us efficiency.
advertisingmedium lor the city of only entertainment,he rarely attains as a member of the new group ol
The "70" power plant has a bora
a
work
of
merit.
The
entertainer
la
Holland than Hope college, and what
Whippet sixes. Is distinctive In the of % 15-16 Inches and a stroke of
Is more, he said, the advertisingIs often a bad artist," he continued.
light six field. The new Whippet Six 4 3-8 Inches, with a piston displaceHis remarks about the style of the sedan Is a four-doortype, characterall favorable. The men who go out
ment of 177.9 cubic Inches. The motfrom Hope, thru then efficiency,thru artist or the so-called personality ized by the well-known * Whippet or develops 62.5 horsepower.
their honest efforts, excel everywhere, were summed up In the Unas— "If features and design,a low. crulserBelfiex spring shackles, which aid
whether In a mission field, In s pul man did not have style, everything llke body, endowed with ample room- In the "70" performance are atandard
uld have been written In the first iness throughout and built along
pit, or as professionalmen. Their
quipmente The shackles provide a
advancementgoes to the credit of 7AU years of literature."
mart, dashing lines.
srlng flexibility,
absorb road shocks,
oollegeand the city of Hoi
Five passengersare easily accom- give better riding qualities and rsMr Dlekema contended.
modated, the engineers taking ad- duce to a minimum the wear and
Ter Beck and Garry Ter lea, Audience, (led by John Vander- vantage of every Inch of available tear on all parts of the car.
called upon to give sev- slule and orcheetra); Invocation,Rev apacf In the Interiorarrangement. Officials of the company declare
tlona, the able rendl
For the Whippet Six motor the that the reputation establishedby
J. H. Bruggers; Selection, Ter Seek
called for more. The Bros.; Chalk Talk. Reuben Tromp; makers claim a speed of 60 miles an the “70" line In 1926 for all around
were ably accom Introduction of Toastmaster, Toast- hour and power to climb the steep- performance Is one of the chief reaGeraldine Wolford, master. Hon. G. J. Dlekems; Address. est grades In high gear. They also sons for the increasedInterest now
follows.
Rev. J. A. Dykstra. Address,Dr. E D declare that It rivals the small Whip- being shown In this group of Knight
powered cars.
DinuMBt; Selection, Ter Seek Bros. pet four in fuel saving qualities.
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All Seats Reserved — Advance Sale Opens Monday— Buy in
The Same Traveling Organization Which Played

Advance —

Detroit 17 Weeks.

The

.

PARADE

BIG

JOHN GILBERT

the STAR
With RENBB ADORBE

KING VIDOR’S PICTURIZATTON oP

LAURENCE STALLINGS STORY
Tbs spider-likecontraption shown hare is tbe Oldtmobile‘‘Pirate,'
which established tbe world’s record lor five miles in 1963, covering the

Although a Frenchman by the pcaranacc and noisy ocyond belief, vented the rat real practical car
name of Captain Cugnot was the accompanied with heavy coal smoke, In America In the spring of 1803.
first man to bring Into being In history tells that the French car was The autocar Is a later creation and
|

steam

carrlagi,

a

one of clumsy ap-

Have You Joined

distanceis 6.3 minutes.

;

Pn/U. Franr*. what was known as

not practical and It was not until had some class In 1800. The vehicle
' a half century later that Duryea In- of yesteryear
arc pictured above.

is

A part of

WORLD AND

THE

PARADE?

9*eBIG

All humanity

I

itj

WIPE

HIS

The above cut will give a good Idea han 200 miles an hour.
of the advancement made In the
The ladles' missionary societyof
youngest of Holland’schurches, has
speed
of
the
motor
car.
A
mile
a
he
Third Reformed church will
! closed a
most successful year. Or- Heroic
In
m - ute 25 years ago was some meet Wednesday afternoon at 2:30
I ganlzed only a few years ago as *
, Dutch speaking congregation the
achievement.Today It Is ordinary o'clock. Dr 8. Vander Wcrf will give
IN
YORK \ descriptionof his recent visit to
church now comprises 60 families. Holland In ’22 Gets
riding fo rany stock cor. except in the Brewster.Alabama, where he visited
Rev. Paul VanEerdcn Is pastor.'
CHIC
A
eyes of the speed cop.
Wynand Wlchers was In Grand William T. Baker, prominent mertho Reformed church mission school
as nQVer before in the history oFtht
among the negroes.
Rapids on business Monday.
Carnegie
Elsewhere
In
this
Issue
will
be
chant of Grand Haven, will soon open
theatre. Playhousesnot large enough
found what Is known ns the new
Prof Egbert Winter of Hope College
Berman Bos, of (he Holland City hlr business In the same locationIn
mystery racer, going 140 miles an i gave a very Interesting talk before the
to hold the
*
News, hp returnedfrom a ten days' which he started work as a boy 45
hour, and the newspapers are mak- ] p. T. Club In the Flltyore school. Dls.
vacation1 ^pent at Grand Rapids.
yean. ago. Mr. Baker started out
Pittsburgh, Jan. 27— Two Michigan Ing much of a German-made car j trlct No. 1. Friday evening. His subject
MersbM Irving has returned to in the old G. VandenBoschAc Bon men have received citations from the that Is said to attain a speed of more was the "Trainingof the Child."
DID
BE
Waterbury. Conn., where he Is man- generalstore which was the largest Carnegie Hero Fund commission for
ager of a branch of the Holland In the city In the day when lllumna- acts of bravery. It was announced here
SEE THE
THE
tlon was furnishedby kerosene
Furnace company.
*9*
today. Walter J. Brockmlller. 24 years
' Sarett belongs to the groat open
" 'Slow Smoke' Is a volume of
YOU WILL
Miss Anna Karsten and Miss Anna lamps and women bought 10 to 15 old. Owosso, who saved a child from
spaces where men arc- -poets. Part of strong and shining poems. No mlncBontekoe arc spending a week In yards of material for one drees.
drowning, and Redmond M. Burr, 43
PRICES — Evening, Lower floor, $1.10
Balcony
First Nationalbank of Allegan has years old, Ann Arbor, who saved a c-ach year he spends In the North Ing meters, these— but splendid,
Chicago In the Interest of the K. <5:
1.10 and 50c.
Lower Floor, 75c and $1.10.
moved from the temporary quarters man from being killed by a train at woods and In the mountain forests soaring songs.
B. Hat shop.
of Montana and In the desert country "Here are poems that speak the
Balcony 50c and 75c. (Tax Included),
A week after the garage was fin- In the Grange store hardwareda- Holland, have each been cited for He has been a guide, and a forest grandeur of wild places and untamed
partment,
where
It
moved
to
after f ijron-e medal awards. The citations
ished. sheriff's officers found wine
ranger, and they say that In camp In creatures, and with 'Slow Smoke' Lew
the fire, to a room In the Sherman follow
AM&Thj-GOLDWYN-MAY&R
PRODUCTION
ORCHESTRA of
on the premisesand prosecutionfolthe v/llds he can make a biscuit as Sarett takes his place In the first
House block. The temporary quart"Brockmlller, filling station attendlowed
double-quartetof American poets."
ers were necessitatedby the fire ant. saved Hazel M. Sayam. aged 2. easily as a
Allegan county Is beginning on an which damaged the bank building.
on May 20. 1924. Hazel fell from u
extended remodelingprogram at the A federal bunk examiner now Is In
railroadbridge Into the Shlawasse
county poor form. New floors will charge,following closing of Its doors
river. 100 feet from the bank. Rockbe laid and shower baths will be last week.
miller. whose right hand was badly
put In for the inmates.
.
„
, The Womens Missionarysociety of crippledand who wore hip length
boots, Jumped from a point on the
22^ Audley° Blanchard ^fl ^Fred^^an I Hope church will meet Wednesday at
bridge 18 feet above the water and
chard 21. and George ' Ricker. Rc^ john^C. Wimu.^D., oT'the caught hold of Hazel'sdress. They
nave been placed In the county Jail ]o-a] Methodist Episcopal church will were carried 450 feet from the bridge
at Alleganby Sheriff Ben Lugten on . bt the (.peakcr The devotions wU before he reached wadeable water."
a charge of breaking and entering
by Mrs. CorneliusJ. Dregman.
"Burr saved William A. Weed. 71.
cottages.The five are from Douglas. Thf
} commlttcp composed of farm hand, on Sept. 23. 1922. Weed
The American Lotion and auxill- Mesdamer D. O. Cook, E. Vaupcll, stepped to a point less than a foot
ary at Allegan will put the ticket sale , h. Hospers, Peter Brusse. E. J. Van from a track on which a train was apof "The MennonlteMaid" over by ! Hoff. A. T. Isschcr. A. B. Bosman. T. proaching at a epeed of 15 miles an
personal effort, the proceeds to be , Zoeren, R. C. De Vries, Belle Van nour. Burr, who was on the opposite
added to their welfare fund. The | vander Broek.
side of the track, leaped toward Weed
play will be given Feb. 14 and 15 by . b P Donnelly and Frank Duffy and and pushed him backward.The train
the Allegan Community Players. ! family are spending the week end In was only a few Inches from him as he
cleared the track."
Pupils of the Haml-ton high school I Chicago,
who have attainedall A grades dur- I The Misses Bertha Rutgers.Lucllc
year lust closed has
a
year of that is based
the
Ing the' first semester are Josephine Bolhuls,Betty De Fouw. and Anna
Miss June Moore, of Okmulgee.
Tucker and Josephine Kaper of the Slagh spent the week-end at Oklahoma, has accepteda position as
history. Sales and production swept to
of
Fisher,
tenth grade and Juella Brower Niagara Falls.
linotypeoperator at the Sentinel.
Mr and Mrs John Kammoraad, of
figures that
the
admiration of abilities uniaue at the price,
features of deEthel Lohman and AntoinetteSmith
Hartford.Conn., are visiting at the
of the ninth grade.
the industry.
to
the ever-increasing sign far in advance of tne field— but
the
' home of Mr and Mrs Ed Hieftje, 241
Three lawyers, a Judge and a Jury 'East 11th street. Mr Kammeraad Is
Born to Mr and Mrs S. Brunlnk. of
for cars, a $15,000,000 plant
failing reliability and unfaltering stamina that
of 12 men. besides r. crowd of vlsl- ! attending the school at the Holland Montella Park, a girl.
tori and t>e usual press folks, were | Furnace company,
was
is
the
o
can only result from precision construction, the
occupied Monday with finding out j Mrs J. Van Weeldcn and little
Born to Mrs and Mrs Richard Popwhether or not Jdhn Leusner of [ daughter left for New Mexico ThursSuccess
so
spectacular
affords
choicest material
rigid control of quality
Cprlng Lake, charged with giving a i day after spending the winter poma, a son; to Mr and Mrs George
drink of wine to Fred and Frank | months with her mother, Mrs M. Hulst, a son.
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Weaterhoffafter they had done a , Slowinskc.
day’s work on a garage, >vas guilty, i Mr. and Mrs. John De Vries and
A’legan city council was informed
lP%tne66 In this
I family of Muskegon Heights, spent Monday in a letter from Frank F
, Seventh Reformed church located f unday with their parents. Mr. and Rogers, state highway commissioner
on West 14th streec, one of the! Mrs. Henry De Vries, 91 West 15th that the commission Is not responsible for snow removal on the portion
of the trunkline highway between
street.
Allegan and Plalnwell. known as the
Bee line.
Acccul.ng to Mr Rogers the state
agreed to maintain this stretch of
road after January 1. but not • to
keep It open to wheel traffic, that It
was not part of the state system for
snow removal and no appropriation
was made for this purpose.
Fred McOmber. chairman of the
county road commission, also told
the Council that his department
could not remove snow from theBee line as the board of sup-.’rvlaors
nrei made no appropriationfor the
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Lew Sarett, woodsman-poet,who
will give his Interesting lecture-recital
at Carnegie Hall next Friday evening
recently published
third
book of poems. "Slow Smoke," which
Is winning for Its distinguished author notabletriumphs.Not only Is the
bcok an artistic achievement,but It
has the unique distinction of being a
best seller. This Is Indeed a triumph
Most living poets reap their reward
from the appreciation of the cognoscenti. but few can boast the widespread patronageof the general pub-

hla

Between Western Michigan

and Chicago

lic.

Good

from date
between the foUowing cities

for return trip 15 days

sale

of

*

Mr

.

:

Round Tri|»

Muskegon and Chicago, - $8.00
Grand Rapids and Chicago, $8.00
Grand Haven and Chicago, $7.00

!

Sarctt's latest book Is redolent
of the wild earth of America. It reveals great power and skill, deep tenderness. and a moving compassion for
all the hurt creatures of the forest,
for wounded,bewilderedbeasts,for
frustrate, primitivehuman beings.
"Slow Smoke" has received the sincere praise of the best-known critics
Gene Murkey writes, from New York.

Zeeland and Chicago • • $7.00
HoOand and Chicago - • £6.50
Saugatuck and Chicago, - $h.SO
South Haven and Chicago, $8.$0

N

[Effectiveuntil April

A

1,

The Greater

BY THE CRITICS

Lowest Round
Trip Winter Fares
Cities

GREAT POET
OAKLAND SIX

Surpasses Its Field in Precision Construction

The Greater Oakland

Six represents a

•
Save an Hour
’’ *TT

Leave 7:50

a.

\HAAN BROS. DRUG

Lew Sarett

m

Sitore
Moser Coach

Line
Company

of Sarett: "This clamorous capital has
ket up a shout for Lew Sarett, the
poet. Platoons
critics here are
burning high ceremonialfires In his

of

honor, and not a few believe they
have Just 'discovered' him. In point
of fact. Lew Bareli's star rose In the
West many moons ago. but this new
'book, 'Slow Smoke,' (Holt), Is his
finest achievements.

and the confidence inspired h^
>y the fact that

k

was sponsored by G(
General Motors.
Unequalled a year ago in what it gave at its
low prices, the Pontiac Six is still unequalled

l

this six

•

DeLuxe Landau

•

Sedan. . . $975

PONTIAC^

76523

fm+mlm

SIXES the
first year

^-the greatest record ever
scored by a new make of car

Oakland W Pontiac
Sixes

121 East 8th

STORE

Si.

162S fntmdm

m.,

11 :50 a.m. and 3:50 p.ra.
(jratul Haven — Leave 8:20
fc.m.. 12:20p. m. and 4:20p.m.
Grand Rapids — LedVe 8:00
a. ib. and 12 noon, 4:00 p. m.
Zeeland — Leave 8:50 a. m.,
lit50 p. m. and 4:50 p. m.
Iloilo ia — Leave 9:10 a.m.,
1:10 p. m. and 5:10 p.m.
Suugatiiclt— Leave 9:40a. m.,
1:40 p m. and 5:40 pm.
Saudi Hdven — Leave 10:25
a m .2:25 p.m and 6:25 p

1

•

St.

OAKLAND SALES

LOCAL STATION

SuindurdTime)
—

INCREASE

\1

DeLuxe Delivery
Landau Sedan
DeLuxe Coupe
(Screen) •
760
DeLuxe Delivery (Panel) $770. ad pricaot /actor?

134,089
^

‘

Coupe • •
Sedan • •

AU»rfca«i /actor?

Iflt

Duco

and flexibilityof the
largest
engine
in any six selling up to
-n
— used
— — —
$ .000; the stamina of quality construction—

today— a statement which you can easily verify
by any comparisonyou choose to make.

$1025 Landau Coupe $1125
Sport Phaeton 1095 Sport Roadster 1175
Sedan . . . 1095 4-Door Sedan. 1195

m

low-priced can Bodies by Fisher with

r

I

43,018

Schedule
Muskegon

a

finish; the power, speed

Touring . .

/

Going and returning by changingto South Shore Line at Michigan
City. No extra charge. Tickets carry coupon.

(C.nlrol

the Pontiac Six was Introduced, it
brought to the public certain qualities long
wanted in a low cost six. And because those
qualities were definitely desirable, the Pontiac
Six became the automobile sensationof America. It had everything that everyone wanted in

smoolh performance. In addition, it offers that
notable difference between Oakland construction and thecommonplace— precision in manufacture to a degree once undreamed-ofin a car
so low in price! " ' You can sense the superiority of Oakland engineering by a single ride in
the Greater Oakland Six with Rubber-Silenced
Chassis. And the significanceof Oakland's
control of quality can he gained simply by
talking to any veteran Oakland owner. But
both arc revealed in an impressive fashion by
the ever-growing eagerness with which America is buying this precision-builtsix!

number on your ticket identifies your reserved air-cushion chair.
Coaches delightlully heated. Latest comfort features and safety

appliances.

When

in-

terpretation of beauty, convenienceand quiet,

Landau Sedan, $1295.

1927]

new

and

SERVICE
G. H.

KOOIKER

0AKLAND-P0NTIAI
PRODUCTS
GENE RAL MOTORS
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NUNICA TO BE GIVEN
ELECTRIC LIGHT SERVICE

D

START ’EM YOUNG!
D
n

Save!
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At n meeting of the township board
The passenger ship Alabama, due
of Crockery township held Friday It
In Muskegon at 6:30 Sunday mornj was decided to light the streets of
ing, was held In the harbor at Grand
I ihe village of Nunlca, which forms a
Haven all day by high winds from
part of the township, with electricthe west. The high seas subsided at
ity. Workmen are now engaged In
sundown and the steamer was schedj putting In the pole lines.
uled to complete the trip during the
The action of the boad. which
night."
7
i was the result of a petition sent to
The d rectors and superintendentslt by the residents of the village. Is
Beechwood, on the north side. Is
of the Holland community fair held based upon a state law pemlttlnc to have a new $127,000 school. TlUs
their annual banquet nt the Jtfas- 1 unincorporated towns to provide was decided Friday night when 134
Supt. Holmes of the Spring Lake
J onlc temple Friday evening. There electric lights povidlng the cost does voters
gathered to cast their ballots school has been making a survey of
^ were 23 seated at the festive board not exceed $000 annually.
for or against the proposed school. the pupils graduated from Spring
and 23 made speeches, too many to
The meeting was called to-order by Lake who continue thel reducatlon
report In full In this writeup. ToastZ Plakke, the moderator, who ex- In the Grand Haven school and thus
master Austin Harrington,pres. dent
plained why a school was absolutely complete the 12 grades.
of the community fair. Insisted that
necessary on the northslde.After
Twenty-threestudents are at
every person present should eay a
making his explanation.Mr Plakke. present attending the Grand Haven
|| word and everyone rose to the ocProf. Robert Evans and Frank Bert- nigh school In the Junior and sencasion.
sch were among those who spoke In ior years. Two are on the honor roll,
After the dinner Mr Harrington
favor of the new building,and Ed with standingsof A; two were In the
|| called the meeting to order and llrst
Scntt and Nick Hoffman argued giv- Junior play; two are to be In the
I heard from the two new members
ing their reasons why a school of that senior play; another Is the stage
Die association recently elected.
iue was not necessaryat this time. manager; one Is a class treasurer;
namely John Van Tatenhove and
United Suburban Railway Co.. Is
Other speakerswanted to erect a one secretaryof a class; two have
Abe Postma.
the name which residents along the •ichool at the side of the present prominent places on the high school
The secretary. John Arendshorst.Intcrurbanroute between Grand building but It was pointedout that annual and one Is In the orchestra,
gave a review of the national fair Rapids and Jenlson have chosen for thl‘ wo I'M not be practicablebut
making In all 15 who are prominent
meet he attended In Chicago and al- the line which they propose *to would be only a makeshift and a
In the high school.
so the state fair meeting held In organize and operate.
.e.nporniy flfalr nt best.
Detroit. Tcasurer Ben Brouwer also
A committee consisting of Edward iKuii! warned the school moved
M ! gave an Interesting talk relating to Miller and Dr II B Campbell. Grand- iU-iirr i.ist. to .lave it more cenThe Methodist Episcopal church
I I these meetings.
vllle: George Stevens and Paul trally located, although Beechwood at Mill Grove, Allegan county,erected
It was the unanimousopinion that G won, Wyoming Pork; Peter Jop- folks claim the euiicr of population
more than 50 years ago and the only
^ the community fair should have a Inga. Jenlson and Gerrlt Heneveld. Is at tl.e present .« ie.
church there, has been sold to
higher class of races. The local os- Elmbrook,has been appointed to
After the arguments had been Lleber. He will move It to his farm
I soclatlon has now Joined a new clr- prepareand file Incorporationpapei.i muilc, the 134 voters cast their baland convert the buildingInto a resiI cult, taking In the horses that race
the railroad and make final ar- lots. and when the votes were count- dence.
4 at Ionia, Saginaw, Greenville, Grand for
!d
It
was
found
that
06
voted
against
rangements for sole of stock.
Mr Lleber lost hla home by fire a’
Rapids and Detroit, so It can be
It Is expectedstock In the railroad the project and 67 voted for the new
bought the
I readily seen that Holland will have will be offered to the public late chool. and tile propos tlon carried some time ago.
I the very best that can be offered in this week or the first of next week by one vote. One ballot had to be church for $350.
H Michigan
The GrnndvllleState bank and tlv thrown out since the voter voted yes
The directorsfelt that live free Balewood-WyomlngState hank have xnd no on the same ballot.
The funeral of Albert Kloostc.q
acts had been taken care of. and
The vote being close, the in- for
designated as depositoriesfor
49 years an employee of Dc
I that the community fair was show- been
spectors of election counted the balthe funds.
Orondwet. was held Thursday afterj ing liner free acts than even
the
This line will open, or rather, re- ds lour times, in order that there noon. The pall bearers were: J B ;=
I larger fairs,therefore racing came In
open electric traction service be- might be no error In the count. It Is
Mulder. J Hamellnk. J Van Donse|| | for considerationthis year.
tween Jenlson iujd Grand Rapids j stated that this Is the largest school
laar. H Buursma. J Van Huls. and J ! a:
j Included In the free acts booked over
the old Intcrurbanroadway. election ever held In that school dis- Blentema. The funeral was attended
I for this year, It war. made plain at
When citizens from the section serv- trict.
the followingfrom out-of-town:
I I the banquet that a rodeo show, plcIhe new school Is to be of modern by
.'d by this line realized that the line
nephewr. and nieces. Mrs. Eli Dryei,
J i luring the cowboy and the cowgirl was
really going to be Junked they type, according to plans made, con- Henry De Maat. Edward K De Maat,
of the west, fancy riding. steer
jot busy and set about to resume taining ten rooms, bes.des a large Mrs. Jessie Grant all of Grand Rapthrowing and all those things having
operation of the line. This was fi- .•ecrea.ionroom for athletic purpose, Ids. and Mrs Frank Bontln and Mrs
By to do with the wild west show, will nally
secured when they organized a and with a seating capacity of at
I be included In this special act. In stx)ck company among themselves. .east 1,000. This room will be used Fred Wagner of Detroit. Others were:
Mr and Mrs J M Dc Maat and daughwhich men and women, tine horses
The line between Holland anti for athletics, entertainments and ter Marie. Mr and Mis Henry De
and a herd of Texas steers figure. It
other purposes incident to school Maat. Mrs Anna De Maat, Mr and
"Set 'and Is now being torn up. A
I goes without saying that there will
locomotiveIs doing service In work. The present school was built Mrs Nell McCallum and daughter
II be several platform acts as usual. steam
hauling the steel rails and othjr 20 years ago and is said to be entire- Marie. Mrs M A Stryker. Miss Ruth.
While not much new buildingwas
•alvaglng material from the grounds y inadequate,with 152 pupils crowd- Mr and Mrs D Van Wezel, all of
discussed for the coming year. It was
U liuo lour rooms.
Grand Rapids,and Mrs Carl L Place,
I decided that a new rest ro-in must ‘hat Is loaded on flat cars They arc
now making Zeeland their headquarof Chicago.
be built and will be built, and the
ters but soon the work will progress
Arrangements for covet Mg Allcfloral department will also be ento a point east from there when the jan county’s outstanding checks
larged and remodeled.
Some changes were made In the old steamer will have to be parked drawn on the First National bank,
m other grounds. While the engine until the affairs of the bank are
J] superintendents’ department, the Is
running back and forth there Is •tralghtened. will be consideredat a
names of H Vande Bunte of Hudocnsldcrnble danger at crossingsbo- meeting today of S. J. Hanna, chairsonvllle will be added in the depart:ause pcpplc have begun to think of nan of the board of supervisors: Ira
-men*' of shtep and swine. Walter Van
Thorpse of the finance commitDam, also of HudsonvIUe,to the -all crossings without trains. It is
well to keep the old ‘’dummy" In tee, and Fred McOmbcr, chairman of
apiary department Mrs Minnie Jones
the road commission.
and Mrs A1 Van Durcn have been mind.
A special session of the board of
added to the Women’s department,
Eight teams arc busy canvassln*/ supervisorsto provide an emergency
and Andrew Klomparens will Join
II James NibbcllnkIn the speed de- Central Park community for a sum fund for this purpose will be proif $3,500 required to buy a pipe or- (x)8ed.
partment.
ih? state of Michigan also had
Wm C Vandrnbcrg has been added ;an for the Central Park church, anc1
232
12th St.
I to the committee on grandstand t Is stated that the teams are meet- depositedthe sum oi nearly $50,000
In the Allegan Bank but It Is said
while contractorAbe Postma will ing with success in their efforts.
Rev F. j Van Dyke, nn untiring not a dollar will be lost to anyone.
assist Jake Lokker. John Koolker
Miller, the committee cu worker In the church. Is also getting
back of this project, and from all apgrounds.
The following expression of thanks
On concessionsGeorge Caball and pearancesa new pipe organ In this *ao made today by John De Ely. on
John Van Tatenhove.have been add- prosperous church will soon be a fact. jehalf of the committee, to those
Pipe organ fund pledge cards have a ho helped to make the skatingcar| M to the other committee men
|| lohn Arendshorst end John Frts been gotten out and are handed to lival
on Jan. 22nd n success:
er«M..ifive committee of the fair iveryoneserved by that church In
Many large limn donated much
Austin Harrington.Wm C. Vandcn that community. Requests are made krvlce and aid to help make "HolBerg. Ted Moerdyke. BeuJ Brewer to return the cards to L. Van Regen- and Ice Carnival"a big success.
M C Ver Hage and G J Koo ker morter. the secretaryof the special Cuperior Ice Co. donated about
T'hn next fair will be the 43rd an- ilpe organ committee,and the checks >200 worth of machine and men servnual event and the dates are August are made payable to Dick Miles, the fce. It was due to the advice and
treasurer.
23. 24. 25 and 26.
help of Mr. Fairbanks that the pond
County farm agent C P Mllham
#as so well constructed. Holland
who was one of the guests, gave
The second annual banquet of the •umber and Supply Co. donated for
Holland'scommunity -fair an unus- teachersand officers of Trinity Re- jse about 100 cedar posts to rope off
Early June
ual boost, stating that the directors formed church was held Friday eve- >ond. Delivered free of charge.
and officialsare doing everythingas ning In the church. The following Oykstrn Funeral Home free use ol
Variety
far as possible to keen the fair In
program was given: devotlonals. * nt for skaters.Harry Vander Schel j
line, for the purposes for which fairs
John Oonk, Introduction of the 'urnlshed fuel for bon-flres. Bol>rn intended and while there were
luis Lumber Co. donated the use of
’.oast master,. David Damstra. the
many obstacles, the Holland associa- mperintendent;toastmaster. John lag poles and other lumber ma-
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wir.ng for this line have already arrived. Work in that village will begin at once, and will take probably
the entire summer to complete.
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let us
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Bank at any time and

The “American Beauty” washes all your clothes
from your daintiestbaby clothes,finest linens to blankets and work clothes. Phone us for Demonstration.
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97c

lbs.
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WALDO

Large 40-50

PEAS

Best Pink

PRUNES

SALMON

lb. 11c

tall

can 15c

Argo CORN STARCH pkg. 8c

tion. as all fair directors found, the
local assoclat'on was doing wonders

What do You

poultry displays of recent years dem-.

onstnKedthat

Most

Desire

Furnace?

in a

r-JV..

Th'' federation of women’s adul<
Bible claases held their annual meeting Fr. day evening In the Maple Ave
chufch. Mrs.
Zwler led the devotions. Master Gerald Vander Vussc
••endered two solos. A reading was
jlvcn by Mis* Marjorie Stoltz.
Annual reports were given by the
secretary and treasurer and the new

D

were Introducedby Mrs Biel;
(ink. the president. Dr A Pieters
gave the address of the evening.H<
• oke on ’ The Conception of a Gentile, According to the Bible
His
talk was very Interesting and Instrucofficers

"

ive

The new officers arc: Pres.. Mrs
Peter Slagh: 1st Vice.. Mrs Seim Mersen: 2nd Vice.. Mrs B Vande Poel
Scc’y. Mrs E Markham; Aas’t. Sec y.
Mrs
Houtlng; Trcas . Mrs Dyk
house; Asst Trcas.. Mrs II Ten Brink

H
-

—

Directorsof

When yoL know
Furnace is giving

that

one make

of

a great number of

people, including friends

of yoiiiS, a

i
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The Sunday School

.erlals. All delivered free of charge.
Jltlzen Transfer Co. donated free use
<f trucks, including the serviceof
Teacher’.’ -he drivers.

Supremo Passion." Rev. Harry Hager
Mr. John Boone offered free use
Mrs J Van Oos. In the name of the if teams and gave much aid In every
•cachcrs and officers, presented the vay. Keefers restaurant furnished
upcrlntcndentwith a fountain pen offec and food for the men working
md Lversharpcase, and Mr Damstra cn the ice. The boy scout orgnnlzamde an appropriateresponseto her lon gave wonderful aid as guards
iresentatlon speech. Mrs C Van Dyke ‘nd contrqUing the large crowd,
vas In charge of the kitchen com- .’hey also' provided an excellent
mittee John Post In charge of the First Aid" supply. The boys mantProgram, and the waiters were young est that they have an efficient leadrshlp. We ore greatlyIndebted to
married couples of the church.
he Holland Dally Sentinel for the
imple publicityIt has given our
Word was received by friends of the
ause. It proves that a good newsserious Illnessof Mrs Ben J Hoffman
mper Is a powerful lactor In a’ comwho has been suffering from a chronie aunlty.
Uness for severalmonths, and hr
Other firms IncludingVandcn
on, Marvin Hoffman end Mrs Hoff
3erg Bros. Furniture Co.. Lokker
nan. were railed there because of the
Ungers Clothing Co.. Brouwer Fum.
seriousness of her condition
’o.. French Cloak Co., Boter ClothRev Mr. Hoffman has also been 1'
ng Co., j. Rutgers Clothing Co..
or some days, but the latest report?
ColonialTheater Co . and many
ndlcate that he Is recovering.
Rev. and Mrs BenJ. Hoffman wen mailer firms- have offered aid and
residents of Zeeland for severa mpport necessary for successIn this
years when Mr Hoffman was paste: jehalf We greatly appreciate the
;oo<l will shown and in name of the
>f the Second Reformed church th're
'bout five years ago he acepteda pas- ofnmlttcc wish to publicly express
torate at Morrison. HI., where thej >ur sincere thanks for the Interest
hey have given to the cause,
have been living until now.

Michigan State
•oultrv association in session at Lansing Thursdayhave gone on record
as declaringL. J Wilson of Greenville should lx* awarded a gold medal
Miss Anna Elenbaaa, daughter o:
for shooting a prowler whom he dls- ‘eter Elcnbaas of Zeeland, who left
overed near Ids chicken houses
‘bout two years ago to take up mis
The association have adopted res- •tonary work among the American
olutionsrequestingthe courts to b< J ’ndlans .at Winnebago. Neb.. Is reanient In Wilsons cose, s.nd offer- j ported to be very 111 with typhoid feving the full support of the assocla•’ and has been removed to a hospittlon in his behalf.
1 d In Sioux City, Iowa.
j

full

measure of

satisfaction,

it

is ooi

you arc interested in
knowing why one casting is shaped
likely that

one way and one another.

A meeting of the P-T association
Mapes is expected tc var. held Friday evening at tht
annual Lincoln club Maplewood school. An Interesting
lanquet v.hLh w.ll be held at 6 30. Jrogram of music and speaking war
Ptb 2. in Fountain Btrect Baptist
riled out A most Instructive talk
. hurch at Grand Rapls. Cong. Frank
was given by Prof Egbert Winter of
JrowLhcr of Schenectady. N Y a Hope college on "Child Psychology."
member of the ways and means com- This talk was the best ever heard af
mittee, will be principal speaker.
un of the meetings.Music wan given
Florence A Kahn, congresswoman
by the Prlns family. Mr C Woldrlh;from the fov.rih district of Califorgave a humorous rending,
nia. and J _Adnm Bede, of Minnesota,
A short play was given by Mr and
former congressman,arc the other
Mrs Wm Peeks, after which refreshipcakrrs. Former Cong. Gerrlt J
ments were served and a social time
Dlckcma of Holland will act as ended the evening.
toastmaster, and Rt, Rev. Mgr. D £
Malcne of fv Andrew's cathedral
The Woman’s Study club of Coopwill deliver the Invocation.
The banquet ts being promoted b; 'Tsvillewill present a specialty show
"our Republican clubs of Grand there Feb. 1ft and 11. Among the outRapids,the Old Abe club, tlie Ltn- standing featuresbilled arc a style
oln Republicanclub, the Grand review by members of the school
Rapids Women’s Republican club faculty; kindergarten band; Tom
and the Women's Lincoln club. Thumb wedding; a Dutch musical
Tickets may be obtained from the sketch, and a two-act comedy, "The
(.'mu, Carl E
preside at the
’
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After

all,

what you

pay lor, is con-

and economy in the operation of the furnace, and you want,
above all, abundant warmth throughout your home.
veniencc

It is the result

and

it is

you are paying

the result that

i^ offered

for,

you

by the Holland Guarantee Bond.
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2 cans 25c

Wlcrsum:remarks. Helen Vanders;
oudget.Mrs A Vanden Berg; selecalong these lines The cattle and tion. Trinity male quartet; address

CO.,

Holland Mich.

in Central States
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John Dc
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bott. 19c

Igr.

Vc

‘PEANUT BRITTLE, pound

hard mixed

15c

GOLDEN BANTAM

CORN

PUFFED RICE package
Bone Out

Solid

Pack

Can

15c

CODFISH

lb. pkg.

Brand MILK can

Eagle

Powdered SUGAR

GRAHAM FLOUR

lb.

Sack

5-lb.

15c
30
20c

\
21c

Bly.

The Saugatuck 'Fox Farm, now In
ts third year, has begun to market
:ts products.They have this year
•old forty-livepelts,netting them aporox'matelythe sum of $5,000. They
have on hand now 36 pairs of foxes
or breeding purposes.
total
‘•umber of foxes prior to the recent
ales was
Seventy-nine foxexs
lave been received
forty-ftve,
paving thirty-fouryet to be sold.
A’hlch arc now In the New York market. from which they arc yet to get
returns. The average price per pelt
o far sold, was close to seventydollars per pelt. At this rate the pelts
o far taken will bring them close to
'6JJ00. George O’Neil Is manager of
he farm, and Is bringing It to a
paying basis. From present appearinccs it promisesto be not only a

The

100

r

CATSUP

Van Camp’s

CAMPBELL’S

TOMATO

Best

Red SALMON TaO

can

27c

8-oz

Bine Ribbon

MAVONNAISE Jar

22c

*

on

SOUP
{

cans 25c

Chow Mein NOODLES No. 2 can
Post's Bran

RAKES

2

pkgs.

19c
25c

growing, but a prosperous Industry
n that locality.
The Consumers Power company has
completed negotiationsfor the purhase of property owned
the

OLIVE OIL Pompeian brand 1-2

pint

can 29c

by

IllaTC of Coopcrsvllle, and known
us the "Old Village Hall." The vllage recently purchased a new, modstructure, of two stories, which
houses the Arc equipment, council
rooms, and nil village equipment. The
Arrival of Billy."
old propertywill be remodeled by the
Consumerscompany Into a sub-staThe licensesof 20 automobile dr‘v- tion. housing, possibly, the present
< rs charged with driving while drunk,
Coopcrsvllle transformers.
It will be
or recklessly, were susoended for
•

m

nrcsldents of these four societies or
by the general public feom Ivan
Hull on the second ‘ flpor of the
county building. Earl W Munshaw.
prosecuting attorney. la general
chairman of the executive committee beriods ranging from three months equipped with the most modern machinery.The company Is planning
In charge of the arrangements.
to a year during the past week, the
extensiveImprovements In that vilstate department announced at Lanlage. with the Intentionof making
The P-T club of the Longfellow sing Saturday.
this the central distributingpoint
Among suspensions are: Zeeland. for this territory.The, cost of these
school give a piny, "The Time of His
Life." Thursday and Frldav evenings. John Etterbeek,Chester De Vries; changes and the addition of four
Feb 3 and 4. The play will be given Cadillac. James Mitchell.
new transformersIs estimatedto exIn the high school auditorium. The
ceed $20,000. In additionto this, sevLongfellow club haa put on several
The South Haven chamber of com- eral new lines will be erected In the
. Plays In the nnst and has been very
merce has made arrangements for country,one of which will serve a
successfulwith them. Each member the purchase of 35,000 pine seedling territory for five miles north, and
Of the east Interprets with real ap- trees for free distribution among will connect with the power line
1 rreclatlon the characterhe portrays,
farmers In that community who will running from Rogers dam near Ravj Mrs Daugherty Is the director.
agree to plant and take care of them. enna, to Conklin. The poles and the

CALUMET

LARD

COMPOUND

BAKING

E

PEANUT

POWDER

CREAM
APPLE

lb.

can 28c

lbs.

BUTTER

CHEESE
BUTTER

MAZOLA

2

Pint

lb.

lb.

25c
20c
31c

Large can

23c

Can

27c

i
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The banquet hall In the Masonic clnlty were uaed to hold the patients. Wednesday morning the association problem or not. Much of the sorrow
temple was patrioticallydecorated The new University hospital, situated union of Hope college took charge of and degradation could be avoided
with American flags, artlalcallydrap- several blocks from the burned the chapel exercise, Miss Harriet if homes were established where seLOCALS
ed. and Interspersed there were many building,was used as the central Henevcld, presidentof the Y. W. C. gregation would be possible. By fallA., read the scripture, after which n«r to pay attentionto the problem
palms and potted plants from the point for lodgingthe rescued.
enormous bill I
Shady Lawn florists. The decoration The fire gained considerablehead- Miss Goodwin,who Is secretaryof societypays
"I hate accepted Ood as my sav- committee was Klaas Prlns and John way before firefightingapparatus the student volunteermovement and crime and In other ways.
could be summoned. Muddy roads who has spent three years In Korea,
iour and i.feave found Joy and peace! Vander Ploeg.
as never bSgjre,"Leroy Vanscott,1 The Harrlngvm Coal company prevented the firefighters from gave a short talk. She said that
19, wrote, Jn A letter to Warden Char- 1 furnishedthe napkins on this occa- reaching the building Immediately.everyone is confrontedwith the queslei' Bhean of Ionia prison Tuesday, slon. more than A00 of them, and A strong west wind sweeping the tion. "What shall I do with my
LOCALS
He Is a parole violator and he wrote the Vandenberg Cn\ company saw to flames toward the eastern wing of life?" She then reefrred to the passthe
hospital
added
to
the
difficulties.
age In scripture which reads. "Whatfrom a Denver mission to let the jit that there way an American Beauauthorltles know where he was. Now ty at each plate with compliments All of the firefighting apparatus In soever He salth, do It." There ore
the
city
was
pressed
Into
service
and
always two plans for one's life, Jess Ridenour,of the Peoples Auto
he Is held at the Denver Jail, await- ! from the Dixie gas men.
Ing state troopers who will bring. When an announcementwas made additional apparatus summoned God's and yours. She told a few in- Service, Is in Chicago on business.
Mrs Win Brusse, and Mrs George
nelghborlng | cldentswhich happened on the mlshim back tq Ionia this
|of this fact toastmasterDlekema from Ypstlantl and
Albers left for Los Angeles. California,
I slon Held and made t. plea for more
He was .sentencedto the Michigan brought laughter when he said the towns.
A company of the National Guard | students to enter foreign missionary Tuesday to spend a few weeks.
reformatorf frpm Ottawa county , greatestadvertisingstunt he had
The Past Noble Grand club will
and paroled on August 2nd, 1926, to ever known was put on by Bill and was called out to preserveorder In work to help those who arc still in
Charlotte. He had failed to make the ••Vaudie," when they could make the crowd and to aid In the rescue darkness. Roy Natress, president of meet Friday, Feb 4th, at Mrs Herproper report
••Dixie"gas bloom and smell like the work and all of the city police avail- the Y. M. C. A., closed the meeting rick’s on West 12th 8t.
RussellWllepp, 28, sentenced to rose. It surely was some achieve able were ordered, on the scene.
with prayer.
The Colonial orchestra will give an
The unit destroyed was the first
the Michigan reformatoryIn August,1 ment, he said.
— oFriday evening at
1920, for robbery In Wayne county,
A program at each cover was unit of the university hospital build- The Grey household Is the scene of entertainment
and who was paroled on Dec. 16, printed In orange and blue on a ings to be constructed. It was built action for the play, "The Time of His 7:45 at Trinity Reformed church.
All ore Invited. A silver collection
1926, has been located In Buffalo, N. uniquely designed marbled cover of In 1891 and the other buildings conLife." Mrs. D. Van Kolken plays the will be taken.
Y. He held up and robbed a cigar tan. Mr Van Tatenhove and Mr Dlek- nected to It were added in 1890.
part of Mrs. Bob Gitf-y, while Mr.
store there and now faces a charge ema -both, In behalf of the associa- Since the completionof the new uniDuring the absence of Dr. J. B
Chapman assumes the part of Mr.
of breaking and entering.
tion, thanked the contributorsand versity -hospital last year the old Bob Grey. Mr and Mrs Grey, a young Nykerk, who has accompanied the
— o
commented on their thoughtfulness. building has been used only for con- happily married couple. Mr. Grey girl s glee club on their easterntrip.
valescent cases.
The fifty-second anniversaryof the ., Mrs O J Van Duren also came In
leaves on a businesstrip to the west Kenneth Mook Is leadingthe singing
woman's history class will be observed for some kind words from the toastand rather than leave his wife at In chapel at Hope college.
master,
for
In
n
motherly
fashion
Preparations
for
the
laymen's
banwith a 6:30 o'ciock banquet Keb. 4 In’
home alon" he has asked Tom Carshe
was
supervising
the
serving.
Mrs
The prayer meeting at the Third
quet, to be held In the armory on ter. ‘Ids wife's brother, to stay at the
the Presbyterian church parlors at AlVan
Duren
responded
stating.
"I
am
the
evening
of
the
22nd
day
of
Febiogan„ with Mrr Burrell ^ rlpp, presihouse nnd look after his wife during Reformedchurch will be dispensed
dent, presiding. A one-act play, never so happy as when I can be of ruary. are about completed.Mr. his absence. Hardly Is Mr. Grey out with Thursdaynight to give memWhere lit:*. In AawrlcaPwith Du.-je I services to others: it makes life worth Wynand Wlchers will preside and of the city when Mrs. Grey becomes bers an opportunity to attend the
Hon. G. J. Dlekema will act ns toast- InvolvedIn - series of domestic dif- Kyle lecture at the First Reformed
Myen, Mrs WtfLun SohmitK and V.r/ 1 living."
Myers, Mrs fyilllam Schmitz and Mrs
\ master. The speaker will be Dr. ficulties. One difficultyIs barely church.
^Samuel M. Zwemer. He needs no overcome before Mrs. Grey Is whirled
Wayne Stuch In the cast, will be
Miss Eileen Good, five-year-old
presented under the direction of Mrs
The committeeIn charge of the introductionto a Holland audience. Into another. Everything goes from (laughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Good,
Malcolm Smith.
Woman's Literary club dinner, which He Is a world figure today and his bad to worse. The Grey house Is In died at her home on Tuesday evenThe organizers of this class, which was to have been held Saturday eve- message will be a real Inspiration an uproar. ^
ing at 7 o'clock. The funeral will
has been a prominent factor In Alle- ning at the Tavern, has been forced The tickets will be on sale In a few
Mr. Grey returns unexpectedly,be held Friday morning at 9 o'clock
gan life the past half century,were to change the plans and Instead of days. It is expected that this will bringing with him Mr. London,
at St. Francis De Sales church.
Mrs A. E. Bassett, Mrs O. T. Booth the dinner at 0:30, the meeting will be one of the outstanding events of father of Tom Carter's fiance. DoroId Mrs J. M. Killian. Several of the be held at 8 o'clockIn the club the year.
thy. They come Into a topsy-turvy William Stellema, fruit and promembers and their descend- rooms. Each member of the club Is
-o
' house, full of guests with unstrung duce merchant, has vacated the Vanants are present members of the urged to bring her husband or any
One of the most pleasingfeaturesncrves.
tier Veen buildingon West 8th street
society.
guest she desires, and a generalIn- of the merchantsbanquet at the Mrs Van Kolken is charming in and has moved his business to 20
vitation has been extended to the Masonic Temple was the music. The her role as the distressed young wlfe.i west 8th street, formerly occupied
Holland Teachers club and to the Colonial orchestra gave a continuous Mr Chapman as the young husband by the Woolworth company.
Walter Gospel of Sturgis. state faculty and student body of Hope program while the banquet was In in the play Is excellent.You will
Mrs Wm. Topp of Route 8 has refield worker of the Y. M. C. A., was college.
progressand their efforts were re- aopreciate /dr. Chapman's stage pres- turned home from the U of M HosProf. Andre ;.iorizc of Harvard,who warded by generous
enec.
In Allegan this week In the interest
oltal at Ann Arbor, where she had
will add-cssthe meeting on the subOne offering that was unusually
of the association.
two serious operationsperformed by
«
It Is proposed to organize Kala- ject of "America— From a French- unique was "The Clock Storei"
chief surgeon Dr. Peters. Her condimazoo. VanBuren and Allegan coun- man's Viewpoint,"comes here high- musicians played their Instruments Dr Melvin Grove Kyle Is continu- tion Is very satisfactory.
ties Into a district area with head- ly recommended. A graduate of the •n such a manner that the tlck-tocking his lectures dally at the seminary
There were two fire alarms sent
quarters at tfAlamazoo.
district Universityof Paris,.he was a pro- of several clocks could be heard chapel.On Monday he spoke on the in Tuesday. The one from box 121.
meeting will be held In Kalamazoo fessor at the University of Bordeaux, and there was a medley of chimes Exodus of the children of Israel from Columbia avenue school proved to be
Feb. 17 tortakesteps to complete the France,until 1913, when he went to and clock strikes sandwiched with the land of Egypt. The route taken, false. Box 223. Nineteenth street and
Johns Hopkins university as professor a call from the coo-coo, while in the the time when It was taken, nnd the First avenue, was a chimney fire on
organization.
It Is hoped ultimately a field work- of French literature.He served with great finale of this musical produc- manner in which It was traversed are the home of alderman Arle Vander
er or secretary again may be placed the Frencn army in an Infantry regi- Uon the alarm clock makes Itself nil greatly contested subjectsIn the Hill. No damage.
In Allegan bounty and that a new ment as sergeant,lieutenantand heard and the last strains of the line of Biblical criticism these days
A congregationalsocial was held
county organizationmay be effected captain and was awarded the Croix music die
RTU| the veteran archeologist showed at the Van Raaltc Ave. Ref. church
dc Guerre with two citations.
In this county.
with much clearness that the higher Thursday evening. A short program
He was called to Harvard univerRev. George W. White, pastor of
critics of a destructivenature are was enjoyed and refreshments were
the Presbyterianchurch and presi- sity In 1917 as profesor of military
Mrs. Mary Hampton died at the quite frequentlyIn the wrong In re- served. Rev. and Mrs Edward Tanls
dent of the Rotary club, is taking scienceand tactics and after the home of her son. Grant Williams,gard to these things. "God does not were surprisedby being presented
armistice accepted a chair of French
active lnt6reet'In the work.
256 West 9th street. Monday. The do stunts." said the speaker. In corn- with an electric vacuum sweeper.
literature there. He Is the author of immediate cause of her death was menting on modern miracles and
The high school chorus will furnseveral books on the history of French
pleuro-pneumonla. Everything that their possibilities;
Three Biblical mlr- ish the music next Sunday evening
Holland' high- school has been In- literatureand has lectured extensivemcdlcal aid and assistance could give acles having an absolute scientific at the Sixth Reformed church. On
cited to join' the extempore speaking ly. •
was rendered, yet because of her frail evidence today are the crossing of the evening of the 13th of February.
askoclatlon of Michigan high schools,
constitutionand her age she was the Red Sen, the deluge, .and the Gerald Vande Vusse. the boy singer
an organization being formed by eduAnn Amor, Mich., Feb. 2. — Two unable to withstand the after effects destructionof Sodom and Gomor- who sang at this church some time
cators of the state to develop a new
ago. will sing at the Sixth Reformed
of pneumonia. After a severe Illness rah.
field of scholastic training and com- hundred and fifty patients were Imperiled last night when fire destroyed of more than a month she passed On Tuesday Dr Kyle spoke on the church.
petition.
archeological evidence of Mosaic
County contestswill be held April one wing of the old Universityof away Monday afternoonat
Thus far. It Is rumored, there are
Mrs. Hampton was born March 30, times and the Pentateuch.The Pen8 and district contests April 28, both Michigan hospital. The building,a
1848. at Cochstoh, Cochston county, tateuch bears unmistakable evidence eight candidatesfor city assessor In
wooden
structure,
was
situated
on
leadingto the state contest at Kalthe field. They are Chris Nlbbelink.
amazoo May 6. These contests, as the edge of the university campus Ohio. Coming to Michiganat an of having been written In the time who has been supervisorfor nearly
It Is believedthe fire was caused 2arly age with her parents, she spent of Moses. Among other evidences
the name of the association Implies,
most of her life In Kalamazooand mentioned were the many Egyptian 16 years. Walter Sutton. August
will be coniHu in extemporaneous by aclgaret carelessly tossed beneath
a bed to escape the eyes of a nurse Allegan. She Is survived by two words used, going to show the fam- Kastcn, John Vanderploeg,Peter
speaking. The aim of the association,
daughters,Mrs. L. C. Vlllard' of Chi- lllarltyof the people with tjie lan- Brusse. J. J. Rutgers, Herman Van
as given fcylPrdf.C. P. Lahman of who was entering a convalescent
cago. Mrs Harry Williams of South guage of Egypt. The Mosaic sacrifice Tongeren and G. W. Kooyers.
Western Normal, state manager, in ward. , The damage was estimatedat
e250.000.
Bend. Ind., two sons Frank Williams Is neither Babylonian nor Egyptian The Ladles Aid society of the Van
Information to local school officials,
Raaltc Avenue Reformed church will
____ boys
_ _ ____
^ In the Stretchersand wheel chairs were of Evanston.111., also by three grand- In Us origin, said the speaker,
is •'to train
and girls
have a displayof their sewing and
children. Mrs. Chester Malquest and
study of current affaire, “asrimllatlon
M8® |n .™rrylnb' thc, f,a'
fancy work at the chapel, corner
Miss Ruth Lergner of Chicago, and
of ideas, and genuine extemporaneous f. ^ *he blllldl,Jg.Nearly a
Miss Mattie Dekker. In charge of Van Raaltc and 18th St„ on Friday
lodged 111
In the Harry Lergner. of Kankakee. 111. The
public speaking, which combines hundml of them were lodEed
Jennings house, a hotel across the funeral .erv,cM w,„ be heltl' fran the
'“pS afternoonand evening. They Invite
pleasing delivery and ability to think
..^wuu whu U,e nuiianu puouc nnyone interested to see the articles,
street from the universitybuilding. home Thursday afternoonat 2 p. m.,
on one’s |pd."
Rev. Jas. M. Martin, pastor of the schools, gave a fascinating and highly and the iadles*will be pleased to fill
Topics will be chosen from out- A second fire that started in that
Informativeaddress Tuesday evening orders for the same.
house forced further rescue work for Third Reformed ohnrch. officiating:
stabdlng current events discussedIn
before the Social Progress club when
Men of First Reformedchurch of
Interment
will
be
in
Pilgrim
Home
those that had been taken there.
the Janua*y*February, and March is..
-- „ cemetery.Among the out of town that organizationmet at the home of Zeeland held an old-fashioned getsues of the. Literary Digest and the
h°8Pltal
Mr
and
Mrs. Arthur Vlsscher. The acqualnted meeting Monday evening,
friends here to attend the funeral
Review
sw of Reviews. One hour before
‘I
.tor8' nnd aUendants
club members were entertainedat more than 80 attending. Those presare Mr and Mrs Herman Olson,
| helping,aided In the rescue. Padinner by Mr. nnd Mrs. Vlsscherat ent favored a father and son bancontests each contestant will i,
Whitehall.Mr. and Mrs. Gus Seve,
6:30 and the regular meeting was quet for the near future.It Is the
draw Hire* topics by lot. and when bSdinc down
Kalamazoo. Mr. and Mrs. Chester
he takes the platform he will give ave ffen bum for
% Malqulst of Chicago and Mrs. Carrie held afterwards.Supt. E. E. Fell was Intentionof Rev. J. Van Peursem,
a five-minutespeech on any one of
‘0Br f‘rc esc«Pp« Not
to have providedthe paper, but since
pastor,to start a church brotherthe
n y th0 Jennl,188house but other Cain, Buchanan.
the dinner meeting was a departure hod to meet every two weeks.
houses and private homes in the vlform the usual. Mr. Fell changed the
Mr J. Kammeraad and Mr L. E.
Dorothy Kamerllng entertained15 program and had Miss Dekker subHleftje. who have been here attendof her frlendf at her home. 194 E 7th. stitute for him. And she did it adng the goat banquet of the Holland
on Monday afternoon from 3 to 6, mirably. opening the eyes of the
Furnace company and visiting their
the occasion being her fifteenth members not only to the hlgly Imparents, Mr and Mrs E. Hleftje. 245
birthday.
portant work that is being done In
Games were played and prizes won the auxiliary departmentof the E. 11th St., and friends, are returning
to Stamford, Conn., to resume their
by several of the guests. The table
,n thc work. They are stopping off at Ohlwas prettily decorated In pink and H.Tnf UnU ".‘T
° ..H0llRnd °f WhlCh many werc cago.
cago. 111., Delcvan, Wls., Akron. O..
green: dainty' refreshmentswere Ignorant.
and Niagara Falls. Mrs L. E. Hleftje
served. Those present were: Dorothy
Miss Dekker treated the problem and Mrs J. Kammeraad and daughWhite, Murriel De Vries. Gertrude of subnormal children under four
ter Elvina Jewell will remain at their
Bellman. Alice nnd Irene Blue. Hazel, heads: the phychologlcal,
the peda- parents',.Mr and Mrs E. Hleftje. for
Iris and Lon Shaffer.-Helen Dn gogical, thc sociological and the bloYoung, Harriet Van Assclt, Irene 'oglcal.She describedJn consider- another week. Mrs J. Kammeraad was
formerly Miss Ceclla Hleftje.
Plnkke. and Esther, Raymond ' and able deta'l the work that Is being
Randall Kamerllng.Dorothy was done In her department and describ- The Chicago Tribune of today
jrinted a picture of a big bison, ownthe recipient of many beautiful gifts ed why that work Is highly nec•d by George Getz and housed for a
from her many friends.
essary, always keeping to the general
while in thc Lincoln Park zoo. Unpolicy of the department of avoiding
der the cut appeared the following:
giving publicity to Indvlduals.Fam‘ 'Big Bll.' who is to be shipped to
HARD STEERING
ilies were described by key letters
Holland. Mich., because he Is tdo
so
that
their
Identity
bright
remain
When the car suddenly becomes
•ough for the other bison In the
hard to steer, have it examined under cover.
zoo."
The
speaker
divided
the
subnor
Sometimes In making a turn the
front wheels strike* the curb, and al- mal pupils Into various grades in
One of the most Important featthough the blow does not seem sev- accordance with their mentality and
ere, it may throw the wheels out of described the methods by which these ures of the motor car of today Is the
alignment or bend a part of the tirades are scientifically established beauty and durability of the finish
In a few cases not much can be done people arc becoming more and more
steering gear.
but In a large number of cases good criticaleach year as to the apjjearhabits can be established so that the ince of their car.
There will be a regular meeting of pupils can live useful lives.
While the prevailing desire used to
the Star of Bethlehemchapter Miss Dekker made an earnestplea be for more somber colors, the deThursday evening at 7:30. A large for sympathetic and Intelligent con- dre now Is for brighter and more at. s. S!
attendance Is desired. Colored slides siderationof this problem. She '.ractivccolor schemes and combinof the military patriots of the Rev- pointed out that society pays ations. The clamor for livelier cololutionarywar will be shown.
few
whether It gives attentionto the ire has been evident since
years following thc war when the entire country seemed to graduate from
in
the drab dismal styles of dress and
TREND OF MOTOR DESIGN AS BEING
design Into the splash of color and

T’"!

Greenville, Mich., Nov. 18, 1926
"I have used 'AA Quality’ Fertilizers
more than 25 years, ever since sUrting
my farming career in Montcalm County
at Greenville.I was the first farmer to
use commercial feclrfizers, and uaed to
have them shipped out in small quantitica for use on my farm.
"My first use of fertilizers convinced
me that they were very profitable and
that any farmer could not really afford to
plant a crop without fertilizingit. I
found (he use of fertilizersespecially
profitable on petatoes.
"I am proud to say that my potatoes
grown with fertilizerswerc awarded the
Sweepstakesprize at the 1926 Western
Michigan potato show.”
— E. W. Lincoln
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Every crop you harvest leaves your land
poorer— unless you enrich the
with a good
"AA Quality"

Fertilizers do

soil

.'1

fertilizer

plant during every stage of its
growth. They bring crops to
an earlier — and more profitable

more than carry the burden
of feeding the current crop.
They build up your land generally and enrich the soil for
succeeding seasons. They build
up run-down fields and make

—maturity.

them profitable. 'They give you
heavy yields of better quality

remilled. That’s

products.

or planter. They are made by
the largest fertilizermanufacturing company in the

The

materials in

ity" Fertilizers arc most carefully prepared, mixed, cured

ways work

That’s because "AA Quality" Fertilizers are
nude right. Their
formulas are the re-

"AA Qualand

why

they aluniformly in drill

sult of years of scien-

world! And backed
by a first, a second
and a third genera-

They

tion of consistent,en-

tific research.

supply crops with

thusiastic users! . . .

just the right plant

whose farms have

£

food elements, in
proper proportions

FEMHIZEBS

and such perfect condition that they arc

• •'TU W«Wi
i..:..

available to each

W

been enriched, whose
yields have been increased, whose profits

have mounted into

TW"

big money.
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Best

known

to

you under the following brands

HOMESTEAD — HORSESHOE
PACKERS BOARS^AD-“M”-AGRICO.
Manufactured only by

THE AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
Sales OiTice and Works, P. O. Box 814, Detroit, Mich.

New Essex Sunui+Jfy
Coupe

?

Reduced

Prices on

New Hudson Super-Si/
BeOUGPAM

a

/"

DROP PAHERNS

IN Genuine Wilton Rugs
I

|

}

•

' \

.vanrith.

INDICATED AT THE 1927 AUTO

-FOR THIS WEEK ONLY!

I
!

25 Rugs 9x12 size. RegulaY price
Uji to $99.75. While the stock lasts
H*

$

1 Lot

69.00

Drop Patterns. Genuine Wilton
Size 36 x 63. Regular price up

*18.75. This week

*12.95

the Auburn Automobile company,
Auburn. Indiana, was one of the first
o tcalize and change. This company
shocked the entire Industry three
years ago when It Introducedmodels
m distinctive and bright colors. It
pioneered the way to beauty In motoi

'
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A

-a:';./
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_______
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lare.
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Select your Rug THIS WEEK. Make
a small deposit, and we will store it
for you Free of charge until you wont it.
T'P

Brouwer

Itself felt

'superlative.'

*8.75

Jas. A.

made

on

lot Drop Patterns. Genuine Wilton
RtJgs. Size 27x54. Regular price
up to *15.00. This week
f

a

'

this trend

This year Auburn has again taken
a forward step In motor car design
Increase In the power plants In most maximum speed at any time. They, and th‘! \ailou.i models being shown
of the motors ranging from 25 per however, comment very highly upon at thc National Automobile Shows In
Coming bk the culminationof four | to have reached what It considers been somewhat raised. Radiation Is
cent to 40 per cent.
the ability of their care to accelerate Grand Central Palace are attractive
years’ development, an entirely new i the proper price level for both Hud- Increased16 2-3 pe - cent In both
Thc Increase In the power of the and pass vehicles on the road In a and outstanding In color.
motor will result In an Increased very short space of time whenever Ihe Slx-Slxty-Slx, a new model In llne of Hudson and Essex cars Is an- , son and Essex, Mr Lcetjw continued: cars. Improved carburetlonhas been
maximum sjjeed of all care. This the necessity arose. It also gave Auburn's six-cylinder scries is done nounced by Ed Leeuw, Hudson-F,s-"All cars are characterized by hlgh- appliedto both motors. According to
.peed, however. Is not the main pur- them the ability to get out of tight In Moleskin and Russian Brown sex dealer. New Essex cars already 1 er radiators,hoods and general one high official, the combination of
have arrived in the city and Hudsons j streamline effects. Essex Is now a tremendous power and gasoline econposo of thc additionalpower. You places which they would have been while the Eight-Seventy-Seven
an
will find cars advertisingmaximum unable to get out of with a less ac- entirely new creationIn the straight will follow soon. On both cars. It 'small counter-partof Hudson In ap- omy achieved by the new Hudson Is
is said, appearance has been radical-i pearance. Fenders arc of handsome proving thc astonishment of the
speeds all the way from 70 to .70 tive motor."
right group Is attractively finished In
ly changed to provide sweepingj curved type, well designed and pro- carburetorfraternity.
miles an hour. This high speed hapYou will see much lower appearing Rolls Royce blue and Bamblllne Blue
"In the Hudson, the F-head type
pens to be a by-product of the de- care, which will have the ability to the Eight-Eighty-Eight Is being streamlinesand finer detail, and portloned*Four wheel brakes are
sire for more flexibilityin the per- cling to the road much better and shown In Beaver Brown and Fawn chksses have been re -engineeredfor standard on Hudson. Lamps are bul- of valve arrangement is employed.
let-shaped—
nlcklc-plated
Hudbetter
speeds,
road
safety
and
comThis locates thc Intake valves In the
formance at speeds ranging from 35 negotiateturns In greater safety. and also In Ambato Green and
fort, faster acceleration, fuel econ- son and lacquer-finished on Essex to head of the motor and the exhaust
to 60 miles an hour.
The
refinements in four-wheel Pheasant Green.
omy
and
a
smoothness
described
as
(harmonize
with
body
tones.
All
cars
valves at the side. No other arrangeStatisticsshow that 85 per cent of brakes make it much safer In drivTo provide a long yeaitng, beautij have front parking lights.
ment of this type is now known In
the accidents on the highway arc ing at all speeds. There has been a ful surface only the highest quality
Instrument
boards
group
all un- American,production.
Claims
for
performance
In
the
new
caused by one vehicle passing an- decided Improvement In the axle 'acquer finishedIs used. While In
its.
Including
a
gsollne
gauge.
In
a
"In the Super-Six principle of conother going in the same direction. design, made possible by the semi- many care lacquer finish does not care are sweeping.It Is asserted that
This Is due to. two reasons: First, worm drive and thc hypold gear de- liave a brlllant luster, Auburn has the new Hudson Buper-Blx motor neat panel, indirectly lighted. Steer- st rue uon used, on both cars, the vital
will show "the highest safe driving ing wheels are all-walnut. Upholstery component lr. the crankshaft. Thlathe driver misjudges the speed of sign. This gives* you an opportunity succeeded through years of experirange on the road," yet with an Im- employs attractive fabrics, and all type of crankshaft, patented more than (J
the approachingcar and does not al- to lower the bodies and also thc menting and skilled workmanship In
proved fuel economy and without metal trim within,the bodies Is 11 years ago by Hudson Is designed
’.ow himself sufficient time to, pass chassis, as well as giving quieter attaininga distinctive, durable and
the sacrificeof -other desirable mot- finishedIn harmony with the rest
counter-weights,
so located and
the slower car: and second.It takes axles at high speeds.
glossy finish.
a considerablylonger time to ac- The most noticeable change in Many coats of the best obtainableor qualities. It is claimed the Essex of the Interior.Dome lights,curtains, | arranged that the shaft rotates even
will drive %ioothlyand easily above robe-rails and smoking sets are feat- at high speeds with a flywheel-llke el_
celerate past a car going 45 miles an bodies will be In increased widths, surlaces are applied to the body after
hour than the driver thinks It will room, and comfort.*The most strik- priming and then It Is rubbed down a mile-a-mlnute.Both care, it Is ure.s of various models. Seats arc feet, in experiment*,Hudson-Essex
and consequentlyalso requiresa ing difference visible to the vWitore to a glass-like smoothness.Upon this said, are capable of high sustained highly comfortable.Interior hard- engineerr.have rotateda 8uper_81x
longer distance. By Increasing the at the show will be the disappear- •'urlace lacquer U carefully sprayed speeds over long distancesand all ware has been selected with close at- shall as high as 5,000 revolution* per
types of roads. In line with Its new tention to harmony and general ap- m.nute, yet the shaft ran true and
power of the motor it gives the car ance of the somber colors. The 1927
In a number of coats.
performing qualities, the Essex Is re- peal.
>mooth in only one-halfa bearing.
the ability to pass another vehicle colors will be the most flaming, and
Following the final coat of lacquer named the Essex Buper-Blx.
“To
performance, a j Now that tlie whole chasses have been
"To assure finer performance,
going In the same directionin a contrastingcombinations ever seen
the body is cleaned, rubbed, polishPrices, In line with Hudson-Essex large number of mechanical better- 1 developed up to a standard comparahortcr distanceand In a much on motor cars.
ed and waxed. This gives #an ex- policies, continuemoderate despite ments have been built Into thp cars. . able with the possibilitiesof this moshorter space of time, thus cutting ' The prices ort the care will reptremely durable surface with a fine
down the greatest danger risk on the resent the grya test value in automo- color tone that will grow brighter the many Improvements, and trade New Ignition systems provide a full | tor. bot lithe Hudson Buper-Blx and
comment Is that having been once automatic control. Sparks are about i the Fa.sex ujicr Six are
road. It also Increases acceleration biles ever offered thc American
with repeated washing and pollsh- announcedthey may ba considered 50 per cent hotter than ever prevl- j formative levels far
and /ick-up at all speed ranges public.
|
. £
fu stabilized. "Uudsuu is underetood oiuly tued. ComprcbMon ratio hafijoUncUrds.

Rugs.
(4

SHOWS

H) A. !,. Donald.sou
thc driver Is accustomed to
No fundamental. new. major which
use on the highway.
changes in class la or motor design
"Since Aug. .1 1926. the Packard
will be apparent on motor vehicles six automobile has had a maximum
In 1927 shows generally. The chang- speed of approximately78 miles an
es in design of these two if»jor parts hour and the Packard eight has had
of the car will be confined to simplia maximum speed well over 80 miles
fication of thc motor and simplifi- an hour. We have Interviewedfew
cation of the chassis, with a decided of our owners who have used this

When

Co.,

212-216 River Ave.
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Mrs. Pet.* Mlchaely who under- ball at the state capital Satur- every j.ha*fe of the auxilary work.
numbers were rendered and the ad- high school. Instead they set off on
went an operationlast week is' doing day night. A long line of civil and
Mrs Van Duren. In turn, with most dress of the evening was given by H foot along highway Mil. Just outside
ROAD TO RECOVERY
as
well
u>
can
be
expected.
LOCALS
military dignitaries In varous state appropriate and entertaining remarks, 8 Whitney, former Judge of Benton of MuskegonHeights they were given-f'The choir and orchestraof First tonka followed In the processon. presentedMrs Stanaway with a con- Harbor. Mr Whitney's address was a ride by. two men In a car,
Baptist church of Allegan gave a Military etetus was evidencedby full sole set. a gift from the auxiliary to on prohibition.
took them as far as Holland. They
Henry Bosch, city health Inspector,
West Point Dress. Kolkowskl's or- show Its appreciationof her splenmusical program Sunday evening.
remainedthere over night, and on
has returned from Ann Arbor where
Miss June Van Dyke, a graduate of
he went on business and Incldently
A marriage license has been Issued chestra from the Regent Theater, did accomplishments while Its presi- The Commercial club of Allegan the followingmorning, caught a ride
he called on Dr and Mrs H J Pop- Hollandhigh school last June, has etc In Allegan county for A. Austin of Grand Rapids, furnished the music. dent.
acquiesced to the request of the to Bridgman.
The Spring Lake Ice company has Mrs Edward Den Herder, who Is to Bookman Radio corporationof Kala—
-o
*
pen of Holland who are confined at tered Blodgett hospital to take a Allegan and Margaret Lucille Batema
finished Its harvest,cutting 6500 be the Zeeland Auxiliary'! president mazoo for aid In getting the lease
a hospital there. Mr Poppen’a condi- nurses' training course.
of Holland.
April
12
Is the o-.ggest day of the
during 1927, acted as Installing of- of a buildingfor five years and the
tion was very serious for several weeks
Charles McBride, member of the
The chorus choir and the young tons. Like the Holland icemen, they
year In the family of Albert Speet,
Mr Bosch stated that he had been Republican state central committee, people of the Sixth Refd church *,o find It the finest quality cut In many ficer and was given a corsage bouquet factory may be obtained for that dairyman. The calendarlists four andelirious for more than a .week, but has returned from Detroitwhere he the number of about 65 are pre- years. Lack of heavy rains and storms and the compliments and gratitude of
' .
nlversarles—threebirthday anniverthe frost came kept the sur- the Holland Auxiliaryfor her good
The Heinz Plokle Co., It was stat- saries and a wedding anniversary—
The Holland delegationappointed when Bosch called the doctor was on attended a meeting of the commit- paring a beautiful Ea*t6r Cantata before
face
water
clear and this no doubt services.
the road to recovery. Mrs Poppen tyld tee.
ed, also desires u> locate a . factory so there virtually is a celebration for
which will be rendered during Easter
by Mayor Kammeraad and President
Entertainment was provided by a In Allegan.
has something to do with the clear
the whole family.
pon De Pree of the Holland chamber Mr Bosch to tell the people of Hol- This week the Allegan State Sav- week.
glass-like blocks of Ice that have well trained glee club from the
land
that
prospects
are
very
bright
—
" o
Mr and Mrs Speet were married on
of commerce were all present at Musings bank reached Its sixty-sixth C. Hoffman, of Oklahoma City, is been cut this year.
high school, conducted by Miss Trixy
and
they
feel
happy
over
the
result.
kegon Thursday, where the confermilestone. During the 66 years of Its visiting In the city, called here by the
A Hoeksema-Luldens reunion was that day in 1910.
Moore, -nd Mr Reuben Tromp, whose
That day also mraks the anniverence of the Great Lakest-8t. Lawrbusiness In Allegan this bank has serious Illness of his mother, who
artistic talent, combined with clever held Wednesdayat the home of Mr
ence Tidewater association was held.
shown a steady and conservative since his arrival has Improved. John Mr and Mrs George E Tompkins, verse, made an especially fine chalk and Mrs Jacob Hoekscma. Those sary of the birth of Mra Speet. Two
There were nearly 400 delegates
growth.
Hoffman of Milwaukee and Ben Hoff- parenu of Mr* R M Bosworth, East talk. Refreshments In abundance present were: Alice Hoeksema, Mr children were bom on that date. One
12th street, celebratedtheir 61st made complete the soclallblltyand and Mrs Peter Hoeksema. Mr and Mrs Is Johanna, 13 and the other Elmer.
present.Twelve states were represPeter Van Wynen. of Holland,has man of Ludlngton also arrived In
wedding anniversaryWednesday. Mr
ented and there were two former
Jacob Hoeksema, Mr and Mrs Albert 9.
written a poem under the title, the city.
tnjoyment of the evening.
and Mrs Tompkins were living In
governors of two states at the conHoeksema, Mr and Mrs HllenusHoek"Streams of Groce and Gleams -of
William McCarn of Allegan has
ference. Several representatives from
eema. TheodoreHoeksema,Mr and
Glory." which appears In February purchased the property known as Chicago at the jlme of their sixtieth
On the 8th of January. 1927, the Mrs Peter Luidena. Mr and Mrs Henry Albion college debating teams to
anniversarylast year but they have
Oanada were present as delegates,
Issue of the Mooody Bible Institute th Farmers t:e sheds from Theodore
Rev
Henry Van Eyk Stegeman. 8. T. Meengs, Mr and Mrs Henry Luldens, meet Hope and Calvin colleges In the
been
making
their
home
with
Mr
since the United States and Canada
The Isaac Waltons of Grand Hov- Monthly of Chicago.'
Michigan IntercollegiateDebating
Pixley.This property Is located near
and
Mrs Bosworth for some months. M.. of Holland,was Inaugurated .as all of Holland,and Mr and Mrs Ja- league series have been named as
will Join hands In buildingthis wa- cn. at a meeting held Wednesday
Dr J B Nykerk left with the girls the business section of that city, and Mr Tompkins Is 79 years old and professor of New TestamentIn the
terway If the plans now under way night, decided to appropriate1150.00
cob Luldens, Mrs Gerrlt Luldens, of I follows:Affirmative,to meet Hope
glee club of Hope college Saturday before the advent of the automo- Mrs Tompkins 81. Many of their theological department of Mijl Gamaterialize.
Grand Rapids. Refreshments were
in order to breed rabbits so that the
and will go as far as Albany, N. Y., bile was a 'gold mine" for its owners. friends called today to offer congra- kuln. Tokyo, Japan. The subject of served and the evening was enjoyed at Holland. February 25— Clement
At the morning session held at woods and undergrowth In that vic- where they will meet Rev. C Muste. A travelingman who visited20
Ylngei, of Grand Rapids; Glenn E.
Mr.
tegeman's
Inaugural
address
was
tulations.
by all.
Junior college auditoriumLeon C inity may be restockedwith cottonAldrich, of Evart, and Ralph Keyes,
who with Miss Metta Ross, will be In cities and towns this week said Al"The
Minister as Interpreter of the
HArmon presided. He Is chairman of ta.ls.
of Detroit. Negative to contest with
charge of the easterntour.
legan was/the only city In which he
New Testaraent."
the Great Lakes-St.Lawrence Com- Stock will be secured from a
Dorothy Tucker, 16 and Hazel Dav- Calvin at llbion February 24— Merfound the hills and many streets The Installation services of the
Grand
Haven
Is
advertising
its
mission of Michigan and a member Missouri cottontail farm and the
is. 13. Muskegon Heights girls whose rill Walls, of Davisburg; Dempster
coveredwith cand for the protection American Legion Auxiliary Wednesday
The annual banquet and ladles' whereabouts had been unknown since Yinger,of Grand Rapids, and Leonof the executive committee of the 1 rabbits will be turned loose In the sale of bonds .to be sold In the sum
of drivers and pedestrians. There evening In the armory drew outf a
of
tl
15.000.00,
In
denominations
of
Great Lakes-St.Lawrence Tidewater vicinity of Grand Haven. Rabbits
night mectlnir of the Holland Ex- they left Miss Tucker’s home Mon- ard Hoag of Eaton Rapids.The topic
are 10 downhill streets leading Into good attendanceof both Holland and
AMoclatlon.The mayor of Muskegon, multiply rapidly and with even $1,000. bearing Interestnot to exZeeland members and proved Impres- change club \».ll be held on the eve- day mdming, were located Saturday at both debates will be: "Resolved.
the Allegan businesssection.
ceed
5
per
cent.
The
last
bond
runs
J Arthur Driatz, welcomed the dele- reasonableresults from the proposed
That This House Endorses Mussosive. The gavel was handed by the ning of February ninth. The program
Three Link Rebekah lodge. No. 227, retiring president. Mrs Stanaway, to committee announced that they have afternoon by the latter's father at lini's Governmental Principles."—
gates In a short address Honorable fund drive. It is expected that en- to 1048.
the home of friends at Brldgeman.
of
Coopersvllle,
entertained
the
Frank B Niles, chairman of the Ohio ough rabbits can be rccuredto make
W H Smith, of the Smith Silo
Mrs Jay Dtn Herded who fittinglyac- secured as the speaker of the eve- Mich., south of St. Joseph,and were Detroit Free Press.
waterway commission,J
Reed, the sport of rabbit hunting more of company of Kalamazoo. Is visiting Easter Lily Rebekah associationof cepted It with Its attendant honor ning Richard Halliburton, the auth- brought back by him that evening.
Ottawa
county
Saturday
evening.
president of the Minnesota Farm a sport rather than a tedium, as It friends In this city. He is a brother
and responsibilities. The re-electtd or of "Tlie Royal Road to Romance".
The two girls gave as their excuse
Bernard Cook, of Grand Haven,
Bureaif and Huntley Russel, well has been for a number of years past to the celebratedSmith, the boxer About 200 were present, representingthapia n. Mrs G J Van Duren, who The banquet will be held In the for running away the plea that they
youngest justice of the peace in the
known In Holland as a resident of when a day's hunting usually netted of that city, well known to all box. Grand Haven, Nunlca, Marne, Conk- he.< served In that capacity for several Warm Friend Tavern.
were tired of staying at home, and state, has resigned his position$
Ottawa Beach and Grand Rapids a solitarycottontail or possibly Ing fans, and who Is now wintering lin, Ravenna and Coopersvllle lodges. years and who also is the chaplain
had startedfor the home of a sis- gone to Detroit where he will en
Followinga dinner and program, the fo*- th"; 5th district, w.v. presented
and member of Great Lakes Tide- even less.
In Palm Bench. Florida.
ter of Miss Tucker who lives at Fos- the Detroit law school. Cook has
Nunlca
team
exemplified he degree with a lovely dressing gown by Mrs
water commission of Michigan, gave
The FennvilleW. C. T. U. held Its toria, O.
A banquet of the laymen of the work.
been studyng for several years In the
addressesshowing the vital Import
Sti
nr.v/Ky,
In
the
nam?
if
he
organannual banquet In the M. E. church
They left early Monday morning, office of Lillie & Lillie of Grand
The Pet Milk company, of Allegan, Reformed churches of Holland will
Gov. and Mrs. Fred Green led the I/.v.'im.. in token of appreciationcf j house there Wednesdayevening. 100 the former presumably for her work
ante of this waterway to the entire whose funds were In the First Nation- be held at the armory on the evenHaven. He has capably filledthe
mlddlewest.They pointed out that al bank, and who had alreadyissued ing of Feb. 22. Dr. 8. M. Zwemer of grand march at the M. S. C. military ht vn/iillng insplratioi aim help in persons attending. Several- musical In a knitting mill and the latter for office of Justice.
oceangoingvessels could then come milk checks against Its funds, an- Egypt will speak. All who are Interdirectly thru the St. Lawrence River,
nounces that It has arranged with ested In this meeting are asked by
up the chain of lakes to Lake Mich- the Allegan State Savings bank and the committee to keep the date opigan with foreign freights and raw
the First State bank together with en.
materialsfor our manufacturing merchants of Allegan to accept and Enrollment for the second semesplants and farms instead of being cash these checks.Additionalfunds
ter took place In the Allegan high
bottledup at New York harbor, as from the head officeof the company
school this week. About 335 students
1C now the case, with all Its accom- In St. Louis ware transmittedin orenrolled, a somewhat greater numpanying delays and reloading on cars. der to meet payment on these checks
ber than the first semester.There
The principal meet was the lunch- The First National bank of Allegan are 40 teachers employed In the
eon at 13:15 in Junior college dining temporarilyclosed Its doors because
whole school system, 18 teaching In
room. At this luncheon Governor fire swept the plant and having
I1H
too the high school.
Fred W Green was the toastmaster, many long time loans ou
Thomas Roach, of Nunlca. died
and If anyone doubts the popularity
— <>January 18 at his home in that vjlof Fred Green, a peep into the dinMrs William Roberts,aged 85. died | lage. He was born in Ireland, Dec.
ing hall when he arrived would soon
have dispelled this doubt. Mr Green at her home in West Olive Thursday 7th. 1836. His father died when he
was a little late In coming but as he night. She Is survived by three sons was a child and he went to England
passed through, every diner In the and two daughters.The funeral ser- 1 with his mother, where he lived for
room arose to give him a greeting. vices will be held Monday at 1 several years. Later they came to
William George Bruce of Milwaukee, o'clock at the Methodist church at Canada and thence to Michigan. He
member of the executivecommittee West Olive, Dr J C Willlts offllcating.has lived In Nunlca for a half century.
of the Tidewater association,gave
The Holland Automobile dealers
one of the most able addresses heard
Deputy Sheriff Egbert Beckman has
at the Muskegon conference. He has returnedfrom Columbus, Ohio, with association have stretcheda large
made a thorough study of the en- J. A. Hazebaker,charged with desert- banner across eighth street telling of
tire project and In giving his dis- ing his two children. The prisoner the second annual show the Holcourse he took his listenerson a trip was lodged In the county Jail at Grand land armory and the Masonic temple beginning next Wednesday, conoyer the entire route, telling Just Haven..
y"
tinuing to and Including Saturday
how steamboats of small draft at the
night. One ticket takes In both
prment time are making the trip
from the seaboard to Lake Michigan who now must depend entirely upon shows and the buildings,will be open
loaded with freight, and then he pic- railroad transportation. He said that every evening until 10 o'clock.
tured Just what had to be done, Just a saving of 10 cents a bushel on the
A public prayer service was held
What changes had to be made and grains of the mlddlewest would Thursday evening In Fourteenth St.
1
Where, In order to allow large ocean- write prosperityacross the skies of Christian Reformed church for Ingoing steamers to pass from the At- America.
tercession on behalf of the pastor.
lantic up the St Lawrence River Into
Former governor of Michigan. Rev. William Massellnk,who Is crithe Great Lakes, thru a system of Sleeper, was also one of the guests tically ill in Holland hospital trom
locks and canals adequate In size, to at the banquet and It was quite a peritonitis, which developed followlot thru the largest vessels.Mr Bruce coincidence that he appointed the ing an operation for appendicitisa
stated that Michigan, of all states. first tidewater commission having few days ago. Mr Massellnk Is imIs the most vitally Interested,with to do with this great project. The proving fclowly. He was slightly better
Its more than 1000 miles of Great state at that time appropriateda Saturday morning, but he is by no
hakes waterfront,dotted with lake certain amount to take up this means out of danger.
port cities such as Muskegon, Grand work and Mr Sleeper in a short talk
Orrie Brusse. Marshall Irving and
Haven. Holland.St Joe and so on. It and with a side glance at Governor
Vander Woude, all with the
Was rather Interesting to follow Mr Green, said that he hoped the pres- George
Holland Furnace company at Boston.
Bruce's address as he set sail with ent administrationwould carry on
are attendingthe Hol,hU audience over Lake Michigan, until the completion of this great Massachusetts,
land Furnace salesmen school being
ifiake Huron. Lake Erie, but the first avenue of commerce.
held at the Warm Friend Tavern.
[obstacle encountered was at the east
Governor Green, the toastmaster, They belong to the Goat club, havend of Lake Erie where the ship had smilingly called out, "There’s no
ing something to do with the highest
to stop, for at that point was a doubt of it. Mr. Sleeper."
J^ota of sales. A large "buck", emhigher and lower level between Lake
A telegram from Secy. Hoover, blematic of this club, life size. Is
Erie and Lake Ontario, which ac- expressingregret at being unable to
standing on a pedestalIn the lobby
counts for the Niagara Falls.
attend the meeting,was read by A C
the Warm Friend Tavern. He sureAt this point locks would have to Carton, secretaryof the Tidewater of
ly Is a real buck. Several hundred
be built at least 800 feet long and association. In the telegram he aald:
Holland Furnace men from different
80 feet wide and 35 feet deep, and "The vital need and feasibilityof the
parts of the United States are here
that obstacle would be overcome.
St. Lawrence waterway has been attendingthe school.
The St Lawrence In places would determined.You have my beet wishalso have to be made navigable. es. and complete assuranceof fullest Spring Lake citizens want band
concerts during the coming summer,
"But," said Mr Bruce, “the project Is co-operationIn your fine work."
necessary; that has been admitted Some sidelights brought out at the followingthe example of Its neighby the highest engineeringauthori- three conferenceswere that the con- bor, Grand Haven. Efforts are now
ties In America, and Canada, Includ- struction of the waterway would being made to build a grandstand of
ing Mr Herbert Hoover,and It would mean an expenditure to the United concrete. A band has been started
be a paying inveetment,for not only States and Canada of $355,000,000 with a membershipof 40 boys, and
couM the Interest on the bonds be and the project could be made self- it Is hoped by the Spring Lake
paid each year, but 5 per cent of sustainingand be paid for In twenty people that the stand and band will
both be ready by the time the rejviU
the principal would also be taken years.
care of. and the entire undertaking One of the speakers brought out sort season opens. Those In the
would be financed and paid for the fact that PresidentHarding was movement say that nothing enlivens
within a period of twenty years, thru much In favor of this waterway a town as much as a good band. Holland found this out years ago
revenues from the project Itself.'
for In that memorabletrip through
till
let
sale.
Mr Bruce stated that the recent Canada that was never finished, the Thousandsof citizens and reaorters
war taught the mlddlewest what a president said shortly before his flock to CentennlAl to hear the
navigable waterway between the death: "If Canada with 10 million Legion band give their weekly proseaboard and the Great Lakes would people can dig a ditch 14 feet deep. gram.
mean. The government then needed Canada and the United States, with
A large number from Holland atships and had to commandeermany 110 million more people, can dig a tended the concert given by St. Alof
from the Great Lakes, Includingthe ditch 40 feet deep.’
chorus of sixty voices. The chorus
'Puritan,' at one time sailing from
Muskegon came In for consider- comes from St. Alofs college of
Holland harbor, and after the war able notoriety, for since Muskegon Minnesota.The unusual part of this
the Idea crystal Ized and this work of was the place of meeting, every chorus Is that It sings without Inseven years by the Tidewater com- speaker pictured ocean going strumental music, and when director
missions Is bearing fruit.Today ves- steamers landing at the wharves of Chrlstlsonstarts on a selection tl^e
entire body of artists Join In with
sels of small draft. It will be remem- the former Sawdust City.
bered, are taking oil to Muskegon If all the ships mentioned by the the right pitch. Very few choruses
from European ports and full carg- speakerswere listed,our neighboring can do this. There Is said to be one
oes of products from foreign markets city would have to build many In Ohio, another In Rome, and a third
to South Haven.
wharves quickly to accommodatein Moscow. Among those who atWhat Is going pn In these nearby them. The remarks about Muskegon tended the concert In Grand Rapport towns is also a fact over the often brought laughter. Incldentlyids were Dr J B Nykerk, Dr and Mrs
entire chain of lakes. It can be Mr Bruce of Milwaukee mentioned Lubbers, Prof and Mrs Bruce Rayreadily seen what the result would that the original name for Muskegon mond, Prof and Mrs Albert Lam pen
be If ocean going steamerscould en- was Muskego, christlanedso by the and Prof, and Mrs Harry Hager, all
ter by way of the St Lawrence. Mr Indians,but the change was an af- of Hope college.
Bruce also give the Chicago water terthoughtof the white man. All the
Claasls Holland of the Christian Resteal, by way of the drainagecanal a same. It was another handle for a foimed church will convene on
black eye. stating that the canal was speaker's Joke and soon Muskegon Thursday, February 24. at 9 A. M. in
responsible for a drop in the lake got to be called mosquito by many of the Central Avenue church.
level of six inches and that In terms the diners.
The Mlssess Marie Clark, Marian
of dollars and cents meant a loss to
It was very noticeable at the waterKulzenga and Janet Japlnga, high
the shippers outside of Chicago of way meet that G J Diekema of Hol- school graduatesleft Friday morning
$3,000,000.00 annually, since stearp* land was about the best known and for BlodgettHospital to take up a
ers had to be loaded under capacity most popular person there. Everybody nurses' training course.
because of low water.
seemed to know "Dlek" and the HolPeter Melvin Rosema. of FerrlsMr Bruce stated no one wants to land man was constantlybeing stopburg, died Wednesday at that place.
hurt Chicago nor cause It any Incon- ped for a handshake or a greeting of
The little fellow had been sick for
venience,but other places have the some kind.
eight weeks. BcnJ Rosema. the well
right to expect that Chicago will put
The Holland delegation went by known candidate for sheriff,is his
Its house In order and treat Its sew- automobile and those present were:
uncle. Burial took place Saturage the same as other cities must, Mayor Kammeraad.
J Diekema. day In Spring Lake cemetery.
without taking that which does not Con De Pree, Peter Prlns, Jerry
John H Bosch, of Zeeland has Just
belong to them, part of which be^ Leapple,Alex Van Zanten, Thos. N
longs to a friendly foreigncountry. Robinson. Dick Boter, John Van returned from Jackson. Mich., where
A very able speaker at the lunch- Tatenhove, John Arendshorst.Jesse he attended the convention of the
eon was W L Harding, former gov- Ridenour. Charles McBride, Richard state monument dealers. While In
ernor of the State of Iowa. Mr Hard- Overway. Austin Harrington and B A the city Ije was one of a party that
were given the privilege of visiting
ing pointed out that Michigan es- Mulder.
pecially would be benefited, but the
Roughly, the program was as fol- the state prison there. Warden Jackproject. If completed,would ee lows: at 10:30 a session In Junior son acted as guide, as well as our
more far-reaching than Michigan. It* college auditorium, at 12:15 lunch- old friend. Ed Hendricks.—Zeeland
Influence would soon be felt In eon In Junior College dining hall, at Record.
The Grand Haven fire department
Iowa, where the agricultural sltua 2 o'clock two addressesIn the large
tion is anything but reassuring.He auditorium of that building,at 3 was called to the home of Mr Drunsaid land that formerlywas as good o'clock an automobile ride about the qulst where an explosionhad taken
M gold, today cannot be sold. The city, visiting the manufacturing place In a furnace. The firemen had
conalderable difficultywith the blaze,
result has been bank failure after plants of Brunswlck-Balke-Collendnr
bank failureHe pointed out.* how- Company.ContinentalMotors Corpo- consideringthe zero weather. It apever, what the result woufd be If ration. Piston Ring Company. Then pears that gas had accumulated In
wheat and com could be shipped followed a visit to Hackley Art the firebox of the furnace and let go.
from Iowa granaries through th* gallery and library,this gallery is one The heating plant Is a heap of Junk,
proposed waterway to the seaboard of the most outstandingIn the Unit- and the basement of the house was
at 10 cents a bushel less without ed States and contains a number of partly wrecked.
fcjT. It would mean millions to the very rare works of art.
E>r C B Bulkers, local dentist, and
*
of Iowa and would soon be
The close of the conferencewas a Lester Plaggemars lay claim to the
In what the farmersof Iowa dinner at ff:30 at the Occidental biggest fish caught this season In
Michigan manufacturers, hotel, where Ralph H Webb. Mayor the big bayou on Black lake. The fish
furnitureand automobiles,of Winnipeg. Province of Manitoba, was a muskelunge and weight 19 3-4
'.•tated that if the new Canada, was the principal speaker.
pounds. The fish was speared thru
become a
The Muskegon High school band the Ice,
Iowa farmer and itlthM the music when necessary, Miss Julia Kulte left this noon for
40.000,000landthese different sessions and din- California for a 2 months' stay with
’s middle west.
Mrs W If Orr.
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After Inventory we find several discontinued patterns of Living Room Dining
Room and Bed Room furniture on our floors, and in order to move this ’stock at
once, we are offering big reductions on these goods as wel as on everything else in
our store. This sale
give everybody an opportunity to buy their spring needs
at big sayings.
FOLKS, come in now and make your selections and we
will gladly hold
ready. Don’t
anything stop you from coming to this

YOUNG
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BIG VALUES

Three-piece

WE ARE
Living

Room

OFiFERING

Suites

Room Suites
Three-piece Bed Room Suites

Eight-piece Dining

__

Odd

2-piece

Bedroom

Suites, big value,

at

Odd Dressers at $16.75. Odd Chifforettes at $14.50, and many others.
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about 3 miles west of Fennvllle. A letterhas been received from the Ing
Exp. Feb. 26
STATE OF MICHIGAN
These orchards are both on M-8B. Michigan High School Debating The whole program was of
thus easily accessible to all of the League at Ann Arbor, stating that no uniform excellence that }t would be The Circuit Court for the County
Ottawa— In Chancery
people. Mr Qardlnell has been car- suitableopponent could be found hard to single out any numbers
rying on a pruning experiment In within a reasonabledistance of Zee- excelling without doing Injustice to John 8. Dykstra.and

as

the
re*

Exp. Feb.

5—11093
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STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Probate
of Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court held at
the probateoffice In the city of Grand
Haven In said county on the 17th day
of January, A. D. 1927.
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Coliin Kemp. Deceased
Thos. H. Marslljehaving filed In
said court be admitted to probate.and
certain Instrument in writing, pur*
portingto be the last will and testament of said deceased, now on file in
said court beadmitted to probate, and
that the administration
of said estate
be grantedto himself or to
U) some other

ASSOCIATED TRUCK LINES

the Nichols’ orchard for the past two land to debate with the team there the rest. Certainlyno disparagement JosephineDykstra.
The decoratingof the armory and seasons and the work this year will In the fourth debate of the prelim- 1c Intended when its Is said that
Plaintiffs.
The Latest in Transportati a “Service" our Motto
Maeonlc Temple, auto show build- be a continuationand extensionof inary series. Thus Zeeland high readings were particularly well,
•~vsEdward
P.
Deacon
and
wife.
ings. was In the hands of local men that which has preceded.This will school does not have to debate
Naturallythe greatest Interest 11 any. Henry Moore and
who have done a fine job. Those in be the only pruning work that Mr February 11th, and has been creditcharge were Norman Cobb, Hc'nle Cardlnell will conduct In Allegan ed with an unanimous decisionfor centered on the Glee Club and
lf nny. Truman M.
Qeerds, John Vander Fu.eg, Shady county this season, thus everyonein- that date. The debating team this quartette.The balance of the parts. Posl ®nd wife. If any. wife,
Lawn), Ruben Tromp, find George terested should plan to attend. Bring year has not had one point chalk- the Interpretationof the compos!- j 11 any> 0* Charles 8. Fnlwell
(Tiiplar
11 any- Alexander H.
your pruning shears and come pre- ed up against It. It has finished the tlons. the blending of the voices
pared to take an active part In the preliminary debates with a perfect the sustained harmoniesspoke JoWi Andrews. William T.
clearly of assiduous practce as well A*bert-. Joseph T. Bailey and
record, having sixteen points to Us
Employment conditionsIn Michi- Job.
wife. If any, Andrew B.
credit. This has never happened be- as of unreserved surrender to comgan have an Important bearing on
petent and sympathetic direction. Kitchen and wife, if any,
fore
In
the
history
of
the
school.
This
hunting and fishingand conservaTickets for the play "A Tailor year the team competes In the state The program certainlywas a credit Joseph Cowpprthwalrami
suitable person.
tion In general.
Made Man.” to be staged Feb. 9 and elimination contests— another ac- to the club Itselfas well as Mr. Van wife, if any. William 8.
It Is Ordered.That the
When Industrial conditions are un- 10 in the Carnegie Hall, will be
Drigg:; and wife. If any.
Dor Sluls.
Holla nd Phone
Office Cor. 8th &Colleg
complishment.
1 till day of February A. 1>. 1927
favorable and hundreds are out of
Winfield
8.
Wallace
and
on sale Wednesday at the The team has worked very diliat ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
employment temporalrlly a great placed
wife, if any. Healy C. Akeley
Hulzenga Jewelrystore. On account gently this year preparing for the
probate office, be and Is hereby ap.
portionof them turn their attention
and Hattie E. Akeley, his
the great rush for ticketsMr. i contests. In former years, there were
pointed for hearing said petition.
to hunting and fishing. This Is of
wife,
and
Sllar
8.
Keeler.
February and March ore designated
Egbert Fell, businessmanager of the two teams, b ut this year one team
It Is Further Ordered.That Public
especally true In western and northDefendants.
play, will be at Hulzenga'severy day has debated both sides of the ques- as "restoration months" by the supern Michigan, favorite hunting and
Suit pending In aald court at the notice thereof be given by publication of
to take care of the sale.
BROS., Operators
tion. The members of this team are: reme lodge. Knights of Pythias,and City of Grand Haven In said county ocopy of thisorder,for three successive
fishinggrounds of the state.
weeks previous to skid day of hearing
Gertrude Bouwman. Walton Wells activities set In motion have as an this 18th day of January, 1927.
With men flockingto the cities
objectivethe restoration of
half
In the Holland City News a newspa- HdiunnmuminiMiMniiiiiiiiiHHOiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiniiiiiMaiiimuiuoiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiniaiii
from the farms, the Industrial condiWord has been received in Holland and Jasper Bos. Helen Clark Is the million members who have been susPresent. HON. ORIEN 8. CROSS, per printed and circulated In said
tions play a greater factor In conser- announcing the death of Professor alternate.
pended In the last few years for non- Circuit Judge.
county
vation matters yearly. The more Frank D Haddock, formerly a well
payment of dues. The program Is beJAMES J. DANHOF.
It appearing by affidaviton file In
men flocking to the cities,the more known school superintendentIn this
Holland Rotarlans.engaged In an ing directed by Supreme Chanchelior
A true
Jvidge of Probate
hunters, fishers and trappers dur- city. Mr Haddock suffered a stroke of attendance contest with Muskegon Richard 8. Witte. Milwaukee. Wls.. thin case that the whereabouts of
Cora Vande Water.
each and all of the defendantsare
ing the slack periods in the automo- paralysis last Saturday at his home Rotarlans for the month of JanuaRegister of Probate.
and every lodge In the United States unknown after diligent search and In.
bile and other Industries.
at Chippewa Falls.Wisconsin,and he ry. the winning club to entertain the and Canada Is expected to make a qulry, and that process cannot be
Closingof shops In cities Increases died on WednesdayIn a hospital In losing club at a Joint meeting In the
concertedeffort by establishing per- served on them within this state,it Is
many times the number of hunters that city whether he had been taken home town of the losers,brot a big sonal contact with all former mem- therefore ordered that each and all of
Exp. Feb. 5 9969and fishermen.
after the stroke. The funeral was laugh and a boost toward victory at bers. Coincident with this campaign the said defendantsenter or cause to
held on Saturday and Interment took the noon meeting of the Tidewater the lodges are asked to Institute a be entered their appearance In this STATE OF MICHIGAN -The Probate
Start a little ‘'Nest Egg” mv*
take place at Stanley. Wis.
conference. Both clubs meet on drive to conserve membership by case within three months from the Court for the County of Ottawa.
Western Theologicalseminary will
At a session of said Court held at
Mr Haddock Would have been 55 Thursdays.Holland Rotarlans,at- collecting dues carty In the year. date of this order, or upon failure so
ings account. You will mar*
graduate a class of 11 at the annual
the probateoffice In the city of Grand
years old on the sixth of next Febru- tending the conference and expectA
committee
has
been
appointed
by
to
do
default
may
be
entered.
It
Is
vel at the savings made pot*
commencement In May.
Haven In said county, on the 5th day
ary. He was principal of Holland high
The prospectivegraduates are: A1 school from 180fl to 1900 and super- ing to register black marks against Castle Lodge No 153. who ore at further ordered that a copy of this of January. A. D. 1927.
sible by making your own
Holland were John Arendshorst,Con present busy callingn these bus- order be publishedin the Holland City
elllnga, Three Oaks; Henry O. KorPresent: Hon. James J. Danhof,
intendentfrom 1900 to 1003. When he De Free. G J Dlekema. Peter Prlns pended
wardrobe, as compared with
News,
a
newspaper
published
and
clr.
Alton, la.; ClarenceLaman, HolJudge of Probate.
left Holland he lived In various places. and Tom Robinson.However the
the price of ready tnades.
land; George D. Laug, Coopersvllle;
In anounclng the two months camIn
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
He was a popular instructorIn HolJohn Ninnema.Holland; Clyde K. land schools and he made many Muskegon club had arranged Its palgn to save membership, the sup- tUa statute In such case made
Hayes J. Fisher. Deceased
luncheon meeting with the confer- reme chancellorIs followingiv pro- provided.
ieuwenhuls,Avon, 8. D.; Jacob Peelfriends here who from time to time ence, Rotarlans are privileged under
Dated this 18th day of January, The Michigan Trust Company havMore Clothti lor Leu Monty
en, Sioux Center,la.; Jacob Prlns,
gram adopted by the supreme lodge
ing filed in said court Its final admlhls.
kept In touch with him and with the the rules to register attendance at
1927.
Fulton, 111.; Oerrit J. Rozeboojp,Siat the recent session. The effort will
(ration account and Its petition prayfamily.Mrs Haddock will make her
ORIEN 8. CROSS.
oux Center, la.; Herman Rozendal. home In Detroitfor the balance of any out of town club, and the Hoi- 1 not be confinedto reachingthe memr,r„„u iiiritroi lnK
allowancethereofInclud( ircult Judge., lng p fep o( |200 for 8pcclBl Mrvlcf
land crowd made a perfect score, at bers of any lodge who still live In the
You can have two or even
Sully. la., and Richard J. Van Farthe winter, her address there being the expense of the opposing club,
owe, Zeeland.Rozeboom Is president
city where they became members,
rendered, and for the assignment and
three summer dresses lor the
5552 Pacific Avenue.
The above case relates to the quietwithout
missing
any
of
the
conferof the class.
distribution of the residue of said esbut will, through a clearing house
ing of title to the following described
price of ONE ready mtde.
ence
program.
tate.
Several members have received
establishedIn each state and proreal estate situated In the Township
It Is Ordered.That the
promises of one or more calls. Laug
vince.
make
an
effort
to
reclaim
those
Mayor Joseph F. Mosle rof Alleof Port Sheldon. Ottawa Co., MichNo Need to Wait. Buy Now.
71 h day of February A. D. 1927
Is the only one who has chosen his gan states he has been advised by
The Wolverine Garage Is showing who have lost contactwith the order igan. ns follows .to-wlt:
It Is Ordered,That the
field. He will become a missionaryto
by
moving
to
other
states
and
cities
In
their
own
show
rooms
where
they
the public utilities commission the
All that part of the west half of the
at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
Japan.
hearing on the requested readjust- feel they have more room and are The grand keeper of records and seal east half of Section Fifteen, township
New White Rotary and New Home Sewing Machine*
probate office, be and Is hereby np.
will
report
to
lodges
the
names
of
better
able
to
show
their
cars.
The
ment of gas rates for Allegan.OtSix north of range Sixteenwest lying
pointed for examining and allowing
such
former
Pythlnns
living In the
Star
cars
have
been
greatly
Improvand Plalnwell has been adjournnorth of Pigeon River, so called.
Needles and Repairs for all Sewing Machines
said account and hearing said petiThe students of Hope college sego
ed during the last year In body de- Jurisdiction of the lodge, the reports
Dated this 18th day of January,
ed from Feb. 3 to Feb. 9.
tion:
represent 17 states and four foreign
being
compiled
from
data
supplied
by
^27
sign
and
riding
comfort.
Minor
ImThe mayor will be accompanied to
It Is Further Ordered.That Public
ATcountries. According to figures tabLansing by City Attorney Perle L. provements have also been made on every keeper of recordsand seal In
notice thereof be given by publication of
ulated by Prof. John B. Nykerk, dean
FRED T. MILES.
Pouch. Alderman Chalmers and ex- the powerful and economical motor such grand domain.
a copy of this order, for three successive
of men and head of the department
Under this plan the master of finAttorney for Plaintiffs.
AldermanRay Urch. This committee and sturdy chassis.
17 Weil Rthit.
weckii previousto said day of hearing
of English.186 students come from
Their whole aim Is for low-cost ance and the keeper of recordsand
will stand out for a rate of 11.50 for
In the Holland City News a newspaterritory outside of Michigan.
Business
Address:
Holland.
Michigan.
seal
of
each
lodge
arc
the
key
men.
HOLLAND, MICH.
1,000 cubic feet of gas for domestic transportation and living up to their
per printed and circulated in said
New York leads the easternstates use.
They will supply the local committee
slogan: "More value per dollar."
county.
with 47 and Iowa the western states
with
data
regarding
every
resident
It Is understood the company In
JAMES J. DANHOF.
with 39. Figures for other states are:
member who has been lost to the
pcb g _ g500
Its new rate scale has set a price to
A true
Judge of Probate
Illinois 33. Wisconsin 20. New Jerder
and
the
names
and
last
_
__
_____
_
.
.
the large users of about $1 per 1,Core. Vande Water,
addresses
of
those
who
have
moved
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN—
The
Probate
sey 15, South Dakota 5, Kentucky 4.
The annual election of the Holland
000 cubic feet. Mayor Moslcr says
Register of Probate.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Indiana 3, Minnesota 2, Kansas 2,
he will stand out for an equal rate Poultry association brought out a away. By using this check, supreme
At
a
session
of
said
Court
held
at
Exp. Fob. 20
Massachusetts2, Ohio 2 and Florida.
lodge
officers
expect
to
save
fifty
per
large representation of members from
for all users.
Pennsylvania and Nebraska 1 each.
this city, and one of the features was cent of the losses sustained during the probate office In the city of Grand
o
Haven In said county on the 17th day
Exp. Feb. 6-11081
Foreign countriesrepresentedare:
the distributing of ribbons,prizes the last five years.
WHEREAS, default naa l»*4n
The annual meeting of the Alle- end cash to prize winners at the DeSTATE OF MICHIGAN- The Probate made In the payment of moneys
Canada 3, Cyprus 3 and China and
Among the activities of the ordr I of January. A. D. 1927.
gan
Silver
Black
Fox
company
was
Court
for
the
County
of
Ottawa.
Japan 1 each.
Present:Hon. James J. Danhof,
cember exhibition held at the armory. expected to Interest the man . who
secured by n mortgage dated the
At a session of »nld Court hold at 19th day of March A. D. 1924. exeMichigan leads the states and held a few days ago at Allegan and Secretary Brouwer pointedout that has lost contact In recent years, la Judge ol Probate.
the
probate
office
In
the
city
of
Grand
resulted
In
an
entirely
new
manageHolland the cities by big margins.
In the Matter of the Estate of
cuted and given by Mary Dutton
the 1926 show was very successful and the concerted movement over the
Haven In said county on the 14th day and Maggie M. Rowe, sole survivment. all the former officialsbeing receipts were higher than In any supreme domain to establish orphans'
FOR
of
January,
A.
D.
1927.
James
Hole.
Deceased
retired. The directorschosen are previous year.
ing heirs at law of Ralph Dutton,
homes and homes for the aged PythOscar Anderson, son of
and Messrs R. E. Fair of Kalamazoo. John
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof. deceased and formerly resident of
CHftPp.
The dog show, conducted In con- Ian and his wife. Eighteen such
John G. Rutgers.Luke Lugers and Judge of Probate.
Mrs Benjamin Anderson. 534 Clinton W. Stegeman of Allegan. W. J. Miller nection. was also discussedby the homes arc now being operated and
HANDST
Ottawa Reach, In Park township,
fllpd ,n Balc, court
8t.,, Grand Haven, had a very nar- of Kalamazoo. L. B. Mason of WayIn The Matter of the Estate of
FAC*.
Ottawa county, Michigan, us mortmemoers
presentand while no action more than 3.000 childrenand adults I
hcvcnth annual account as co.
row escape on Sunday morning about land. A. B. Johnson of Casco, and
Jane llassevoort. Deceased
gagors, to the Fruit Growers State
UPS
was taken It was evidentthat those arc being cared for under grand lodge (lxccutor8of KaU1 C8tate.and their petl.
nine o’clockwhen the car he was Carl Symon and Wesley J. Fry of Al- at
It appearing to the court that the Hunk, a corporation,organized and
Ago
the gatheringwere unanimously In Jurisdiction.Another feature Is the
lion praying for the allowancethere- time lor presentation of claims
riding In turned over and pinned him legan. These elected Mr Fry presiROUGH**
oxlstlng under and by virtue of the
favor of continuingthis new depart- broad and liberal provisionsoffered
against said estate should be limited, laws’of the State of Michiganand
under the wheel. In such a manner dent. Mr Symon secretary, and Mr
of.
the Pythian membershipfor protecure. only on a larger scale.
It Is Ordered.That the
and that a time and place be appoint- of Bnugatuck, Allegan County,
that he could not possibly have ex- Stegeman treasurer. During the past
Poultrymen have taken a keen In- tion of the family through membered to receive, examine, and adjust all Michigan, na mortgagee, wJUeh1
tricated himselffrom the debris, had year the foxes have Increasedforty
terest In the association and the ship In the Insurancedepartment.
14th day of February,A. D. 1927
claims and demands against said de- mortgage was recorded In the of-j
It not been for the timely aid of his per cent In number and doubled In
Will make tha Ski*
membership today is growing rapidly.
ceased by and before said court;
companions, William Van Pelt and breeding pairs while the qualityhas
flee of the Register of Deeds of Otsmootk and white and pr
at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
The followingoffierswere re-electIt Is Ordered,That creditors of said
William Fox.
been greatly bettered. There are now ed for the ensuing year: Wm Wilitfromtkeaotionofdiyi
probate office, be and Is hereby ap- deceased are required to present tnwa County, Michigan on the 22nd
125 breeding pairs. The company son. president; Dick Derks. Vice
pr cold and briflftt
pointed for examining and allowing their claims tb said court at said pro- day of March A. D. 1924 In Liber
George Laug of Coopersvllle,
135 of Mortgageson Page 310, on
’ % said account.
ty soothes andneei
The chick shipment season at the has cash in hand of 115,000 more president; Ed Brouwer, Secretary. Jas senior at the Western Thcologlcu
battf officeon or before the
which mortgage there is claimed to
It Is Further Ordered.That Public
£ema and all SKi i
Holland postoffice opened Monday, than all liabilities.
J. De Koster, Treasurer. The board of Seminary in this city, received bis
17th jluy May A. D. 1927
ha due at this time the sum of Six
the earliest on record. The first condirectors are Nick Brouwer, and Peter official appointment from the Board of notice thereof be given by publication of at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
ALCOHOL 1
signmentcomprised 3.300 "peeps" A movement Is under way In Mich- Hovlnga, also re-elected.
Foreign Missions of the Reformed a copy of this order for three successive time and place being hereby appoint, Hundred HUty-three ($063.00)
church ac a missionaryto Japan. Mr. weeks previous to said day of hearing ed for the examination and adjust- Dollars,principaland Interest, toand was sent by Drummer ft Freder- igan to eliminate Inter-city high
Laug graduated from Hope College In in the Holland City News a newspa- ment of all claims and demands gether with faxes Jn the sum of
lck«on to Wllllamston. The chicks school basket ball games between
ToiletVatera.
Twenty-fivedollarsand eighty-eight
were crated In heavy paper boxes. girls’ teams.
The complimentarydinner given 1921, and subsequent to that spent per printed and circulated In said againstsaid deceased.
($25.18) cents and an attorney feu
purrAiupw musomxsqrer C**'
three
years
as
u
short
term
mission,
county
100 to the container.
It Is Further Ordered,That Public
No action has been taken by the Thursday night In Hope church by
of Thirty-five($35.00) Dollars,beJAMES J. DANHOF,
The heavy shipments will be made Michigan High School Athletic As- the women's aid society of that con- ary teacher In Japan. Upon his return”
notice thereof be given by publication of
Judge of Probate n copy of this order, for t hree successive ing the legal attorney fee In aald
llsseltlne A Perkin* Drag C*
In the spring months when the 48 sociation, but school principals have gregation was well attended and tc this country he entered the local A true
mortgage provided, and no suit or
Cora Vande Water.
hatcheries in this vicinity will be in expressed themselves as opposed to some Interesting and encouraging seminary In 1924. His second year of
weeks previousto said day of hearing
Or and Rapids : Manistee
proceeding
having
been
Instituted
Register of Probate.
full swing. In most years the sea- the Inter-city games. Under the plan reports were given by the various theological work was taken at New
In the Holland City News a newspaat law to recover the debt or nny
Brunswick.
N.
J..
In
the
seminary
of
per printed and circulated in sale*
son opens about the last week In the girls' games would be confined officers of the church and of the
part thereof secured by said mortthe Reformed church there. He grad,
county.
March.
to teams from the same school.
auxiliary societies.
gagr. whereby the power of wile!
uates from the local school next May.
JAMES
J.
DANHOF,
Exp. Feb. 7—10925
In the first place It is contended The church debt of $14,500 has been
contained In said mortgage has fce.
The new appointee will sail In the STATE OF MICHIGAN- The Probate A true
Judge of Probate
James A. Hazelbaker,brought to by some that basket ball competition reduced by more than $10,000 during early autumn of 1927.
come operative.
Cora
Vande
Waler.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Grand Haven from Columbus, O., on between high schools Is too strenuous the past year. The pastor's report
Mr Jacob Prlns has been asked to
Register
of
Probate.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is'
At a session of said Court held at
charge of wife desertion, was ar- for girls. Aa a rule the girls are showed that there have been only consider a promise of a call from the
Exp. Feb. 7—; 1003
hereby given, that by virtue of the
the probate office In the city of Grand
not
In
a
good
condition
as
the
boys
five
deaths
In
the
congregation
durraigned before Justice Cook Monday
Forest Grove Reformed church. This
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate said power of sale, and In pursumorning and dismissed on Insuf- Some schools have placed the ban ing the past year. Seventy-sixnew makes the third call for the senior, Haven In Bald county on the 18th day Court for the County of Ottawa.
ance of the statute In such
of January. A. D. 1927.
on
girls'
basket
ball
teams
of
their
members
have
Joined
the
church,
of
ficient grounds.
at the local seminary.
At a session of said court held at case made and provided, the said „
Present:
Hon.
James
J. Danhof.
own
accord.
whom 48 were from the Hope church
A divorce was granted to Mrs Haethe Probate OfficeIn the fclty of Grand mortgage will he foreclosed by a
Judge of Probate.
Sunday school. Forty came from
elb&ker at a second trial on default,
Haven In said county on the 17th day wile of the premises therein deIn the Matter of the Estate of
other churches.9 different churches
A movement has beeh Inaugurat- ANTHONY VAN DYKE. Deceased of January A. D. 1927
Hazelbakerclaiminghe had no funds
scribed, at public auction, to the
In nine different states -being rc ed in the village of Coopersvllle to
to fight the case. Hazelbaker Is emPresent: Hon. James J. Danhof, highest bidder, at the north front
Gerrlt VanDyke. administrator, havpresented. Eleven Hope church mem- place on the ballot at the spring
ployed by a department store In Coldoor of the Courthouse In the city
filed in said court his final admin- Judge of Probate.
bers were transferredto other election a proposal to bond Polk ton ing
umbus.
In the Matter of the estate of
of Grand Haven, Ottawa County.
istration account, and his petition
Oil Mixed Concrete
churches during the year. The net towfishlp community hall. At n
Michigan, that being the place
prayingfor the allowancethereof and
(•ERKIT (JEHIlEN Deceased
Stave.
IncreaseIn the membershipof the meeting of the Business Men's club, for the assignment and distribution
It appearing to the court that the | where the C.’iroult Court for the!
A pruning demonstration and
Government specificachurch was 101. Eighteen adults and a committee composed of three busi- of the residue of said estate.
time for presentation of claims County of Ottawa is hsld on Mon- •
school will be conducted by Mr CarHolland Tuetdage,
tions.Moisture and acid
20 Infants were baptized. There were ness men and two farmers. M Duragainst said estate should be limited.Iffay the 28th day of February A.f
It is ordered, that the
dinell in the Fennvlllesecton the
proof. Early order disham, William Rlemersma. L J Hlnkfour weddings.
D.
1927
at
two
o
clock
In
the
afterThursdays
and Saturday!
21st clay of May A. D. 1927
and that a time and place be apsecond week of February. According
The treasurer's report showed that en, Luther Mulder and Henry Mar- at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said pointed to receive, examine and ad. noon of that date, which aald
count. Made in Kalato present plans, on Tuesday, Feb.
there was a surpluson hand at the shall. was selected to Investigate pointed for examining and allowing just all claims and demands against premiOM are described In wild
masoo. Send for folder.
8, the work will be carried on In the
end of the year. On motion of Mr the matter.
probate office be and Is hereby ap- said deceased by and before said mortgage as follows to-wlt:situat- Best Passenger
Loverldge apple orchard, 4^ miles
The Smith Silo Company
G Van Schelven the congregation Basketball schedules for both sald petition.
ed in the Township of Holland.
and Freight Service
court
west Jit Pennvllle. Then on Feb. 9
voted to donate $1,000 to Hope col- high school and Independent teams
It Is Further Ordered.That Public
It Is Ordered.That creditors of said (now Park Township),County of
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
and 10 the location will be changed
lege to be applied as a memorial and have been hit hard this year, because notice thereof be given by publication of deceasedare required to present their Ottawa and State of Michigan, viz.:
/
to the Trevor Nichols' apple- orchard 1404 Morrill
Reduced Rates On
Dial 9466tf. to be used for the new chapel that outside teams have refused to play a copy of this order for three successive claims to said court at said Probate I/it numbered Twenty-four of Hov
mas Addition to Tyest Michigan
is soon to be erected on the campus. at Coopersvllle,due to Inadequate weeks previousto said day of hearing Office on or before the
Autos, Fruit and
Hark, in said Township of Holland
G J Dlekema made an eloquent floor facilities.
17th day of May A. D. 1927
In the Holland City News a newspa‘ Vegetables
(now
Park)
County
of
Ottawa,
acplea to the congregationfor the loyal
at
ten
oclock
In
the
forenoon,
said
per printed and circulated In said
support of Hope college. He declared
time and place being hereby appoint, cording to the recorded plat of said
county
JAMES J. DANHOF.
ed for the examination and adjust, Addition,on record in the office of
that the first president of Hope colPhones 2778—5081
lege. Rev. Dr Philip Phelps, was the
A true
Judge of Probate ment of all claims and demands the Register of Deeds for said
county of Ottawa; Also, a parcel of
against said deceased.
organizer of Hope church and that
Cora Vande Water,
J. A. JOHNSON, Gen. Ages!
It Is Further Ordered. That public land in the undivided part of said
Register of Probate.
the church should support the colnotice thereof be given by publication Addition fronting on Black Lake,
lege for that reason and also for the
of a copy of this order for three suc- as follows: bounded on the Northreason that Hope college Is an Instiecsrilveweeks previousto said day of east and Southwestby the Northtution that Is known throughout
*
Exp. Feb. 7—11074
hearing In the Holland City News, a east and South west linos
j. o.
the world. Moreover Its 600 students
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate newspaper printed and circulated In of said lot Twentyvfour, if
are even commercially of greater
Court for the County of Ottawa.
DENTIST
extended southeasterly to Black
said county.
value to Holland than a factory with
At n session of said court held at
Phon*—
Lake; bounded on the Northwest Hours
JAMES J. DANHOF,
600 employees.
the Probate Office In the city of Grand A true
«4«0S
Judge of Probate. by the Highway between said par- 8:30 to 12:00 A.
Haven in said county, on the 18th day
cel and said Lot Twenty-fourand 1:30 to 5 P. M.
Cora Vande Water. ‘
of January A. D. 1927.
The Goodrich Transit company
hounded on the Southeast by Black
Register of Probate.
508.9 Wlddlcomb Bldg.
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof.
held its annual meeting In Chicago
/ike; being situated In the TownGrand Rapids, Mich.
Judge of Probate.
Thursdayand elected the following
ship County and State aforesaid, _____________________________ _ '*1
In
the
Matter
of
the
estate
of
together with all tenements, heredboard of directors.
JOHN J. JACOBS Deceased
itaments and appurtenances thereWilliam Alden Smith, Grand Rap*?
It
appearing
to
the
court
that
the
ids; Charles
West. Manitowoc.
unto belonging.
Dr. E. J.
time
for
presentation
of
claims
Wls.; Col L E Geer, Chicago; J
against said estate should be limited,
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Stanley Morton, Benton Harbor;
Paid mortgaged premises will be
and that a time and place be apJames A A1 der. Chicago;W J Thorp.
111 E. 14th Street
sold subject to prior mortgages
pointed
to
receive,
examine
and
ad.
Hours by Appointment
Chicago; Nathaniel Robbins,Grand
(hereon given by said mortgagors
Just
all
claims
and
demands
against
Haven; MaJ. Ferry K Heath, Grand
and held by undersigned mortgagee Phone 5766
said deceased by and before said
Rapids;A L Nash, Manitowoc, Wls.
viz.: one in the sum of Six Huncourt:
The board of directors later elected
dred ($600.00) Dollars,dated NoHolland Nonom't Wks
It is Ordered, That creditors of said
PIAH03 AHD MUSICAL
vember 2, 1911 an 1 recorded In the
the following officers:
deceasedare required to present their
14 W 7th Hollin<!,Nich.
Chairman of board, William Alden
IH 3
Office of the said Register^f Deeds,
claims to said court at said Probate
In Liber 104 of Mortgages on Page
Smith; president,-H W Thorp, ChiHOLLAND,
Til 5270
Office on or before the
cago; evecutivevice president, Char293 under date November 4th, A.
17th day of May A. 1). 1927
Ten Cate
D. 1911: also one In the sum of
les C West: vice president, Col. L E
at ten oclock In the forenoon, said
Two Hundred ($200.00)Dollars,
Qeer, J Stanley Morton; secretaryATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
time and place being hereby appoint,
daed June 21st A. D. 1912 and re- )flico Over the Flffit State Ban*
treasurer.W J Thorp; assistant
ed for the examination and adjust,
corded In the office of the said
iecretary, MaJ. Ferry K Heath; genment of all claims and demands
Register of Deeds. In Liber 101 of
eral counsel, MaJ. A L Nash; assistagainst said deceased.
Mortgages on Page 260. on the 20th
ant general manager, Capt E E TayIt is Further Ordered. That public
day of June. 1912; also one In tho
'or, Chicago; superintendent,
E
notice thereof be given by publication
sum of Four Hundred ($400.09)
Franklin, Chicago; freight traffic
of a copy of this order for three sucDollars dated October 10th. A. D.
manager, F L Comstock, Chicago;
cessive weeks previousto said day of
1928 .and recorded In the office of
passengertrafficmanager. Park Robhearing In the Holland. City News, a
the said Register of Deeds. In Uber
bins.
Chicago;
general
passenger
newspaper
printed
and
circulated
In
Every Life has its December !
185 of Mortgageson Pago 269, on
agent. Harry Meyerlng. Chicago.
said county.
the 20th day of October A. D., 1923,
o
---- JAMES J. DANHOF.
Dated this 28th day of November
A true
Judge of Probate.
haarlem oil has been a wu
Grand Haven Tribune— The sacred
A. D. 1926.
(VANDER
VEEN
BLK.)
Cora
Vande
Water.
concert given Wednesdayevening at
Register of Probate,
Eye,
Ear,
Nose
and
Throat
Spe.
FRUIT GROWERS STATE BANK. uvide remedy for kidney, liver
the First Reformed church by the
dallst
snld county.
Mortgagee.
bladder disorders,
Ferry Glee club, directed by John
Chas H. Me Bride
Vander Sluls of Holland, under the Office Hours: 9-10 A. M. 2-5 P. M.
lumbago and uric acid
Attorneyfor Mortgagee,
auspices of the Star Adult Bible Evenings: Tuesday and Saturday
invite
Business Address,
class, may be termed a marked
Holland, Michigan.
success. The Glee Club sang eight
Engineering Service
Bacheller,
numbers and their quartettetwo.
Pay 4 per cent Interest on Savings
Miss Rena Holtrop. soprano,sang,
HAAft
"StUh Still With Thee,” by Olle
D. C., Ph. C.
S.
Speaks, Miss Julia Bolthouae played.
811 Union Nat. Bank Bldg.
*The Fifth Nocturne." by Ley bach.
CHmOPRAOTOIt
29 E. 9th St.
Dealer In
Civil Engineering and Surveying
Mr Marlnus Van Weelden gave two
Windmills, Gasoline Engines
M. M. BUCK
very acceptable readings.The Last Office: Holland City State Bank
Pumps and Plumbing .Supplies
Service
Attorneys and Notaries
Hymn, and 'The Two Miners,' which Hours 10-1 l:SO A. M. 2-5, 7-8 I*. M.
Phone 2404
49 .W, ith m- Phone 5267
'Phono
Muskegon, Mich. Phone
enriched the program with a pleas-
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FEBRUARY SAMPLE FURNITURE SALE

Price!
Young Folks $50

Saves
Everything Reduced

HAMILTON

in

to

$150 on

Home

a

Outfit!

All Purchases Stored

FREE

for FuturelDeliverv!

M. Veldheer furnishingthe team
After riding around a bit. they were
taken to the home of their teacher,
where an enjoyable time was spent

party that were given the privilege
EAST HOLLAND
of visiting the state prison there.
Warden Jackson acted as guide, as
Miss Cornelia Rooks, one of ZeeA regular meeting of the Parentwell as our old friend and fellow
lands "hello girls." gave a party at
Teachers assoclaton was held last and refreshmentsconsisting of choc- citizen, Ed Hendricks.
week Tuesday evening.Owing to the olate. sandwiches, pickles.cookies
Miss Ooldie Ohlman has resumed her home In East Holland; where she
fact that several other meetings were and candy were served by Mrs. John her duties as bookkeeper at the Wyn- entertainedher fellow employees of
the local Exchange of the Michigan
to be held the attendance was small. [ Klmme. after which they were again garden Hatchery at Zeeland,
but a good program was rendred. The taken back to the school. Having Herman Miller has returned from Bell Telephone Co. The party was In
the form of a slelghrldegiven by
10th grade students staged a debate had such a good time, the pupils a business trip to New York.
which was interesting and instruc- were ready for their studying on the ( Mrs Richard Lamer entertainedMartin Scholten,a service the girls
ttv*. The decision of the Judges was following
; the lady-employees
of the A. La Huls enjoyed Immensely. The evening was
in favor of the affirmative.Lavlna
Mr. Neal Bosch purchased a new Co. store at her home on West Cen- very enjoyably spent in games and
Borgman rendered a violin solo and home of his parenu on last week tral Avenue. Zeeland. The young a general sociable time, and dainty
refreshmentswere served.
Ella Roggen a piano solo. The usual
i ladles enjoyed games, deliciousresocial hour was enjoyed.
The eighth gradersof our local freshments and a fine social time,
Last week Thursdayand Friday school enjoyed a sleigh ride to the i Mr. and Mrs. David De Bruyn have
several studentsof Holland high vis- home of their former teacher. Miss returned from a business trip to
Exp. Feb. 19—10874
Metta Kemme on last week Thursday Chicago.
ited the local schools.
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN— The Probate
Mrs J. De Haan and Mrs B. Boeve evening In the form of a surprise. Born, to Mr and Mrs Peter TalsCourt for the County of Ottawa.
from Holland visited at the home of Marvin Overbeck fusnlshedthe team ma. Borculo, a son; to Mr and Mrs
At a session of said court, held at
Rev. and Mrs J. A. Roggen last week while Miss Esther Kooyers. primary O Meeuwsen.Zeeland, a son; to
Thursday and Friday. *
teacher chaperoned. . Barnes were Mr and Mrs James Drlezenga,Zee- the probate Office In the City of
Grand Haven. In said county, on the
H. K. Boer of Grand Rapids has played, refreshmentsserved and an land. a son.
26th day of January. A. D. 1927.
bought the house of Henry Brower Sr. en'oyable evening spent.
Jacob Van Hoven, son of Mr and
Present: Hon James J. Danho;,
Mr. Albert Bosch and friend from Mrs Henry Van Hoven of South
and expectsto move to Hamilton in
Judge of Probate.
Holland called at the home of his Maple street.Zeeland left for Lowell
the near future.
In the matter of the Estate of
The play "Cyclone Sally."put on parents on Sunday evening.
where he has accepted a position with
Mr. Gale Schlllemahas commenced Prof. Foreman In his hatchery at KLAAS G. VAN KAMPEN, Deceased
local talent was given twice last week
Ryk Dykema having Hied In said
at the local community hall. Both his second semesterwork as ninth that place.
evenings the hall was crowded. Miss grader at our local high school.
Henry G Moes Is at M. S. C., East court his final administrationacMr. Ben Ter Haar and Mr. Dick Lansing, where he Is taking an eight- count and his petitionpraying for
Mary Weaver was the leadingcharthe allowance thereof and for the
acter playing the part of CycloneSal- Vander Zwaag from East Crisp, spent weeks course In poultry.
ly, and Merton Dangremond In the Tuesday In Grand Rapids, driving
Ell Zwagenqpn, one of the Sunday assignment and distributionof the
residue
of said eitate.
role of the comical Englishman drew through a new "Star" sedan for the school teachers of the First ReIt Is Ordered.That the
special applause, but every one of Utter, from the Richards Motor Co.
formed church Sunday school. Zee28th day of February,A. D. 1827
A public auction will be held of land was most pleasantlysurprised
the characters filled their places very
well. Miss Alice Brower as director the farm Implements.tooU and stock at his home on last Wednesdayeve- at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
probate office, be and Is hereby apdeserves a great deal of credit for the of Mr Henry Klels, Jr., located one- ning. The surprise was sprung by
very creditable showing. An orches- half mile west, and one-fourth mile his fellow Sunday school teachers at pointed for examining and allowing
tra consistingof Holland high stu- north from here, next week Thurs- their home two miles north of Zee- said accounts and hearing said petition;
dents under the leadership of Victor day. February 10. Mr. Klels has land, where Mr and Mrs Zwagerman
It Is Further Ordered.That public
rendered several selections. rented the house owned by Ed Schll- took up house keeping after thelx
The play was given to obtain funds leman. vacated by Neal De Jongh, recent marriage,an occasion that notice thereof be given by publication
for the new seats placed In the hall. where the Kites family will occupy was also now celebrated. Delicious re- of a copy of this order, for three sucAbout 1300 was taken In for that In the near future.
freshments were served by Mrs cessive weeks previous to said day of
The Ladles' Missionarysociety met Zwagerman.and a most enjoyable hearing In the Holland City News, a
purpose. Steps have already been taken to give another play In the near at the chapel on this week Thursday, evening was spent by all. Mr and newspaper printed and circulated in
said county.
commencingat 2 o'clock.
future.
Mrs. Zwagermanwere presentedwith
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornie Westrate and a handsome gift In the shape of a
Mr and Mrs Sherman De Boer and
Judge of Probate
family have decided to move to Grand Mrs. John Westrate from Holland beautiful rocker.
A true copy—
Rapids where Mr. De Boer Intends to spent Sunday at the- home of- their
Cora Vande Water,
enter business. The community Is parents.Mr. and Mrs. Joe Westrate.
Register of Probate.
EAST 0<L'RI8P
sorry to lose this family, but wishes Women from here and from Crisp,
them the beet success In their new attendedthe sewing demonstration
lesson given at the Olive Center
Mr and Mrs Gerrit Llevepse spent
work.
Exp. Feb. 19—10725
The 1th grade studentsare getting town hall on last week Thursday. a week In Holland visiting with rcSTATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
itady to give their annual play. The while on this week Tuesday they hold | latlves.
tbelr
Household Management’
Miss Josie Veldheer. who Is em- Court for the County of Ottawa.
play snd characters have been chosen
At a session of said court, held at
ployed at the Holland Rusk factory
and they are being trainedby Mr A. meeting.
Kaechele.Further announcementwill
Is boarding In Holland for the winter the ProbateOffice In the city of Grand
Haven. In said county, on the 26th
months.
be given later.
NOTICE OF SALE
Miss Sarah Nles Is again staying day of January A. D. 1927.
George Caswell was elected as
Present: Hon James J. Danhof,
high school reporter for this week.
Notice Is hereby given that, by vir- with Mr and Mrs George Nlenhuis
' Albert Klomparenswas forced to tue of a writ of fieri facias Issued out and Miss Anne Boonstra. a teacher Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the Estate of
drive his Chevrolet coupe into the of the circuit court for the county In the primary room. Is stayingwith
SADA E. BRADFORD, Deceased
ditch. Fortunatelythe Utter was go- Ottawa, in favor of Benjamin F. Har- Mr and Mrs John Arens,
Stephen N. Bradford. Sault Stc.
sn's home one evening last week as ris and Joseph Shashaguay copartners
Mr and Mrs C. Slagh have Just had
he was returningfrom Holland.Two dong business at I X L Machine Shop a carbide lighting system installed Marie. Michigan, having filed In said
court his Anal administration
account,
ears coming from the south tried to against the goods and chattels, lands In their newly remodeled home.
Miss Johawia Looman of Crisp
Paying for the allowpass each other Just as they met Mr and tenements of Holland Packing
ance thereofand for the assignment
Klomparens, forcing him Into the Company and Roy Ashley. In said working In Grand Rapids.
and distribution of the residue of said
ditch. Fortunatleythe Utter was go- county, to directed and delivered.I
Gerrit and Manley Looman attendestate.
ing slow and, altho the car turn did .on tfie 25th day of January.1927, ed the Annual Meeting of the
It Is Ordered,That the
completely over, no damages result- levy upon and take all the right, title Farmers' Fire Insurance Co. held at
28th day of February A. D. 1927
ed.
and Interest of the said HollandPack- Zeeland.
at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
ing Company and Roy Ashley in and
probate office, be and Is hereby apto the following describedlands, toNEW GRONINGEN
pointed for examining and allowing
NORTH HOLLAND
wn : Lot No. 7 (7). except the east
said account and hearing said petiforty.two (42) feet thereof in block
tion.
Miss Marie Westrate submitted to fourteen (14) of Southwest Addition
A flne Pro«ram 18 belnB arranged It Is Further Ordered.That public
an operationfor the removal of her the City of Holland In said county;all for lhe New Groningen Parent-Teachnotice thereof be given by publication
tonsils at the Holland hospitalon of which I shall expose for sale at ers As8°c»aUon meeting for Friday,
of a copy of this order for three suclast week Tuesday morning, the op- public vendue .to the highestbidder. Feb 4th
cessive weeks previousto salt*,day of
eration being performed by Dr. West- at the north front door of the court Rfttherlonesome looking at the
hearingin the Holland City News, a
rate and an assistant.After spending house at the City of Grand Haven In HoIland country club these days,
newspaper printed and circulatedin
the remainder of the week at the said county, that being the place of Qulte
trom
old said county.
home of her brother. Mr. Cornie holding the circuit court within said , 8U^?.mer
JAMES J. DANHOF.
The crossroadoff the trunk lines
West.-ate.she returned home on Satcounty, on the 6th day of April. 1927.
Judge of Probate
are In nearly Impassable condition A true copy—
urday evening.
at ten oclock In the forenoon of said
Miss Metta Kemme was a guest at day.
owning to the recent thaw.
Cora Vande Water.
Poultry men In this vicinity are i
the home of Genevieve Ter Haar on
Register of Probate.
Dated this 2nd day of February, beginning the 1927 chick season.
last week Tuesday evening.
1927.
Mr. and Mrs. Kaas Weener from
EGBERT BEEKMAN.
Holland spent last Wednesday at the
NORDELOOS
Deputy Sheriff.
Exp. Feb. 19—11052
home of their children. Mr. and Mrs. FRED T MILES.
STATE OF MICHIGAN-TheProbate
Clarence Raak.
Attorney for Plaintiffs.
Mr Paul Schllleman was pleasantly Court for the County of Ottawa.
A special prayer meeting was held Business Address: Holland. Michigan.
surprisedat his home Wednesday At a session of said court, held at
at our local church on last week
evening by the members of the Lad- the Probate OfficeIn the city of Grand
Thursday afternoon for "Our Colles' Aid Society and their husbands.I Haven In said county on the 25th
ZEELAND
leges."
A very enjoyableevening was spent. tla> ot January A. D. 1927.
The pupils of the Intermediate
Present: Hon James J. Danhof.
grades and their teacher. Miss Metta
Mr and Mrs Henry B Poest are the music being the chief diversion,iJudge
of Probate.
Kemme. enjoyed a slelghrldeon sorrowing parents who grieve the Every one Indulged In the delightful
In the matter of the Estate of
last week Thursday afternoon. Mr. low, of their little nine-months old refreshmentswhich were served.

morning.

JAR!

Friday.

“where savings are greatest”
60-64 East Eighth St., Holland, Mich.

Snl
ki

Shoe

Values

.

for All the Family!

Values, Styles and Low' Prices Here!

Dominant Oxford

for

Men

Quota of Style and Value

Full

Women’s

(Combining Style

Unmistakablestyle, ex-

this Spring Oxford at a
moderate price. Of tan
calf, Goodyear v/elt, wide

toe and rubber heels.
Priced at only—

With Comfort!

$3.49

$3.98
in
In

*Is

Pump

This all-patent pump
cleverly combines style
with comfort. Triple
strap-effect with new cutout design; militaryheels
with new rubber tap. An
exceptional value at—

and supreme comfort feature
cellent leathers

Real Style

Patent Cut-Out

Men’s Oxfords

Oxford For Growing Girls
Of Style and Comfort

Gun Metal — Big Value
Here's one of the new out-

%

Smart style, selected
quality leathers and the
lines of comfort, are all
combined in this patent
with gun metal side over-

sianding values in men’s
fine footwear for

Fall Of

selected gun metal calf;
rubber heels. One of ou/

lay; rubber heels; low

big values at—

priced

$3.49

—

•

Sizes 12 to

2

Sizes 8K to

H*

$2.23
$1.98

to

8

Work

Shoes

Men! Here’s Style
and Real Value

Chocolate Rctan

Girls’

Pumps

Women's Fancy

Patent & Gun Metal

Inlay Pump

the

HENDRIK BOS

i

.Deceased

w
'I

Men's chocolate outing
shoe, chocolate rctan uppers
will resist barnyard acid.
Leather insoles and counters; solid oak leather outer
soles. Big value at a low

Fine quality solid tan
leather,Goodyear welts,
rubber heels. A great shoe
for ear],) Spring — durable
yet exceptionallygood-look-

—

price

here's

room

for

grow-

*ng feet as well as style
ind fine leathers in this
pump for the miss or
growing girl; covered
walking heel. Very moderately priced at

—

Just like the

illustration.

Long,

stylish lines; new
fincy grain inlay design;
covered military heel We
can recommend this modish
shoe as a most satisfactory
value at the moderate pricr

—

ing. At only
of
baby girl. Jerene Alma, who died afJohn De Jongh having filed In sold
ter a brief Illness with whooping
HAMILTON
court his petition, praying for license
cough. She Is survived by her parents
to sell the Interest of said estate In
and her grandparents.Mr and, Mrs
Rev. F. J. Van Dyke of Central certain real estate therein described,
B Poest. all living on the old B. Park visited friends In Hamilton re- It Is Ordered.That the
Poest homesteada short distance cently.
28(/i day of February.A. D. 1927
northwest of this
The Dixie Jubilee quartette uro- at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
Gerrit Kemme. of Zeeland, who Is gram recently given was well attnid- probate office be and Is hereby apFOR RENT— Doable Garage, elec- a medical student at the Universityed. More money was taken In on pointedfor hearing said petition, and
of Michigan, became quite seriously 1 single admission for this number that all persons Interested in said estric light, cement floor, 47 Graves
ill with influenzawhich threatened than ever before from one number, tate appear before said court, at said
In
Spring
With Fancy
Place.
to devlop pneumonia. His condition the amount being 139.50.
time and place, to show cause why a
took a turn for the better, however. | Rev. and Mrs H J. Porter have re- license to sell the Interest of said esA new arrival that !s
A staunch, durable tan
proving popular with men
FOR BALK — Oil heater good as and on Saturday when his brother,turned from Chicago after spending 'ate in said real estate should not be
play oxford for the kid‘seeking real value with
new. Inquire ut 614 Central Ave. Clarence Kemme. and his friend, 1 the week there to attend the funeral i granted;
dies. Broad, roomy toe;
tfn | Helen WeHlng. called on him he was of the former'sbrother, Rev. Leoi It Is Further Ordered,That public
assured leathersand
considerably
j Potter of
j notice thereof be given by publication
new attractive trim its
wearing-qualities.Of seMiss Mary Kruld. daughter of Mr; Hamilton folks who visitedHoi- j of a copy of this order, for three suclected tan calf, medium
fancy grain leather;
LOST— Two grips from back of car. and Mrs C-hrls Kruld of Holland, land recently are Merton Dangremond cesslve weeks previousto said day of
toe, heavy sole and rubspring heel. Low priced—
somewhere between Zeeland and formerly of Zeeland, and Arthur and Lyle Caswell.Those from Hoi- ! hearing In the Holland City News, a
ber heels. An exceptional
Saugatuck by -vay of Holland. Finder Cook of Holland, were united In land who came to Hamilton were Mr ' newspaper printed and circulated In
Sixes 12 to 2...*.. $2.49
value at a low price.
leave gripe at Holland City News of- marriage at Holland last Thursday and Mrs Gerrit Van Zyle who were said county.
Sixes 8
to UH... $1.98
fice or Inform. J. P. Pitch, 4856 afternoon.
I the guests of Mr and Mrs
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Sixes SH to 8 ..... $1.79
Oeorge Street, Chicago. 111.
Parents who have children In the Brouwer. Miss Jennie Vos and
Judge of Probate
kindergarten were told that com- Nyhoff. also John Teuslnk who vis- A true copy—
mencing last Monday, the children lied his aunt Mrs O. H.
Cora Vande Water.
Register of Probate.
FOR SALE-Two new houses with who have been coming In the fore- Andrew Lehman attended a State
P
all conveniences,
double garages, one noon will come In the afternoon, and Farm Bureau meeting at Lansing.
Mrt and Mrs Arthur Kaechele and
on West 17th and one on West 18th those who have been coming in the
Exp. Feb. 19—11052
For Misses and Children
atreet. sell on contract. House for afternoon will come In the forenoon. Miss Amy Ruth Voorhorst were In
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
rent with all conveniences on First The morning sessionstarts at 8:30 Holland Thursday evening.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Good looks, comfort
Pupils of Hamilton high school
Ave. Call K. Buurma, 220 West 16th o'clock and the afternoon session at
a session of said court, helfl at
1:15 o'clock.
and
weiring qualities
room have finished their written theAtProbate
street. Phone
3tF12
For
School
OfficeIn the city of Grand
Mr and Mrs James C De Pree exams for this semester.
recommend this new sanHaven In said county on the 25th
Our
all
solid-leather
left.Zeeland for Miami, Florida, where
The following students are on the
dal for kiddies. Of patent
FOR BALE— 50 barred rock chickens they expect to spend the winter honor roll, having made an all A day of January A. D. 1927.
/school shoes are good all
Present: Hon James J. Danhof,
and breeding cockerelsand, a few months; and Mr and Mrs Oeorge F record for the semester: Juella Browthe
way
through.
Boys
with spring heels. A
Judge of Probate.
white leghorn pullets. Inquire Wm. Hulzengaleft Zeeland Tuesday for er. Ethel Lehman, AntoinetteSmith,
and mothers know this.
In the matter of the Estate of
great shoe for romping,
3. Boa. Zeeland, Mich. R. 2. phone Coral Gables. Florida, also for the ninth graders; Josephine Tucker.
Here's our feature value
HENDRIK BOS. Deceased
rpllicking youngsters.And
3 t c F 12
winter. Coral Gables Is a suburb to Josephine Kaper, tenth graders.
for Fall—
It appearing to the court that the
Miami.
BeatriceLugten has three A’s and time for presentation of claims against
an
exceptional value at— <
Siae» 2H to 5 H... $2.79
John H. Bosch of Zeeland- return- one B.
Sixa. 12 H to 2.... $2.49
FOR BALE— New egg cases with new ed from Jackson,Mich., where he at- H Brouwer of Hamiltongave a said estate should be limited, and- that
a time and place be appointed to reSix.. 8 to 12 ...... *2.23
fillers.Holland Rusk Co Inc. Hol- tended the convention of the State very Interesting talk to the high
ceive. examine and adjust all claims
land,
3tcP12 Monument dealers held there. While room on banking. This Is the first
and demands against said deceasedby
In the prison city he was one of a of a series of talks we hope to have and before said court;
from the business and professional If Is Ordered that creditors of said
NOTICE— First class tree surgery and An auctionsale will be held on the men of the village.The school auth- deceasedare required to present their
landscape gardening,best of services farm of Henry A. Van Dyk next orities are planning on having at claims to sold court at said Probate time and place being hereby appointed| It- Is Further Ordered.That public I hearing In the Holland City News, a
Judge of Probate
Jle prices. Call or write Frida). After the sale Mrs. Van Dyk least one and perhaps two such Off ce on or before the *
for the examination and adjustment notice thereof oc given by publication I newspaper printed and circulated In A true copy—
of Will Parsons. Fenn. and the children will make their talks each month during the re31st day of May A. D. 1927
of nil claims and demands against i of a copy of this order, for three sue- j said
Cora Vande Water,
-4t-C-E- iff home in Zeeland.
mainder of the year.
I at ten o’clock In the forenoon,said
said
cesslve weeks previousto said day of
JAMES J.
Register of Probate.

$1.69

$3.98

I

city.

$2.98

$3.98

<

Man’s

Size

Value and Style

Thu New

Children’s Sturdy Oxford

Model

Trim

j

better.

Chicago.

Herman'
Janet1

$2.98

Brower.

Boys’ Shoes

afcent

Strap SpritigSandals

All-Leather
Wear

5638.

tor.

$2.25

Michigan.

deceased.

|county.

DANHOF,

mgM

W: PI

.
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AutoShow

Holland’sSecond Annual
FEBRUARY
Staged

in

0
QJnillllMIIMimM

I

............... 'I''

3,

NEW ARMORY

Two Buildings, namely: The

The Second Annual Exhibition is given under the Auspices
I

2,

of the

5

4,

ID-

Holland Automobile Dealers Association

,

Q
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opens

to

WEDNESDAY NOON

Really Live”

at 12:00 o’clock

to

ft-j

---------------------------

------------

“A Plate Where Folks
and

r|

THE AUTO SHOW

Holland Bids You

Welcome

TEMPLE

and The MASONIC

and will remain open

an

until

AUTO SHOW

and including

Saturday Night
worth while.
(

-

1'

)

I

.......

............ ...

...........
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Music Continuously
Arirayst

sion

KASTEN’S MELODY MEN f
TIOK.ET GOOD FOR. BOTH SHOWS

COLONIAL ORCHESTRA
OKTE5

The second annual auto show
open at noon Wednesday and

will
will
remain open every day for the balance of this week from 12 o'clock
noon until 10 o'clock In the evening.

Adults 25c..

Chita

10c

the Second Annual Aulo

Show

is

bein? Held

The show

The prices to both shows will be
only 25 cents for adults and 10

the Latest in Motor
Vehicles

Ten Holland Firms are

Rep-

resented at the Second Annual Exhibition Held

Here
All Is hustle and bustle this week

the Armory and at Masonic tem>lc for the second annual auto show
eld in these two buildings Is now In
jrogress and the dealershave been

WHO'S

WHO AT THK

AlTO SHOW

The followingArms have
exhibitionsat the auto show
that opens Wednesday and to
and Including Saturday night
of this week. !*

Armory:

~
Holleman-De Weerd Auto

Co.. Ford car and Truck. Fordson Tractor and Lincoln.
Holland Hudson-Essex Co.

The Essex-Hudsonand Hupmobllas.

Oakland Sales & Services.
t)aklands and Pontlacs.
PeoplesAuto Sales Co.. Reo
and Packard.
Henry Zwemcr & Son. Ov-

and

erland-Wlllys-Knlght
Whippet.

Nash Sales
Nash cars.

Si Service Oarage

Masonic Temple, first

floor:

*

The first annual show was considered a great success, however, the

cured at either the Masonic temple
or the armory and it makes no difference which building you enter
first with the one ticket.Ticket takers will punch the ticket at the first
building entered. The patron retains
his ticket and It Is taken up when
he enters the last building.

1927 exhibition U doubly so for the
reason that the number of those
wishing to exhibit was so much
greater and the number of cars too
were so many more that the Holland
Automobile Dealers association, under whose auspice^ the show Is staged,
had to fall back on the Masonic tem- %
ple In order to give enough exhibition space to all.
Both exhibitionhalls will be well
lighted, especially at night and men
connected with the auto show will
see to It that the wants of the patrons are taken care of.
There will also be plenty of music at the auto show all this week
Two orchestras namely the Colonial
and Kasten'sMelody Men will furnish the music at the armory and the

temple.

NATIONAL

Exports of passenger automobiles,
busses and trucks from the United
State* during the month of December. 1926 were announced today by
the department of commerce. The
figures show - that the total exports
of passengercars for the month was
the total of trucks and busses, 3.853
valued at *3.252.883.
The largest purchaser for December seems to have been distant Australia. which took 0,744 automobiles,
of an aggregate value of 4.380.000,
and 339 trucks,valued at *360.000.

One ticket bought at either
the temple or the armory Is
good for both shows. The price
1. 25c lo radults and 10c for

S' '

children. Stay as long as you

'

like.

i

The buildings open promptly
at 12:00 noon and remain open
until 10 o'clock at night or

*4

until the crowd departs. No
will be hurried out.

one

% % %

SHOW TRENDS

chestras.

ALTO SHOW DATES

outstanding advantage of Its
own peculiar method of operating two-wheel brakes.
Four-wheelmechanicalbrakes on a high grade car which
has been slow in adoptingnew

Holland this week Wednesday.
Thursday. Friday and Saturday at
the armory and Masonic temple.

Ideas.

been advertising such

frills

Chicago all this week at the Coliseum.

NEW ARMORY

Air cleaner and oil purifier
on a popular six which has

priced care.

A small eight, built In- a
factory that never has turned
anything but fine cars.
Many convertible cars at
higher prices.A blaze of color

VenhulzenAuto Co.. Studebaker and Dodge care.

An end

to

&

ill

company

that IntroducedIt.
A tendency to lacquer everything on the car, Including
shield, headlights, radiator,
radiator shutters and everything that now carries nickel.
-

---

^i:

98 PIT. OF LINCOLN

%

it wm announcedtoday.
The pro oaed structure, in

in:;.

the vlclnl y of the General
Motors building. Is planned as
a businesscommunity center.

U

9.

The Lincoln highway between New York and San
Francisco. 3,142 miles In
length.

-has h^en improved by

proved.

8
MASONIC TEMPLE

.......

.

.*£

.

.....

.

..........._______
:

IS

TAKEN FROM

LIVES OF WILD DRIVERS

HIGHWAY IMPROVED

between New York and San
Francisco 98.7 per cent Im-

^

..fLi

%
S

the states and countieson all
but 41 miles of Its entire distance. This 41 miles Is located In Utah. Moreover. Its entire length Is marked with
Lincoln highway signs, enameled in red. white and blue.
Forty-one miles Is 1.3 per
cent of 3,142 miles, hence a
motoristIs now offered a road

the two-tone

color Job by the very

Vt

•.

An entire block of 332
square feet for the erection of
a 10-story office building, with
a central tower 25 stories high
to cost approximately *30.000.000 has been purchased at,
West Grand boulevardand Lothrop avc.. Detroit, by a subsidiary of Fisher and company,
of the General Motors build-

JOY
5*

54

schemes.

8

% 5 \ u \

line of

a receiver.
Another but smaller eight
by the sensation of last year's
show.
New body lines and detailed t
Improvements in one of the %
most popular of the loweV %

consplclous corner.

%

sociation.

;

new models by a
company now In the hands of

a

*4

It will provide a large theater,

A new European type light
six with all closed bodies of

A

K %

Lansing'ssixth annual automobile
a 1.000 car garage and largp
show will be held' February 7 to 12,
office building, and 30 IndividInclusive,In the old Auto Body comual stores.
pany building.It Is announced by
the Lansing Automobile Dealers' as- % % % % %?*•*!. % % % % \ 54

w

unnecessary.

steel.

?4

THIRTY MILLION OFFICE niTLDIN'UWITH <!\UA(JE FOR 1.000 CARS

Yes there will be music ' In
both buildingsand there will
be plenty of It with two or-

Five new light straight
eights.
A light straight eight listing
for #1.750 in the stock model
to .3.100 in the de luxe type.
Four-wheel hydraulic brakes
on a car that has featured the

The decorations are especially elaborate In both buildings, all of which
was arranged by the Holland automobile dealers association. This organizationhas for Its officers Al Dc
Weerd. chairman; and Henry Ter
Haar, secretary and treasurer. They
have appointed as ticket committee
Ed Leeuw and Henry Yen Hulzen,
prizes. Al De Weerd. entertainment,
Don Zwemer, advertising.Jess Ridenour and Mr B. L. Campbell and
these men have been on the Job constantly endeavoringto make the second annual event bigger than ever.
Patrons will And that at the Masonic temple the Chrysler will be
shown as well as the Oldsmobile.The
Studebaker and the Dodge will be
found In
conveniently located
booth, and the Flint and Auburn
will place their popular cars in

1&

REACH 25,663
held In

The hhow opens Wednesday
and remains open until 10:00
o'clock Saturday night.

•

At the armory the Fords and Lincolns will be on display as well as
the Overlands and Wlllys Knights.
The Oaklands and Pontlacs.will be
Oldsmobile Sales Si Service.
there as will the Hudsons and
(Mr Campbell) Oldsmobile.
The Reo and Packard have taken a
Boeve Auto Co.. Chryslere.
large space and Nash will be right
Earl E Barthollc, Fllqt and
there In a booth.
Auburn care.
Patrons can be assured that there
will be plenty of souvenirs given away
on the Jump getting their exhibits besides noise makers and glm-c racks.
in shape and their booths In order In Prom all Indicationsthe show will
time for the opening Wednesday be larger than last year.

.

K

cents for children. Tickets can be se-

Both Buildings Are Filled With

be

temple.

clock strikes

ten.

noon.

will

two buildings. The armory and
the 1st floor of the Masonic

Remember no one will be hurried
away In the evening until the patrons have had their fill of sightseeing even tho the

AUTO EXPORTS

AlTO SHOW INFORMATION

Where

A

I

1

street

i*Uway company of San

Franciscohas adopted a safety idea
by paintingboth ends of a street car
white and using reflecting lights so
that a person driving an automobile
at night wl.l be able to see the car
several blocks away.

ON HORSE
ADOPTED IN ENGLAND

TAIL LIGHT

o',-

18

As the result of an accident to
Bradford.England mounted policeman. who was run Into by a
motor car when patrolling at night,
these officers are now proterctedby
an electric rear rod light.

1

PAGE

TWO

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Made Part
of National Shows

Servicie

fn

tlie nutionol automobile

ihowH In Jnnuury and February
In New York nn<! Cliieago there
*Vlll
]

;

]

be

FEATDRES OF

service equipment, tliut Is, garage machineryanil tools, ami
In the New York show commercial vehiclesof the lighter tonnage will also he on display.
The erilarged show plans will
bring a conafderably Increased
number of manufacturing exhibitors Into the expositions.
The commercial vehicle exhibits are to be supplemented by
showings of parts and appliances for trucks. The service

equipment sections, which will
be provided with power so that
garage machinery can be dem-

*

and time-tested poppet
valve tyne. The bore of the cylinders is 2% inches, stroke inches,
185 cubic inches displacement.

Honed

cylinder* of the

*'7

finished to a

hard, glass surface by
honing with fine abrasivestones.

for Auto-Horn Button
The bracket illustrated, for mounting the horn button of an automobile
In a convenient place directlyunder
the steering wheel, is readily made
from a piece of steel or brass tubing.
This is perhaps the most convenient
place for the horn button, unless It Is
placed on the steering wheel Itself,
which causes continualtwisting of the
wires, and Is, therefore, not to be preferred. The tubing may be H Inch in
diameter,and Is slotted for a suitable
distance from each end. The end to
go around the steering column will
probably be slotted about 4 inches, and

to

V
V
V

Crankcase Ventilation
Dual Air

detainsthe velocity and highly explosive state of incoming gases, a

Cleaning j|

I

Oil Filter

i

V

oilchange!

,

a

Double

Valve

yew

to 4 oil changes in an average
driving year.

TV*

1‘imailonouonm

The Horn Button May Be Mounted In
a Very Convenient Position Under
the Rim of the Steering Wheel by
the Use of a Piece of Tubing.
the other end, to fold out for attaching the button, about 1 Inch. The two
wires leading to the button may be
twisted around the steering post or,
better, led through a piece of conduit
down to the dash.

A button so mounted la always within reach of the drfver’s finger except
when turning very sharp curves, and
even then It is quite easy to find In
emergencies. Tfte tube may be bent
slightly upward to bring the button
nearer to the rim of the steering
wheel. If this is found to result in
added convenience.—Popular Mechanics Magazine.

3

'

Cooling

quieting-curve”
contour of
cams, result in positive valve action.
Valve liftersrotate while in action,
minimizingnoise and wear.

<

/

Silent Camshaft and generator
Timing are driven off crankshaft

^

/

Chain

Frame

L

Double- Valve Springs

V

Silent Timing

V

Full

V

Thermostatic Charging Control

Chain

Automatic Spark Control

V

Double-Offset, Low-GravityFrame

counteracts vibration.

V

Fasy-Shift

ThermostaticOldsmobile has
°

Interior Mohair upholstery in

period design,quick-acting window
liftp, large interior door handles,

ash

receptacle in five-passenger
closed types,
windshield, automatic windshield cleanerson closed
cars, instrumentsunit-grouped in
walnut panel, walnut steering
wheel, heavy rug and rubber mat,
genuine leather upholstery in open
cars, deep spring-cushioned seats
and many other features.

V Chromium Permanent-Lustre'
Plating
Finish

Beauty of line and complete appointments in Fisher Bodies • • and

inj<

many

Geared

other features of demonstrated worth.

FOUR-WHEEL BRAKES

split-nut type

mechanism

THEN CONSIDER

is

ITS

LOW

PRICE.

NO PRICE INCREASE

speciallygeared for safe
Veering and easy steering.

Backways Permit Fatter
Traveling on Highway*
Many traffic experts do not share
the popular belief that If car registrations continue to Increase at the present rale there will be no road or street
on which to drive In comfort They
point to a number of significant
trends which they declare are serving to lessen congestion by distributing the traffic. To illustratethis
I>olnt they cite a typical case where
a motorist, formerly accustomed to
taking two days to make a trip between large dtles via the main highway, which took him through two of
the largest cities in the country, remade the trip In one day via
the “back way." This man's car was
».n the highway one day as against
two as on former trips. This meant
one less car on the more heavily traveled highway.
<-entiy

AUTOMOBILE FACTS
brains

a man

has, the

Is inclined to stop, look

and

listen.

CasyShift The transmission is
Transmission m a unit with

Three-Way 'The accessible gear
Lubrication PumP' operated' by
the forward end of
the camshaft, delivers oil at equal
pressure to the main bearings. Oil
is deliveredthrough the oil tubes to
the three main bearings, and also
flows through the full length
lens of the
crankshaft oil passage. Connecting
rods are lubricatedfrom the drilled
crankshaft. Passages from the
main bearings deliver oil to camshaft bearings. Other parts of the
engine are bathed in an oil spray

Duco

Head lamps have
double filameat

Twin-Beam
Controlled from

the dutch and engine. The shifting lever is long and
shifting is exceptionallyeasy.

The

Fisher bodies
are finished in lustrous two-tone Duco,
Bodies • •
polished to a finish
Chromium distinctivelybeautiful, yet in conservaBlaring
tive good taste. The
radiator is finished in the new
permanent-lustrechromium,exclusively Oldsmobfle’a. •
Tone

adds larger, 30 by 5.25,
balloon tires.

Balloon- The worm,

W

Fisher Two-

Balloon brakes, Oldsmobile also

«jyrfJ

all

Features
types, satin
nickel fittings of rich

Headlights, Controlled

from Steering Wheel

contact.

thermostatic

control on the
generator that automaticallyincreases charging when the engine is
cold and decreasesit as the temperature rises. Spark control is full
automatic.

Transmission

V Twin-Beam

°

Charging Control

mechanicaland the bands clamp
the drums like jaws, assuring maxi-

mum

y ® illent chain' operatin a constant flow of oil.

,, ,
^ turning radius,and
42 inches wide at rear for proper
mounting. It is ‘‘kicked-up?’over
rear axle to provide low center of
gravity, easy riding and ability to
hold the road.

V

V Duco

•

mg

Double-Offset The frame is 28
Low-Gravityinches wide in front,
providing short

High-Velocity,Hot- Section Mani-

30 x 5.25 Balloon Tires

adds — at no increase
in price— four-wheel
brakes. The front wheel brakes are
self-energizing,internal, threeshoe, expanding type. The brake is
entirelyenclosed as protection
against dirt and oil. The rear wheel
brakes are the efficient split-band
two-piecetype in which the action is

employed

6

V

Brakei

similar to those

Springs
‘"“!^‘and.LacfngJc‘r
r
engines,
together with

Harmonic The Harmonic Balancer
‘Balancer devcl°ped by General
Motors engineers,
Tour-Wheel Now Oldsmobile

The double-valvesprings,

the

fold

tion’ and
dual air
Changes ing
oilcleanflltcr
bring new thrift-

above the

i

Crankcase ventila-

4

method of circulationthroug^o
manifold type passage, while
slower thermo-siphontypq of ac-

fMrtnlfnU
manifold
tMamfold exhaust
and heated
by j

V Three-Way Pressure Lubrication
V Honed Cylinders

Tear

oA
only

runwio

more

L-Head Six-Cylinder Engine

V Two-Way

more the life of tne engine and the useful life
of the oil. Sediment and foreign
substances are removed as the oil
passes through the filter and filter
'hag from the rear camshaft bear-

Utl
«twt BOO

m'

V

V Four-Wheel Brakes
V Harmonic Balancer

and dirt from two-thirds of the air
before it enters the carburetor
direct -while the second cleanerin
connection with crankcase ventilation cleans the balance of the air.

Only 3

m- tubing

‘

corporates the best

crankcase dilution.Ml deluxe types
are equipped with thermostat cooling control,

fog.

Mwto suw

b

features of the two accepted'
type*—
epteaty

HotSection. fold being

Dual Air A primary air cleaner
Cleaning eliminates the injurious particles of dust

prolongs

Two-Way Oldamobile offers “twoCooling way” coolingwhich in-

High-VelocityThe intake rpani-

form dilution.
Excessivedilution is eliminated
by crankcase ventilation. A current
of air, sweeping the crankcase,
draws off by vacuum these injurious
elements.This improves performance and gives longer life to the engine and longer useful life to the oil.
fhis system is simple and efficient
and has no moving parts.

er

PROVEN W0R!

tion, maintains about the cjitfaHlera
sufficient warmth for efficientbBeration. This also aids in eliminating

IN OLDSMOBILE

all internal com-

densation.This water and liquid
fuel pass into the crankcase and

Mounting Is Convenient

The»

The

Cxlindm engine are

ter is formed bv con-

<xkkk>ooooooooooooooo<xxk>oc

ii

L-Head The L-Head Oldsmobile
Fnaine engine is of the reliable

CHECK THE KNOWN FACTORS
OF MOTOR CAR MERIT- NOW

Ventilation bu*tiofn«*!««• wa-

V

ir

KNOWN VALUE

Crankcase In

onstrated to the trade and public, have already aroused much
Interest among manufacturers.

more he

TOR’S

FA’C

eeptirtite sectloiififor

Lights

Campbell Sales

&

Service

- -

Central Avenue-Directly North of First State

HOLLAND,

Bank

MICHIGAN

bulbs, one for
‘‘bright,” one for
“dim.” On “dim”

Steering

but
thrown at a downward angle that protects oncoming
drivers and conforms to all state
laws. Headlightsare Operated by
a neat lever
r, like the hand throttle,
Wheel

the light is bright

on the steering wheel.
Instruments Soft, indirect lighting

^

Indirectly individuallyillumi-

lUnnriJeJ

or reflection in driver’s eyes.

from the bagrings. Pressure is
automatically regulated by an accessiblecontrol. There is an oilpressure indicator on the dash.
Clutch

The

Features

disc clutch engages positively,yet gently. The

single-plate,dry-

housing is vehtilated.The patented self-lubricatingclutch release bearing, mounted on a selfaligningtrunnion throwoutyoke, is
of compressed baked carbon-graph-

Instrument Panel A reliable instru-

OLDSMOBILE
W

ite.

Fuel

6

Gauge

ment

fuel
gauge is now
standard on all Oldsmobile
le. types.

new thief-proofcar
a feature.
CarrLock Inch i* a
Turning off ignition
ief-Proof A
Thief-.

positivelylocks the car. Thi<
inieves
cannot “cut over” as on other locks
for switch and coil are built-integral
in a vault-likesteel housing. A
non-locking “temporary stop” position is

provided.

,

Old Dobbin could be taught to back
the rig into a place at the curb In
three lessons. Some automobile drlv
••lx pever learn it.

Should Avoid Duplication
“What

are you doing these days?"
"I'm t-t-t-tunlngp-p-P-pianos."

"And what's your brotherdoing?"
"He's t-t-t-tuning p-p-p-p— Why
d-dldn'tyou ask what we were
b-b-both doing?"
.

High Replacement Cott
Hired Girl— Shull I dust off the
bricky-brae In the drawing room.

ma’am?
Mistress— Not today, Nora. I don't
thlnf we win afford It.

Oldsmobile Crankcase Vend
: lation.

m

/

.

m
3,4*5

m

V

useful life of the engine include
Other mechanical developments clouds of road dust that made dust- in Dagestan blue and black above. roadster and coupe, a black enamel
crankcase ventilation, dual air clean- adopted by Oldsmobile Include ther- ers, veils and gogglesnecessary when
Ivory striping Is used. These models, steel trunk mounted on a rigid plJ
ing and oil filter. Air cleaners are at- mostaticcontrol of the charging rate open car driving was in its heyday
also, have fnbrlkoldover the rear form with trunk bars.
tached to both the air Intake at the of the generator; increased torque years ago.
The many mechanical Improvequarter with landau bows. The de
. . V
V.
carburetor and to the crankcase of the starting motor; ventilation of
The side curtains are In metal luxe roadster is in sea fog grey be- ments, that have been added to the
breather port. Part of the air used the clutch housing and new design frames and make a rigid enclosure low the molding,which is finished In Oldsmobile chaptls during recent
by the carburetoris drawn through of clutch and transmissionwhich from the one-piecewindshieldto the black with ocean blue above and a months make the chassisof partithe la'tter air cleaner— the air pass- tend to increasethe wearing qual- end of the rear doors when used saddle over the hooq. and cowl. Burnt cular Interest to those motorists who
ing through the crankcase and re- ities and thermostaticcontrol of wa- with the top down. The top Is de- orange striping Is used.
ste seeking quality performance.
moving injurious gasoline,oil and ter circulation on deluxe cars.
signed particularly for ample vision.
v‘-—
-A
.ikjLst r
All models are equipped with a These Include four-wheel brakes,
water vapors before it enters the
Chromium plaltng was perfected A special compartmentfor the cur- panel in which the Instruments are crankcaseventilation,dual air cleancarburetor.This eliminatesexcessive by Oldsmobile during the past year. tains when they are not In use Is Indirectly and Individually lighted. ers, oil filter, two-way cooling, twocrankcase dilution.
This gives a Jewel hard surfacethat provided in back of the rear seat. Im- The instrumentsare fuel gauge, theft filament headlightsylth controlon
The oil filter removes foreign sub- is more permafient,corrosion proof proved methods of top construction proof Ignition lock and switch com- the steering wheel, double valve
stances from the oil, which passes and lustrous than former types of end bracket holders are additional bined. oil pressure indicatorammet- springs, balloon geared steering, harthrough It constantlywhen the en- plating.
features.
er, carburetrchoke button and monic balancerto counteractengine
gine Is operating.The filter, air
Drivingcomfort and assurancealso
All of the Oldsmobile closed body speedometer.All closed cars have an vibration, thermostaticcontrol of
cleaners and crankcase ventilation has been enchanced by the addition types are finished In genuine mo- automatic windshieldwiper. De luxe th> generatorcharging rate, full auare factors In retailing the lubricat- of twin beam headlights with control hair upholstery. High grade rugs types have front and rear bumpers, tomatic spark control, high velocity
ing value of the oil to such a degree on the steering wheel, a theft proof and rubber mats are used on. the snubbers, rear view mirror, traffic hot section manifold, chromium
that only three or four oil changes a Ignition lock, fuel guage on the In- floors.The Interior fittings are satin light, moetometer with locking bar plating and thermostaticcooling sysyear are required by the average strument panel and balloon geared nickel. Combination match and ask cap and, with the exception of the tem.
driver .Aj
steering.
receptlclesare set In the back of the
The new two-way cooling system Ten body types comprisethe line of front seat In the sedan and landau
Oldsmobileself-energizing front wheel brakes
Incorporates the best features of both Oldsmoblles displaye at the automo- models and on the right side of the
the pump and thermo-siphon meth bile show. These Includesedans, lan- body of coach models.
ods. The water circulates under pres dau, coupes, roadster and two qewly
The sedan and de luxe sedan are
sure to the points where the most designedtourings with rigid side cur- finished In aquamarine blue Dudo
Intense heat is generated.Around tains that can be used with the top below the molding and black above.
the cylinders, where conventionaleither up or down. •
Ivory striping Is used. The coach and
These various body types are all
cooling would create excessive dlssi
The Oldsmobile exhibitIs a typ- methods of engine cooling, bringing patlon of heat for best performance, mounted on the Oldsmobile chassis de luxe coach are In Buckingham
grey below and black above. The
ical example of this progressive spir- greater efficiency,and on through to
the flow of water is retardedand Its equipped with the many develop- striping Is pistachiogreen. Both the
it. While the outward appearance of the use of chromium plating, adding
rate of circulation is governed by the ments of the past ye*r, Includingthe sedans and conches have two optionthe Oldsmobile reuects' the refine- to the beauty and wearing qualities
temperature of the cylinderwalls. new type four-wheelbrakes and 5.25 al color combinations,one of dawn
ments of line and finish made during of the polished surfaces. AH these
The hot section manifold retains balloon tires announcedby Oldsmo- fnlst below and dust proof grey above
the past year, the mo t notable de- Improvement* • have been made posthe high velocity of the gas from the blle at the New York Automobile with pistachio striping, the other
velopment* arc not. apparent to the sible through equally Important adtime It leaves the carburetoruntil It Show.
being Dagestan blue below and black
eye. A closer Investigation of the car vancement* In production methods.
reaches the combustion chamber. It
Mohair upholstery Is used on all above with Ivory striping. Taupe
discloses that 20 major features have .The front wheel brakes are of the
Is heated enroute, thus bringing the closed body types, while genuine mohair is used for the upholsteryof
been Installed.
Internalexpanding, self-energizing, gas to a highly explosive state when
The Improvements run the gamut three shoe type and are protected It Is compressed In the combustion leather U used on open cars. All cars both sedans and coaches.
are flnlshe In two and three colors
The landau Is finished in sea fog
from new type, self-energixing four- from water, dirt and oil. They are chamber.
of Duco.
grey up to the lower molding, ocean
wheel brakes and larger baloon tires, connected through equalizers to the
Another Improvement has been the
The new touring, which comes in blue between the two moldings and
which add to safety and riding ease; split-band,two-piece rear brakes.
adoption of the harmonic balancer both standard and de luxe types, is
greater engine power and smoothAdded power and smoothness has which counteractsvibration and in line with the revived desire of extending in a saddle over the hood
and cowl, and black above the upper
nea*; additionof vaceum cleaningof been given the engine by a slight Ingives smooth driving at all speeds. en air riving. The Oldsmobile tourmolding. The stripingIs burnt orthe engine through the Introductioncrease in the piston displacement. Double valve springs, similar t6 those
motorlatsto enjoy the benefit of op- ange. The rear quarter Is finished In
of crankcase ventilationwhich re- Imprved design of the combustion uaed on airplane epglnfs, and a new en air driving. The Oldsmobile tourblack fnbrlkoldover metal sheatlng
duces the required number of oil chamber and by a new hot section, design of cam contour also add to
ings are designedto permit this wid- and equipped with landau bars. Grey
changes to three to four a year and high velocity design of manifold. . the quiet and smooth operation of
er use of open cars and at the same nv-halr Is used for the upholstery.
increasesthe Ilfs of the car; new
The developments that odd to the the engine.
time eliminate the draughts and
The coupe and de luxe coupe are

Oldsmobile DeLuxe Sedan
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GAS TAX

SARTED

1

X
cents.

North Carolina. 1921, 1 cent now

CLIPPER ERA
REVIVED IN CAR

FUSES TO

OF

4

INTO

GO

DISCARD

Special

r

Pennsylvania.1921, 1 cent, now

2

5h,,d that

REO NAMES NEW PASSENGER LINE ' Ivc,T
,s ‘he
I OR FLYING CT.OI H". FAMi00*™? of ,now und “* and when De‘
Washlngto.i.1521, 1 c?nt, now 2
oi s imitK t\
trolt streets are buried beneath tons
cents.
Ot S AMERICAN
0f snow the Department of Public
ArkouMS, l*-2l, 1 cent, mw •' cnis
The
thrill of adventure In the Works received the usual number of
Georgia.1922. 1 cent, now 4 cent*
China Sea. stormy passages around «uggestlons for snow removalembodyLouisiana, 1922. 1 cent, now 2 cents

cents.

SHIP
SIIII

1

!

Copies of special good roads bulletin
No 24 Issued by the Vermont State
Maryland. 1922. 1 cent, now 2 cents
Chamber of Commerce, which, as InMississippi. 1922, 1 cent,
4
dicated In the heading. Is Intended1cents.
for use In a campaign for the study
South Carolina, 1922, 2 cents, now

Auto show week

I

Cape Horn, and record ocean runs are' ,n6 lhe prlncjple of heat application,
recalled by the name of the Reo Mot- ' No engineer will say that these sugor Car company’s new
"re valueless, but they say
model, the Flying
thal V*1 no practical way of applyLaunched Ir. 1851, the famous clip- (,n8 them has been discovered,
of the highway problem, have come 5 cents.
per. "Flying Cloud," Is consideredto i A suggestion of this type came from
to members of the Michigan LegislaSouth Dakota. 1922. 2 cents, now
have been the fleetest, as well as the H L Adams. 617 Detroit Savings Bank
ture. The bulletin Is regardedas pro3 cents.
finest, of all sailing craft of Its type. | Building Mr Adams’ plan Is to have
paganda for higher gasoline taxes. A
Alabama. 1923. 2 cents, still 2 cents.
Superior performance and grace made trucks equipped with gas tanks playblli to Increase the tax In Michigan
California, 1923, 2 cents, still 2
the ' Ing a strong flame against the surface
from 2 to 3 cents was Introducedthis
this ship the most famous >of
last week by Rep Fred R Ming of - nSaware 1023 1 cent now 2 cents American clipper ships, the world’s | of the street to melt the snow and
2rn,tf now 3
mdst beautifulmeans >f travel. 'run it Into the sewers. He also sugCheboygan. The 2 cent ta< law, enIdaho. M3L_2 cents, now 3 ceota.
^ nChiove a fineness of construe- Kp®ts that hot air might be used If
acted In 1925, produced approximate-f Indlanaf
1923, 2 cents, now 3 cents. ^
damage from a direct flame Is fearly 810,700,000 In 1820 and so a 3-cent|
Maine, 1923. 1 cent, now 3 cents
ed.
tax would Increase the revenue 50 per
Nevada, 1923, 2 cents, now 4 cents.
"Detroit once tried a machine sim«ent.
New Hampshire, 1923, 1 cent, now
ilar to' an asphalt surface-heater
In

now

\

OLD SHOVEL RE-

OLD “SEA MAGIC”

•

Florida. 1921, 1 cent, now 4 rents.
Montana. 1921, 1 cent, now 2 rents.
New Mexico, 1921, 1 cent, now 3

FOR

IN ’19

m I.I.KTINSENT TO LEOI8LATORS
SHOWS KAP1D CltOWTH OK SYSTEM OVER AMERICA

BATTERIES
And

cents.

THE FIRST TIME

Ext6e
'

now 3 cenU.
Connecticut,1921. 1 cent, now 2

.Arizona, 1921, 1 cent,

LAWS

•

passenger

Cloud."

A

Liberal Allowance Will

Be Given for Your

Used Tires on FiTestone Gum Dipped Cords and
Balloons. ~

-

I

Gabriel

Snubbers

^5n^

j

C.n2
^

I

The Vermont Chamber of Com-

2 cents.

Sales and Service
Smith Excide Service,

ACCESSORIES

an attempt to melt snow, but the experiment was not successful," said
George R Thompson,superintendent
In charge of the division of municipal
waste. Such a plan might work under
certain conditions, but bulk mileage
cannot be handled at any reasonable

merce bulletin tells that the first gas
Oklahoma.1023. 1 cent, now 3
tax laws were enacted In 1918. Orecents.
gon, Coloradoand North Dakota that
Texas, 1923. 1 cent, still 1 cent.
year placed gas tax laws on their
Tenessce. 1923, 2 cents, now 3 cents.
statute books, each making a 1 cent
Utah, 1923. 2>* cents, now 3 Vi cents
tax. In 1920 Kentuckyenacted a 1Vermont, 1923. 1 cent, now 2 cents
cent tax law. In 1921 gas tax laws
Virginia, 1923, 3 cents, now 4'i
were enacted In nine states. In 1922
cents.
In six. In 1923, In 16. In 1924 In the
West Virginia. 1923, 1 cent, now
District of Columbia. In 1925 In nine
2Vi cents.
states.So 44 of the 48 states now have
Wyoming, 1923. 1 cent, now 2'i

Ramble

West

7th St.

...... $

Jacks

"Our parking problem also brings
about additionalcomplications. It
would be rather dangerous to play

Timers for Ford $ .45

cents.
Nearly all of these 44 states at the
District of Columbia, 1924. 2 cents,
present time have a higher rate than
still 2 cents.
their original acts imposed. At the
Michigan. Missouri.Iowa. Kansas.
present time two states have a 1-eent
Minnesota,Nebraska.Ohio and Wislate. 22 and the District of Columbia
consin enacted a 2-cent gas tax In
a- 2-cent rate, one a 2'^ -cent rate,
1925, and the rate In these states has
nine a 3-cent rate, two a 3 Vi -cent
not been changed.
fectly
rate, six a 4-cent rate, one a 4'^-cent
Seat
the
Texas' 1-cent tax law enacted In
"In removing snow and Ice from
rate, and (wo, Kentuckyand South
1923, und Rhode Island’s. In 1925, lion worthy of the shipwrightswho I the streets speed and economy arc the
I
Carolina
a
5-cent
rate.
Roadster
i are unchanged. They are the only two designed the "Flying Cloud" was the principal things to be consideredToIn 1919-20 the average rate of gas
states whose rates are 1 cent.
object of the manufacturer In choos- day no more workable method than
1 taxes In force was 1 cent; In 1921, 1,been
During the last few years the dick- for passengers, It offers no drawbacks 1 078 cents; In 1922, 1.105 cents; in
| ing the name of this ship for the men. shovels nud trucks
ey scat, or rumble seat as It is now In comfort and Is a distinct addition 1923, 1.814 cents; In 1924. 2.138 cents;
' now sedan. Severalyears of experi- discovered ’’
generally miscalled, has staged afnot- to the looks of the Dodge sport road- In 1925, 2.506 cents, and In 1926, 2 088
mental effort were expended In deccable revival. It has become a de- ster dUc to Its low constructionand cents. «
veloping a car of surpassingcomfort,
finite addition to the automobilecon- blending lines. The seat Is easy to
resemblingthe easy motion of a clipThe states which, accordingto the
Altruism
veyance of the roadster type. In the enter by moans of aluminum stops bulletin, have a gas (ax. the year the
per under full sail on a summer sea,
new Dodge Brothers, Inc., sport road- with nlbber mats placed convenientlytax was first imposed,
extreme flexibility,
the power
Here's one you tuny have her..*d.
the
ster a rumble seat has been built on the slope and top of the right rear rate the nrai year, and the present
The musical noises caused by the and beauty of a "queen of the seas." Hill Rets ii cnlilPRium from his
which Is go heavily upholsteredand fender. Tall people are able to stretch rate, are:
tootingof automobile horns In Pari 1 The new "Flying Cloud" model not friend Jack In Monte Carlo, wadwell designed as to overcome all the
mechanical
Oregon. 1919, 1 cent, now 3 cents. have been stopped by the prefectureonly embodies
and ride with comfort,which Is uning:
ordinary objectionsto tins type of
Colorado. 1919, 1 cent, now 2 cents. of police. Many motorists have horns features which assure smoothest ridon (lie red for you lust
usual
In
seats
of
this
type.
The
well
emergency seat.
made
to
sound
like
various
hymns
or
ing,
but
achieves
a
beauty
of
exter' North Dakota, 1919, 1 cent, now 2
night • nnd lost. Send check at
songs. such as "Deutschland Uber lor and Interior finish worthy of Its
Although this scat Is. by Its very known "show me" test has convinced cents.
once.'*—
Vork ilemld-TrlhuDftnature, nn auxilary accommodation the most skeptical.
famous forerunner.
Kentucky, 1920, 1 cent, now 5 cents. Alles" and "God Save the

9

. . .$ .85

coat.

gas flames along a double row of gas
oltne tanks If the gas tanks did not
'explode all the tires would be ruined
"Hot air, of course,would avoid
the danger of explosions, but equipment to cover the city and remove
the snow promptly would cost millions of dollars even If It worked per-

gaaolne tax laws.

.

Pumps

.85

Balloon Gauges $ .98
Hot Shots . . . $1.75
Repair

Kit

... $

.25

Comfortable;and

Dodge

Sponges . . . .$ .25

Now Shows Why

has

Stop Lights

TOOTERS CURBED

.

BY

. . .$ .95

999 Polish . . .$ .55

PARIS POLICE

and

with

new

"Hut

SB

N A
Leads

the

World

in

STEKETEE TIRE SHOP

New

King.”

MICHIGAN TELEPHONE 2160

HOLLAND,

A

FATIGUED
DRIVER AS BAD

AS A DRUNK

Motor Car Value

UTOMOTIYE ENGINEER
NEITHER

HIIGI

HAYS
LH HE AT

THE WHEEL

Nash
with

New

Startles the Industry

Style-Trend in Body Design

Public Showing of the Ambassador and Cavalier

JjOiig a

notable leader in creative craftsmanship, Nasli

now

in-

augurates an entirely new vogue in body design that strikes so
far

/

beyond the standard of the industry that there

is literally

no comparison or parallel.

They are enclosed models of the most unique and exquisite

beauty ever introduced.

Utterly different, this Nash design

is

definitely certain to

whol-

ly recreate the style-trend of American motor car manufacturers.

The

Today

it is

Nash's.

A vear

from today

it will be the world’s

The

most widely copied enclosed car conception.

CAVALIER

Cfeated hy

Flavored with

Created by

NASH

design of

AMBASSADOR

a

strong foreign influence, it is nevertheless a

commanding individualityandimpressiveoi’iginality.

Heralding this

new era

in

the

artistic

development

can body craftsmanship, Nash reveals for the

els.

Automobile Show the AMB ASSADOR and

The

AMBASSADOR

is

first

the C AV

of

NASH

Ameri-

time at the

ALIER mod-

V

provided on the Advanced Six chassis

By Erwin Greer
(PresidentGreer College of Auto- More Than 14,000 Drunken
motive and Electrical Trades,
Motorists Were Arrested
Chicago, 111.)
You wouldn’t permit a drunken
While Driving ;
person to drive your automobile,
would you? And yet Intoxication of
any sort makes a person unfit to Would Reduce Accidents Behandle a motor car. A fatiguedpercause of Rigid Terms, Says
son Is Just os drunk as If he had
been Imblllngalcoholocpoisons. In
Safety Council
both cases the vision Is blurred, the
sfnscs dulled and the will and
muscles refuse to co-ordinate.
In urging that ever? cute in the
Aa automobile Is very nearly a per- Union enact the uniform motor vefect piece of machanlsm. It has en- hicle operators’ and chauffeurs'act
durance that la truly remarkable. recommendedby the second nationYet no automobile will keep going al conferenceon street and highway
unless it Is supplied with gas. oil safety the National Safety council
and water and electriccurrent Is fed presents the following reasons Why
to the spark plugs to Ignite the com- this measure should be adopted:
pressed mixture In the cylinders.
1 Passage of this legislation will
Man can accomplish some amaz- reduce the number of automobile
ing feats, but no man nor woman accidentsthat take such a terrible
can keep going for long without toll of lives, limbs and property.
food, water and sleef). Food Is to him
2 The proposed law will abolish
what gas and oil are to the automo- the "drunkendriver peril." In one
bllc engine.It Is the materialfrom year more than 14,000 Intoxicated
which power nnd the lubrication motorists were arrested. Operators
comes. Water Is as necessary to man will not try to mix gas and boose IX
ar. It Is to an automobile radiator. they know they are liable to have
Without water he dries up. becomes their licenses revoked.
overheated and dies. Sleep Is the
Lewi RecklessSpeeding
charging of the battery used to
3 There will be less reckless
supply the sparks, without which
speeding which has caused so many
there can be no real exertion.
Let a person go without food, let crashes.
4 The careftss driver will become
him go without water, let him go
without sleep for along enough per- a careful operator.
5 Applicants,who are physically
iod and fatigue results. If he is
driving a cor It Is a death dealing unlit, by reason of having fits,
fainting spells, defective vision or
fatigue.
One reason why some drivers be- hearing,etc., will not be granted
come fatigued so soon as they do permits to operate a machine, which
while touring, Is because they not Is more dangerous than a locomotive
only get too little sleep, but they when Improperlyhandled.An engindo not eat enough and do not eat eer must pass a thorough examinathe proper food, and they do not tion before being allowed to handle
drink enough water. They are try- a railroad train, which Is under
ing to keep going on an empty gas greater control at all times than the
tank, and half-filled radiator and u average motor vehicle.
6 Mentally deficientpersons will
run down battery. Is it any wonder
that they are In serious accidents not be driving cars. Today It is
The only way to make touring or possible for Insane people to operate
any long trips safe Is to avoid fati- machines in som^v states.
Must Know English
gue. and It can be avoided only by
7 Foreignerswho cannot read or
rating sufficientand proper food,
by drinking enough pure water write English will not be granted
and getting enough sleep that Is licenses until they prove they have
sound and restful. In order words learned to understand written rules
the driver has to give as much at- of the road, read traffic signs, etc.
8 Boys and girls under 16 years
tention and use as mueh Judgment
In keeping himself In good driving of age will not be permittedto drive
conditionas he does In keeping the cars.
car In good running condition. 9 Motoristsdesiring to spend
Failureto do this U surely playing more than a month In some other
state will not have to take out an
with death.
additionallicense. Liberal non-resident privileges In the law should
NOISE IS LOCATED
put an end to the uncertain and unBY ROCKING CAR satisfactory conditions now racing
Rocking thr car from side to side tourists.
10 The new act should result In
Is an excellent way of locating a body
or chassis noise, but when cars are motorist ceasing to speed away after
cuippcd with balloon tires the air being In an accident because they
pressureshould be Increasedduring will know that. If apprehended,they
the test. Unless this Is done much of will lose their licenses.
the rocking motion will be absorbed
by the soft tires,whereas the Intent
Is to bring Into play the spring ac-

Auto Show Feb. 2,3,4

tion.

and the

CAVALIER

on the Special Six chassis. As true of all

other Nash Models, these cars are powered with the great

Nash

Sitting

AMBASSADOR

SIX Sedan — the style car of the $1,000

and

field

—

CAVALIER and

also the

at the Automobile

new DE LUXE

LIGHT

5331
$

I

!

36 W. 16th

St.

if

exult to such an extent that the poor
to Inculcate driver who ordinarily should keep his
In their minds at least a part of the eyes glued to the road turns them toresponsibility the driver feels at the ward the source of this exclt
wheel. At present the automobile Many an accident has resultedfroi
passengerseither think too much of such an innocent occurrence.

seats of automobiles.

im

The purpose would be

HI

Show

Nash Sales & Service

Phone

Seat

tion proclaims the time has

\

•

In The Back

A beautiful country scene Is passed
The American Automobile Associacome to and the enthusiasticpassengersare
motorize the passengersIn the back overwhelmed by It. They exclaim and

/-bearing motor— the ultra-modern type.
Public viewing of the new

& 5

the driving operation or not at all.
Either way is dangerous.The first
gets, the driver as nervous os the
passenger.He becomes a novice at
the throttle and Is liable to lose control of the car.
The other extreme may result In
distracting the driver’sattention from
the main Job at hand— that of directing and operating the car safely and
well.

la*
-

The Automobile Association’s Idea
would be to make the passengers feel
Just as responsibleas the driver, to
have them pay attention to the driving and the road ahead! so -they may
not distract his attention with. other
thoughts.
Sane appreciationof th? drive
Job Is what's demanded of aut
engers.

Wf
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laid out the assembly In such a

88

that vibrations originating at the
steering knuckles were dissipated on
the way up to the rim of the wheel.
This was largely a matter of design.
Then, by the insertion of shock absorbing materialsand devices, such
as could be developed by the use of
additional lubricationand springs,
all trace of road '‘feel" was eliminated: It began to look like a wonderful idea, but everyone connected
with the experiment had overlooked
the fact that if a driver cannot aec
what he is doing with the wheels
he must at least be able to feel it.
Good steering, therefore, has been
demonstrated to be not so much a
matter of extremes In principles but
rather moderation In actual sensations. It Is essential that the driver
)e able to "feel" Just enough of the
o&d without having roa<) vibrations

SIIOCKINO THE THIEF
In the matter of locks ami
other safety devices numerous
"bright Ideas" have been
brought out'. Some have suggested that It would be advisable to remove the steering
wheel before an owner leaves
his cur for any length of time.
Electrification of the driver’s
seat to shock the thief away
from his evil IntentionIs anQther. Still another suggestion
from one of mechanical turn
of mind was to place a bell in
the car in such a manner that
it would sound on alarm when
a \lsltor other than the owners friend sat In the driver's

DON’T

FAIL

seat.

/

way

!•

%

88 Si 88 88 88 88 88 88
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At

SEE
THE

STUDEBAKER

I

Found
Tests to Be

EffortlessSteering
the

ed

VENHUIZEN AUTO CO.

CAR

or

We

NOVEL LICENSE PLAN
PROPOSED FOR UTAH

stock the following

part

:

PISTONS
f

WHEEL BEARINGS

FAN BELTS

PISTON RINGS

TRANS. BEARINGS

BRAKE LINING

PISTON PINS

CLUTCH BEARINGS

CLUTCH FACINGS

MOTOR BEARINGS

DIFF.

MOTOR VALVES

Generator Bearings

MANIFOLD GASKETS

TIMING GEARS

Drive Shaft Bearings

SPARK PLUGS

TIMING CHAINS

Axle Shaft Bearings

UNIVERSAL JOINTS

BEARINGS

HEAD GASKETS

Ask About Our Low Prices on Complete Motor Building Includ-

A new and somewhat novel license

ing

Grinding Cylinders.

PISTON PIN FITTING and BRAKE LINING SERVICE

&

STANDARD MOTOR PARTS
BENGE

A. C.

N

to

lo

TRUCK.

Ik

Engineered

\RTS

the

for Ashing and hunting is being proposed in Utah.
It is proposed to issue a license for
$2 00 as at present, which would be
good for Ashing only. For an additional dollar a stamp could be pur•hn.'ed. to be attached to the license,
entitling the holder to hunt birds
and other small game, and for deer
and other big game, an additional
stamp costing $2.00, making the cost
of the combinedAshing and small
and largo game hunthig license $5.00.
The plan appears to have the merit
of fairness, as the fees are required
only as the license holder desires to
ACHIEVED WITH EASE
Ash, or hunt for small or large game,
Effortless steering Is achieved by and will at the same time return to
i designers with considerable case. the department treasury a
much
v\ T he engineers who turned out the larger sum of money than at present.
t ffortlesssteering car carried the
'* principle of leverage to a higher derJB$ 1 ,rec than usual. In addition, they Auto Show Feb. 2,3,4 & 5

MOTOR CARS
AT THE SHOW

that long dreaded wait for P

complete your annual spring reconditioningof your much need-

ine.

Have you ever longed for an' automobile that would steer so easily
you could not "feel" the road nor
have any sensationof effort in piloting the car along the highways
ind byways?
if any motorist has entertained
such an idea of the car with thoroughly effortlesssteering, let him
immediately banish the thought,
^ucli a car was developed by a fine
automobile maker Just a few months
Ago and it was condemned.
The engineers who tried to drive
it could not tell where they were
steering. One of them started away
and took down one of the doors. Anj ther went to pass another car and
j an into n ditch. No one who drove
| hat car could "feel" the road.

DODGE BROTHERS

J
I
J

DONS -COMPLICATE
was thought that

4

No more worry about

principle of leverage alone would
solve the whole story. Prior to the
adoption of balloon tires, the normal steering gear had a ratio of approximatelynine to one. This meant
that Is was nine times easier to turn
.he front wheels at the steering
wheel than to try to turn them
directly With the advent of balloon
tires, the added traction so increased Use drag that ratios went up to
Approximately eleven and one-half
to one. The Increases In ratios, together with better design and Improved lubrication. Including king
In pin bearings, have made the modern
ba'loon-tlred car easier to steer than
he older high pressure-tired mach-

Impractical

and

I,

first It

OWNER

MR. CAR

tire him

\ \ %

-

Phone 2053

Holland, Michigan

.

7

W.

7th St.

Provide

Lowest Maintenance
and Operation Cost

-n

Now Showing
if'f

h.

I

m

Yellow Cab Co.

I^

Storage Garage Cor. Central Ave. ami

.

St.

7th
it

The New

ESSEX SUPER-SIX

OPEN DAY

L
'

'

<Y

y/hh

mi
SEDAN $875

Gas,

Appearance and Performance
JVeifBtdies in a variety of Color

Entirely new

in

In performance as well as appearance,the Essex Super-Six

SERVICE

It reveals the capacity of the Super-Six principle. It attains an
engineering triumph in low maintenance and operating cost.
It possesses such

stamina that 50

miles

hour

all

day long

is

accomplishment.And so nimble and alert is its action
that no car will surpass the quickness with which it may be
driven through traffic or in touring, whether the trip is one
of a few city
olocks or hundreds of miles. To both driver and
f ole
passengers, there

is

24

--

HOURS A DAY

2322

COACH $735
overlaid with cushions of long fibre

BEAUTY OF SHIP “FLYING CLOUD”

MODEL FOR CAR

Unusual accessibility means big savings in replacement,service
and all shop work. Economy in fuel and oil is also a notable
feature of tne new Essex Super-Six.

Nrw Kro Hrdan Said to Rpcapturp (inter ami Llnrs of CrlrbrutrUAmerican C Ipprr

exclusiveadvantages in its Super-Six motor.
Four years of development lias resulted in a chassis that would
permit full use of its capacity. In the Essex Super-Six, performance, safety and reliability are realized to a degree never
approached in a car of its size or price.

It holds further

—

the Essex Super-Six chassis
smart in line, finish, appointment and upholThey are easily the paramount values of Essex history.

all beautiful, all

4-PASSENGER SPEEDSTER $750

gtery.

.

All Price*

f.

o. b.

Detroit, Plus

War

Excise

/

Dixie Gas Always on Tap.

rare comfort in any kind of going.

There are four new bodies on

y

Cab and Baggage

PHONE

an entirely new car.

NIGHT.

Alcohol and Accessories

Tires and Tubes

is

an easy

Oil,

ami

T

COUPE $735

Tax

Holland Hudson-Essex Co.

Her long, sharp hull lying low In myriad of finely colled scat springs,
the water, and her tall, raking masts rigging strong enough to stand the
lowering above those of many other strain of the great amount of cancraft of her type, the American clip- vas these powerful vessels had to
per ship, "Flying Cloud.” launched In carry, and to solve, this problem In
1851, was as fine a sight os any man such a manner as to achieve beauty
could wish to see. Whether picking and grace of line. The clipper. "Flyher way daintily through the islands ing Cloud,” was the result of efforts
oi the China Sea. or scurryinglike a such as .these.
white wraith before a strong Noreastcr. this celebratedship, from
Beauty and grace of line, as well
which the new Reo sedan takes its as finenessof Interior finish, are as
name, Is consideredthe most beauti- characteristicof the new "Flying
ful, as well as the most famous of ail C'oud" sedan as they were of the
celebratedclipper ship, according to
the ships of Its type.
officials of the Reo Motor Car ComIn order to attract the attention pany. The upholsteryof the entire
of shippers, and to secure the high- Interiorof the car. below the window
est freight rate, the California clip- belt, including cushions, doors, seat
pers. of which the "Flying Cloud" back-rests and back of the front
was one. had to be handsomeas well seat, is of an extremelyrich and
as efficient.At this period, clippers 1 heavy cloth. In a shade to harmonize
were increasing rapidly In size, ships with the outsidefinish. The celling
of from 1500 to 2000 tons register Is of similar cloth, and matches the
being built. Shipwrights found It upholstery.An unusual feature of
necessaryto deal with the problem the celling is the beamed effect
of finding wooden spars and hemp which adds handsomeness and stabIng finished Jn a mahogany tone. A ility to the Interior, the beams be-

---

- .

.

cotton wadding, canvas bound, and
covered on the outersurface with
rich upholstering, provide luxurious

comfort. Convenient pockets are
provided at each door: cords are of
silk with nickel-plated supporting fitments:vanity and smoking cases are of the most improved
type. The Illumination of the "Flying Cloud" model Is provided by a

heavy

dome

light, the lamp , of which Is
protected by a translucent glass covering which diffuses and mellows the
light rays.
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HAND MAKY

AKK HIDING

88

IN

A "Rubber-TlrediPullman",
8j capable of accommbdatlng six
Q people. Is being built for the
88 use of Douglas Fairbanks.It's
*8 a motor bus. equipped with
88 compartments similar to those
88 of a sleeper.Jt will be used to
88 take Doug and Mary and
88 guests between Los Angeles
88 and the Fairbanks hacienda
88 now In process of development
88 at Rancho Santa Fe, near San
88 Diego.
Leave Los Angeles In the
88 evening, you see, and arrive
88 at the rancho In the morn88 Ing all fresh and smiling and
ready for a day's play.
r. t* *i
r* r» r. ?i ss *3 # n s
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Juitice Rules All
*

Must Use Judgment

and manslaughtermay not

SERVICE

d

me

the Holland Public

*•*

One

of the

most unique dwtribution plans known

troleum industry has been perfected and

Embracing a great chain
Michigan cities, as well

Public benefits by

qualities of oils

now

its

in

and dealers

of jobbers

as the smaller, it’s a

ization with Michigan’sGood Will

The

is

first in

existence

to the pe-

operation.

in the

major

m:nd.
,

IS

WINTER NEED

Overhaul Battery, Brakes,
Tires and Radiator.

.

.

M

.

MILE
SPEED
LIMIT

Michigan organ-

because

INSPECTION

Winter Is the most exacting time ol
year on automobile |>erforuiance. It li
during this period that the little thing!
about the cur which ordinarily would
go unnoticed during the spring, summer and fill months develop Into serlous trouble. Motors get cold and bird ^
to start, with the consequent drain on
the battery, valves do not always fuaetlon properly, oil congealsIn tb«
transmissionami differentialand
makes gears hard to shift as well
cars hard to get under way; the clutch
shifts harder, and down through the
thousand and one things that, co-ordtDating,make for the satisfactory operationof an nutomohlle.
Profits by Experience.
The experiencedmotorist remembers troublesof other years and sets
about to profit hy It. He take* his
Speed Limit Is Raised
car Into the serviceatation and has it
on Massachusetts Avenue Checked over and whatever work necPhotograph shows Miss Alice Perry, essary done. Next he visits hlg bata visitor to Washington. D. Cv from tery man, If the service station doM
Detroit, who was so overjoyed at the not operate a battery department,and
fact that the speed limit on upper aces that his battery Is In good con* f
dltlon. A good battery Is more essential during the winter months thaa
any other time of the year.
Cars are harder to start and llgliti
are burned more hours h day, with
the consequentgreater drain on It
To offset this there are not the long
trips over week-ends or even the drive
at nights to help charge the battery,
as in the summer months. It la eeUmated Hint In ordinary service the
buttery is called on to do 50 per cent
more work than during the summer.
In the matter of oil care should be
used. A lighter oil Is recommended
for winter. Likewise It should be
changed more often hernuge the frequent use of the choke In etartlng•
cold motor means that there la going
to he more or less crankcase dilution,
fchlch destroys the lubricatingqualities of the oil.

The Famous Quality
Products
Dixie Oils and Gasoline
to

MR

lie

charged, following traffic accident deaths, when the party suffering has been In fault In observing the rules of the road.
Alfred Hudgln had been
charged with responsibility
for
,the death of the daughter of
Hubert Heed of Falrbank.
It Is found that while Iludgln
•had been driving In reckless
manner the driver of the other
car "could have avoided the accident had he used ordinarycaution" and had not tried to pass
Hudgln'a car, even though the
latter had been driving on the
wrong side of the road.
Declaration was made by the
court that the driver of a car,
aware of danger, should use every effort to safeguard the lives
of his passengers.

QUALIT

A

Are Now Offered

}Jn

Justice Howard Keener of
Patagonia,Arlz., has made a ruling that criminal cnrelessneM

Announcing
I

gOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO<X

the highest

Use AntifreezeMixture.
Every motorist puts one of the numerous antifreezemixtures In hie r«dlator. Ik-fore doing so he should

and gasoline are sold at stationsand pumps

bearing the Dixie insignia.

flush It out, thereby removing any »c-

Jobbers and dealers supply products of uniform quality with
a

coupon service. These coupons are interchangeableat

dixie

all

Dixie stations.

ation with this group

are proud to announce our

known

we are familiar with

affili-

Idea to replace them, because the rubber bus a tendency to disintegrate,
thus Impeding the circulation.
Hrnkes should he adjusted,for during bud weal her more dependence
must be put lu them than at any other
season.

as the Dixie Distributors,Inc.,

their honesty of

purpose.

THE
BENEFITS THROUGH OUR AFFILIATION— We
%
now

mumulntlonof sediment or rust thit
may have gathered, thus Insuring a
freer circulation of water. It la well
at this time to examine the hose connections, and If the car has had considerable serviceit might not be i bad

wm

OUP AFFILIATION — We
ac

gas

confident that our patrons will

enjoy

are

the same high

Miss Allcs Psrry Overjoyed.

Tires, If worn, ought to be replaced,
Massachusetts avenue bad been raised for the, water, snow and Ice will work
that she fairly hugged the sign. Wash- Into tho tread cuts and perhaps cause
ington motorists can now do thirty troublent u most Inop^rtlOt time.
miles an hour on that thoroughfare
without fear of the dreaded “ticket."

quality of merchandise and friendly personal service at
Dixie Stations everywhere in Michigan that they have al-

ways encountered in dealing with

us.

v

,.

Installationof Louver

Cold Engines Cause Trouble
One of the most Importantcon-

VANDEN BERG BROS. OIL COMPANY

'

Holland’s

Own

clusions drawn from a recent Investigation made by prominent automotive authoritieswas that 50 to 75
per cent of all automobile engine troubles are caused by cold engines.Knglues that are hot to the touch, It was
found, are pot always hot enough to
pro|»erly burn all of the gasolinesup
piled to the cylinder head.
The gasoline that Is not exploded
runs down the cylinder walls and
washes the oil Him of protectionthat
should prevent scoring the cylinders.
It also dilutes the oil In the crankcase and further reduces the effectiveness of the oil for protecting the moving parts of the engine.

Oil Co.

•

Covers Is Winter Hint
Here

Is a cold weather tip from an
authorityon automobile service, B. A.
Armstrong, director of seryice for t
hlg motor car company,
Insinuation of intivU form oti die
Inside of engine hoods In c#Id weather
Is advised by Mr. Armstrong even on
curs equipped with devices for controlling radiator and engine temperatures. Hoth gasoline mileage and engine perforn.ance are Improved by
louver covers, lie declared.
Satisfactorycovers can be cut from
ordinary card board and should bp a*
tallied so ns to close the louver openings by cord or wire tied around the
fins of i he louvers.Cold air thus la
preventedfrom entering the engine

A windshield cleaner Is an appro- compartment
It takes organization to get your
priate Christmas gift for a motorist,
suggests the National Safety Council. rights. Forty pedestrianslu a close
* • •
bunch can stop any darned flivver.
Motorists shouldn'ttow children on
sleds which may he smirk by automobiles approachingfrom the rear,
warns the National Safety Council.

• •

•

Speed maniacs represent a danger
to life ami property which no pe***
conference can hope to eliminate.

NEED MORE LIGHT TRUCKS FOR FREIGHT

Get Dixie Qualilv Products
Van’s East EncTStation
Downtown Service Station
Venhuizen Auto Co.
Yellow Cab Co.
Warm Friend Service Station
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Stations

at Tliesi'

North Side Grocery
& Son
Vogelsang Hardware
Ralph T. Hayden Co.
Wolverine Garage
T. Hulst

Nash Sales & Service
Leo’s Place
Central Park Grocery
Gibson Grocery
The Windmill
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1900

AUTOS WERE

EQUIPPED WITH

many
of the body names in use todayphaeton. roadster, victoria, cab and
brougham.In 1000* a certain maker
of the day. which accounts for

Oldsmobile Deluxe Coach

of gasoline cars ordered his bodies
froip a prominent carriageconcern
which held to the conventionsof the

WHIP SOCKETS trade.
BABLY imiVFRS VICTIMS OF
UODY llUUtKKS’ TIIOROIGIINKSS— OFF- THEY CAME

"When the bodies came through
and were mounted on the c basses, "
relates James Joyce nf Baltimore,
who was one of the first motorists
lr the United States. "It was discov-

ered that each one was mounted
with a whip socket. Quite a number
of superstitious persons. Insistedon
Wt'rc John J Motorlt to order one
removal of the whip sockets before
r't this season's models and discover
would accept and pay for their
upon delivery that his car had beeq they
cars."
equipped with a whip socket by a
careful body maker he would not be
Mr Joyce was among tAe first to
sure whether Is was a Joke or a new manufacture and attempt to market
style ash receiver. Yet In 1900 this motor vehicles and one of the first
actually happened to several dozen also to hold a license permittinghim
drivers and ’refusing to laugh It off to operate one of the "horseless
they demanded the whip socket's carriages" over the drives of Central
removal with considerableindigna- Park. New York City.
tion— the salesman had promised on
In accepting, these permits the
his word, of honor, the machines
holders agreed to "exercise the greatwould run without horses.
At the dawn of motor transporta- est care to avoid frighteninghorses
tion the idea was to fashion the ve- on the drives or causing any danger
hicles alter the cunUge* *ud traps or umoyanue to other frequentersol

the park." The permit was revokable The bus was run by storage batteries
at any time at the pleasureof the which carried It one round trip.
street department.
"The newspaper boys piled In nt
And motor busses! The endless
procession of them on Fifth avenue our horse stables and the Journey bewith their cosmopolitancargo of pass- : gan. I drove ahead q^tho bus In a
engers would be lluttercd to know small electric one-seater. It was a
that the Guggenhelmers. great capit- momentous ride which carried us all
alists of their day. actually begged a | the way down to Washington Square
ride on the first motor bus that more with people flocking around and acor le-j majestically coursed Its way ' companylngthe marvelous thine on
Its way. At the square the newspaper
down that avenue In 1900.
men left us to hurry to their offices
• ThC directors of the Fifth Avenue
and write stories about the epochal
Coach Co.", according to 'Joyce, who Journey and we proceeded back the
was vice-president In charge of the
way we had come with an empty- bus.
line's operationat • the time, "had
agreed to try automotive transporta"At • a corner two gentlemen In
ilon, which at that time was extreme- high silk hats hurried out first to
ly young and uncertain. They had orask us and then to beg for a ride
dered a 16-passenger bus built accord- on the queer vehicle. They became
ing lo their specificationsand It was so Insistent that we ceased our ex-i
with much excitement among the planatlon that this was u private
' newspapers and the public at large
demonstrationtrip and took them as
that the experiment was made.
passengers. I found out during the
"On the appointed day of the trial r.de that they were two of the Gugwe Invited newspapers to send their genh'-lmers. capitalists of some note
representatives as guests on the first In that
f.
ride. They came seeking adventure
and the bus was filled to capacity.
, The vehicle had Its entrance at the
re were two longitudinal
Shown , d<r«iu>
old type ol street car. Auto Show Feb.

day."

One

of

OldsmoHle’s Latest Car

Now

^aj£e
u&e

2,3,4&5l

Ordinary Farm Truck DeliveringMilk to City.

"Rules of Ihe road’’ are revolutionizing the truck Industry and truck
trallie. Trucks now must keep up
with ihe procession. This has become
obligatorybecause of the demand for
speedy transportationof goods and
as a measure of safety affecting motorists of all kinds. As a result there
has come a greaterdemand for lighter
trucks, with more engine flexibility
and greaterease In handling in heavy

road pace. As a result, long
<*ra have been blocked. Tr
thorillcH have found that nin
ten nccfdcntH of the, road occ
a result nf curs attempting
•‘low-mot ing vehiclesIn the f
Kiream of traffic In the opposl

tralllc.

ion trucks lire passing, boll

Ronds are becoming more and more
congested,both with freight and passenger travel. Slate, county and municipal authorities are speeding up the
pace, It Is as much an error of driving today to run slower than-the-traffle stream as lo run at reckless speed.
The motorcycle officer who draws up
alongsidea car on a well-traveled road
Is as likely to shout "step on It” or
"keep moving" as to hand out a summons for exceeding the speed limit.
Cause of Accidents.
Trucks have uot been keeping the

terurhau and urban traffic,
porters of freight by motor

lion.

Maintenance of Pace.

Many truck iiuimuucturen
fore, believethe heavy four

:

Ktitutiug lighter vehicles (
speed and flexibilitywhich ci
Ihe pace." It is significant
cost of operation does uot

count in comparison

with

Companies operating Hives o
trucks between dtle^sny tin
rather be able to offer np«dij

than cheap delivery, It U t
ency which has brought aho
opment of the six -cylinder hu
lug iuto quantity production.

'
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*8888»$8«®K8gS8.Mlaid out the assembly In such a way
that vibrations originating at the
SHOCKING THE THIEF | steering knuckles were dissipated on
In the matter of locks and
other safety devices numerous
"bright Ideas" have been
brought out. Some have suggested that It would be advisable to remove the steering
wheel before an owner leaves
his car for any length of time.
Electrification of the driver's
seat to shock the thief away
from his evil IntentionIs another. Still another suggestion
from one of mechanical turn
of mind was to place a bell In
the cur In such a manner that
It would sound an alarm when
a visitor other than the owner's friend sat In the driver's

DON’T

FAIL

scat.
*.

\ %

!.

%

THE
STEERING
the

Found

Tests to Be
Impractical

and

Have you ever longed for an' automobile that would steer so easily
you could not "feel" the road nor
have any sensationof effort In piloting the car along the highways
md byways?
If any motorist has entertained
such an Idea of the car with thoroughly effortlesssteering, let him
immediately banish the thought.
Such a car was developed by a fine
automobile maker Just a few months
ago and It was condemned.
The engineers who tried to drive
it could not tell where they were
steering. One of them started away
and took down one of the doors. Anther went to pass another car and
•an Into u ditch. No one who drove
hat car could "feel” the road.

DODGE BROTHERS
MOTOR CARS
AT THE SHOW
VENflUIZEN AUTO CO.
§

**********************

rjtrjrjrjarX

rv about
No more worry

PART'S^

that long dreaded wait for

complete your annual spring reconditioningof your much needed

CAR

or

TRUCK.
We

ine.

stock the following part ;

PISTONS

WHEEL BEARINGS

FAN BELTS

PISTON RINGS

TRANS. BEARINGS

BRAKE LINING

CLUTCH BEARINGS

CLUTCH FACINGS

PISTON PINS

IEEE

EffortlessSteering

OWNER

CAR

%8S.88 8S*888

SEE

STUDEBAKER

the way up to the rim of the wheel.
This was largely a matter of design.
Then, by the Insertion of shock absorbing materialsand devices, such
os could be developed by the use of
additional lubricationand springs,
all trace of road "feel" was eliminated: It began to look like a wonderful idea, but everyone connected
with the experiment had overlooked
the fact that If a driver cannot see
what he Is doing with the wheels
he must at least be able to feel it.
Good steering, therefore, has been
demonstrated to be ndt so much a
matter of extremes In principles but
rather moderation In actual sensations. It Is essential that the driver
>o able to "feel" Just enough of the
oad without having roa<J vibrations
tire him.
HALL OONS COMPLICATE
At first it was thought that the
principle of leverage alone would
iotve the whole story. Prior to the
adoption of balloon tires, the normal steering gear had a ratio of approximatelynine to one. This meant
that Is was nine times easier to turn
,he front wheels at the steering
wheel than to try to turn them
directly With the advent of balloon
tires,the added traction so Increased the drag that ratios went up to
approximately eleven and one-half
to one. The Increases In ratios, together with better design and Improved lubrication, Including king
In pin bearings, have made the modern
ba'loon-tlred car easier to steer than
•he older high pressure-tired mach-

-

HEAD GASKETS

BEARINGS

MOTOR BEARINGS

DIFF.

MOTOR VALVES

Generator Bearings

MANIFOLD GASKETS

TIMING GEARS

Drive Shaft Bearings

SPARK PLUGS

TIMING CHAINS

Axle Shaft Bearings

UNIVERSAL JOINTS

NOVEL LICENSE PLAN

PROPOSED FOR UTAH

Ask About Our Low Prices on Complete Motor Building Includ-

A new and somewhat novel license
for fishing and hunting Is being proposed In Utah.

proposed to Issue a license for
00 ns at present, which would be
good for fishing only. For an additional dollar a stamp could be pur*har.ed. to be attached to the license,
entitling the holder to hunt birds
and other small game, and for deer
and other big game, an additional
stamp costing 12.00. making the cost
of the combinedfishing and small
and large game hunting license 15.00.
The plan appears to have the merit
of fairness,as the fees are required
only as the license holder desires to
ACHIEVED WITH EASE
fish, or hunt for small or large game,
Effortless steeringIs achieved by and will at the same time return to
designers with considerable ease. the department treasurya much
The engineers who turned out the larger sum of money than at present.
effortlesssteering car carried the
principle of leverage to a higher decree than usual. In addition,they Auto Show Feb. 2,3,4 & 5

ing

Grinding Cylinders.

It Is

12

PISTON PIN FITTING

and

BRAKE LINING SERVICE.

STANDARD MOTOR PARTS
A. C.

Phone 2053

BENGE

Holland, Michigan

.

7

W. 7th

St.
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Engineered

Provide

to

Lowest Maintenance
and Operation Cost a
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Yellow Cab Co.

St.

Storage Garage Cor. Central Ave. and
7th

‘The

ESSEX SUPER-SIX

New

Entirely new

in

Appearance and Performance

with Afar Bodies in a variety of Color.
N,

r

;

Ok
SEDAN $875

an entirely new car.

Super-Six principle. It attains an
engineering triumph in low maintenance and operating cost
It possesses such stamina that 50 miles an hour all day long is
an easy accomplishment.And so nimble and alert is its action
that no car will surpass the quickness with which it may be
driven through traffic or in touring, whether the trip is one
of a few city olocks or hundreds of miles. 1 o both driver and
passengers, there is rare comfort in any kind of going.

tS&L

4-PASSENGER SPEEDSTER

$750

in a car of its size or price.

They

arc easily the

the Essex Super-Six chassis-

All Pricet

f. o. b.

paramount values

Detroit, Plus

War

of Essex history.

Excise

COUPE $735

Tax

Holland Hudson-Essex Co.
25 W.

91

h

St.

SERVICE

24

--

Cab and Ha£gn£e

HOURS A DAY

Dixie Gas

2322
•

iM

Always on Tap.

overlaidwith cushions of long flbrt
cotton wadding, canvas bound, and
covered on the outersurface with
rich upholstering, provide luxurious

comfort. Convenient pdtkets

are

provided at each door: cords are of
heavy silk with nickel-plated supporting fitments:vanity and smoking cases are of the most Improved
type. The Illuminationof the "FlySew Rro NmIhii Nulil to Rrrapturr Orarr and Lines of CelebratedAmerican C Ip
. ing Cloud" model Is provided by a
dome light, the lamp of which Is
Her long, sharp hull lying low In myriad of finely colled sent springs, protected by a translucent glass covthe water, and her tall, raking masts riggingstrong enough to stand the ering which diffuses and mellows the
towering above those of many other strain of the great amount of can- light rays.
craft of her type, the American clip- vas these powerful vessels had to
per ship. "Flying Cloud." launched in carry, and to solve this problem In
1851. was as fine a sight as any man such a manner as to achieve beauty
8 8 a U 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
could wish to see. Whether picking and grace of line. The clipper. "Flyher way daintily through the Islands ing Cloud." was the result of efforta 8 8BE WHAT DOI O AND MARY 8
ARK ItIDIXtlIN
Oi the China Sea. or scurryinglike a such as these.
A "Rubber-Tired> Pullman",
white wraith before a strong Nor'capable of accomirodutlng six
Beauty and grace of line, as well
eastcr. this celebratedship, from
people. Is being built for the
which the new Reo sedan takes Its as fineness of interior finish, are as
use of Douglas Fairbanks.It's
name. Is consideredthe most beauti- characteristicof the new "Flying
a motor bus. equipped with
ful. as well as the most famous of ail Cloud” sedan as they were of the
compartments similar to those
celebratedclipper ship, according to
the ships of Its type.
of a sleeper.It will be used to
officialsof the Reo Motor Car Comtake Doug and Mary and
In order , to attract the attention pany. The upholstery of the entire
guests between Los Angeles
of shippers, and to secure the high- Interior of the car. below the window
and the Fairbanks hacienda
est freight rate, the CEUlornlaclip- belt. Including cushions,doors, seat
now in process of development
pers. of which the "Flying Cloud" back-rests and back of the front
at Rancho Santa Fe, near San
was one. had to be handsome as well seat, is of an extremelyrich and
Diego.
as efficient.At this period, fcllppera 1 heavy cloth. In a shade to harmonize
Leave Los Angeles In the
were Increasing rapidly In size, ships with the outsidefinish.The celling
evening, you see. and arrive
of from 1500 to 2000 tons register Is of similar cloth, and matches the
at the rancho in the mornbeing built. Shipwrightsfound It upholstery.An unusual feature of
ing all fresh and smiling and
necessaryto deal with the problem the celling Is the beamed effect
ready for a day's play.
of finding wooden spars and hemp which adds handsomeness and stablog finished Jn a mahogany tone. A ility to the Interior, the beams be !. S 8 8 ?* 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 S 8 8

per

beautiful, all smart in line, finish, appointment and uphol-

gtery

Tires and Tubes

MODEL FOR CAR

exclusiveadvantages in its Super-Six motor.
Four years of developmentlias resulted in a chassis that would
permit full use of its capacity. In the Ess£x Super-Six, performance, safety and reliability are realized to a degree never

all

Alcohol and Accessories

BEAUTY OF SHIP “FLYING CLOUD”

It holds further

There are four new bodies on

Oil,

NIGHT

COACH $735

Unusual accessibility means big savings in replacement, service
and all shop work. Economy in fuel and oil is also a notable
feature of the new Essex Super-Six.

approached

Gas,

and

PHONE

In performance as well as appearance,the Essex Super-Six is

It reveals the capacity of the

OPEN DAY

f
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Justice Rules All

CAR INSPECTIOI

Must Use Judgment
Justice Ilowurd Keener of
Patagonia,Art*., lias made a ruling that criminal carelessneM
and manslaughter may not he
charged, following traffic accident deaths, when the party suffering has been In fault In observing the rules of the road.
Alfred Hudgln hod been
charged with responsibility
for
the death of the daughterof
Robert Reed of Falrbank.
It Is found that while Hudgln
had been driving In reckless
manner the driver of the other
car “could have avoided the accident had he used ordinary cau
tlon" and had not tried to pans
Hudgln's car, even though the
latter had been driving on the
wrong side of the road.
Declaration was made by the
court that the driver of a car,
aware of danger, should use every effort to safeguard the lives
of his passengers.

Announcing

t

/>

Dixie Oils and Gasoline
Are Now Offered
One

of the

Holland Public

to the

most unique distributionplans known

troleum industry has been perfected and

Embracing

as the smaller, it’s a

ization with Michigan’s Good Will

The

Public benefits by

now

and dealers

a great chain of jobbers

Michigan cities, as well

is

its

first in

operation.

in the

major

Michigan organ-

4

nvnd.

because

existence

in

,

the highest

bearing the Dixie insignia.
Jobbers and dealers supply products of uniform quality with
a

coupon service. These coupons are interchangeableat

y^r's dixie <?/!$

all

Dixie stations.

OUR AFFILIATION— We
ation with this group
ac

are proud to announce our

known

we are familiar with

affili-

purpose.

confident that our patrons will

enjoy

everywherein Michigan

ways encountered in dealing with

Massachusetts avenue had been raised
that she fairly hugged the sign.

that they have al-

us.

V

Holland’s

Own

Oil

Wash-

ington motorists can now do thirty
miles an hour on that thoroughfare
without fear of the dreaded “ticket."

,,

Cold Engines Cause Trouble
One of the most Importantcon-

VANDEN BERG BROS. OIL COMPANY

<

ber has a tendencyto

Mlaa Alice Parry Overjoyed.

the same high

quality of merchandise and friendly personal service at
Dixie Stations

.

111

THE BENEFITS THROUGH OUR AFFILIATION— We are
now

,

I

as the Dixie Distributors,Inc.,

their honesty of

Tires and Radiator.

r

pumps

qualitiesof oils and gasoline are sold at stationsand

Overhaul Battery, Brakes,

MILE
SPEED
LIMIT

\xie

to the pe-

clusions drawn from a recent Investigation made by prominent auto
molive authorities was that KO to 75
per cent of all automobile engine troubles are caused by cold engines. Engines that are hot to the touch, It was
found, are not always hot enough to
properly burn nil of the gasolinesup
plied to the cylinder head.
The gasoline that Is not exploded
runs down the cylinder walls and
washes the oil Him of protectionthat
should prevent scoring the cylinders.
It also dilutesthe oil In the crankcase and furtherreduces the effectiveness of the oil for protectingthe movI
ing parts of the engine.

Co.

%

y

WINTER NEED

Winter Is the most exacting time ot
year on automobile performance. It Is
during this period that the little thlofl
about the cur which ordinarilywould
go unnoticed during the spring,summer and fill months develop Into sari*
ous trouble. Motors get cold and hard *
to start, with the consequent drain on
the battery, valves do not always function properly, oil congeals In the
transmissionand differentialand
makes gears hard to shift as well as
cars hard to get under way ; the clutch
shifts harder, and down through th«
thousand and one things that, co-ordinating, make for the satisfactory operation of an automobile.
Profits by Experience.
The experienced motorist remsmher* troublesof other years and seti
about to profit by It. He takes his
Speed Limit Is Raised
car Into the service station and has It
on Massachusetts Avenue checked over and whatever work necPhotograph shows Miss Alice Perry, essary done. Next he visits Ida bat*
a visitor to Washington, D. C„ from tery man, If the service station dow
Detroit, who was so overjoyed at the not operate a batterydepartment, and
fact that the speed limit on upper •pos that ma battery Is In good con* *
ditlou. A good battery la more eaaen*
tlal during the winter montha than
any other time of the year.
Cars are harder to start and light*
arc burned more hours a day, with
the consequent greater drain on It
To offset this there are not the long
trips over week-ends or even the drtva
at nights to help charge the battery,
as in the summer montha. It la estimated that In ordinary service the
battery is culled on- to do &0 per cent
more work than during the summer.
In the matter of oil care should be
used. A lighter nil Is recommended
for winter. Likewise It should be
changed more often because the frequent use of the choke Id etartlng •
cold motor means that there Is going
to he more or less crankcase dilution,
PouctDfMff
fchlch destroys the lubricatingqualities of the oil.
Use AntifreezeMixture.
Every motorist puts one of the numerous antifreezemixtures In his radiator. Ik-fore doing so he should
flush It out, thereby removing any ac*
mumulatlonof sediment or rust that
may have gathered, thus Insuring a
freer circulation of water. It la well
at this time to examine the hose connections,and If the car has had considerableservice It might not be a bad
Idea to replace them, because the rub-

ijf/fQUALIT
fIA a«d SERVICE
The Famous Quality
Products

IS

//*/

1

c--

X

l-y

WMlCfc
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disintegrate,

thus Impeding the circulation,
llrakes should he adjusted,for during bad weather more dependence
must be put In them thuu at any other
season.
Tires, If worn, ought to be replaced,
for the- water, snow and Ice will work
Into the tread cuts and perhaps causa
troubleat a moat Inopjwrtane time.

Installation of

Louver

Covers Is Winter Hint
Hero Is a cold weather tip from to
authorityon automobile sen-ice, R. A.
Armstrong, directorof service for a
big motor car company.
Installation of louvU asrsrs oh flf
Inside of engine hood* In o#4d weather
is advised by Mr. Armstrong even on
curs equipped with devices for controlling radiatorand engine temperatures. Roth gasolinemileage and engine performanceare Improved by
louver covers, he declared.
Satisfactorycovers can be cut from
ordinary card hoard and should by at
Inched so as to close the louver openings by cord or wire tied around the
fins of the louvers. Cold air thns ti
preventedfrom entering the engine
compartment.

A windshield cleaner Is an approIt .takes organization to get yoor
priate Christmas gift for a motorist,
suggests the National Safety Council. rights. Forty .pedestriansIn a cloae
bunch can stop any darned flivver.
Motorists shouldn’ttow children on
sleds which may he struck by auto-

mobiles approachingfrom the rear,
warns the National Softly Council.

• •

•

Speed maniacs represent a danger
to life ojnl property which no peact
conference can hope to eliminate.

NEED MORE LIGHT TRUCKS FOR FREIGHT

Get Dixie Otiulilv Products
Van’s East EncTStation

Downtown Service

Station
Venhuizen Auto Co.

Yellow Cab Co.

Warm
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Friend Service Station

ut

These Stations

North Side Grocery
T. Hulst & Son
Vogelsang Hardware
Ralph T. Hayden Co.
Wolverine Garage

A

Nash Sales & Service
Lee’s Place
Central Park Grocery
Gibson Grocery
The Windmill
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An OrdinaryFarm Truck DeliveringMilk to
The bus was run by

1900

AUTOS WERE

EQUIPPED WITH
WHIP SOCKETS

_

of the day. which accounts for many
of the body names In use today; phaeton, roadster, victoria, cab and
| brougham.In 1900. a certain maker
! of gasoline cars ordered his bodies
from a prominentcarriageconcern
|

Oldsmobile Deluxe Coach

NKSS-— OFF

THEY CAME

the park." Thc permit was revokable
“Rules of Ihe road" are revolution- road pace. As a result, long lines of
at any time at the pleasure of the which carried it one round trip. •••
izing the truck Industry and truck cars have been blocked. Traffic austreet. department.
“The newspaper boys piled In at truffle. Trucks now must keep up thorities have found that nine out of
And- motor busses! The endless
our horse stables and the Journey bewiili Hie procession. This has become ten ueddents of the road occurred as
procession of them on Fifth avenue
gan. I drove ahead of* the bus In a
with their cosmopolitancargo of passobligatorybecause of the demand for a result of cars attempting to pass
small
electric
one-seater.
It
was
a
! engera would be flattered to
know
momentous
ride which carried us all speedy transportationof goods and slow-moving vehiclesin the face of a
that the Ouggenhelmers. great capitthe way down to Washington Square as a measure of safety affectingmo- stream of trafficIn the opposite direcalistsof their day, actually begged a
torists of all kinds. As a result there tion.
ride on the first motor bus that more with people flocking around and accompanylngthe marvelous thlnv on has come a greaterdemand for lighter
‘ or le^s majestically coursed Its wayMaintenance of Paco.
Its way. At the square the newspaper
down that avenue in 1900.
men left us to hurry to their offices: trucks, with more engine flexibility
Many truck mautUu< turera, there• Th* directors of thc Fifth Avenue
and write stories about the epochal] and greater ease In handling in heavy fore, believeHie heavy four and fiveCoach' Co.", according to 'Joyce, who Journey and we proceeded buck the'
traffic.
ton trucks are passing, both for Inwas vice-president In charge of the way yfe had come with an empty bus.
Ronds are becomingmore and more terurban and urban traffic. Transline’s operationat • the time, "had
agreed to try automotive transporta“At a corner two gentlemen In congested,both with freight and pas- porters of freightby motor are subtion, which at that time was extreme- high silk hats hurried out first to
senger travel. Slate, county and mu- stituting lighter vehicles of more
ly young and uncertain. They had or- ask us and then to beg for a ride
nicipal authorities are speeding up the speed and flexibilitywhich cau “keep
dered a lO-passenger bus built accord- on the queer vehicle. They became
ing to their specificationsand It was so Insistent that we ceased our ex-i pace. It Is us much an error of driv- ihe pace." It Is Kigjiltlcautthat the
with much excitement among the planatlon that this was a private ing today to run slower than the traf- cost of operation does not seem to
newspapers and the public at large demonstrationtrip and took them as fic stream ns to run at reckless speed. count in comparison with siteed.
that the experiment was made.
passengers. I found out during the The motorcycle officer who draws up
Companies operstlof lines of freight
r.de that they were two of the Oug‘ On the appointedday of the trial
alongsidea car on a well-traveled road trucks between dile^say they would
we Invitednewspapers to send their geuh-lmers,capitalists of some note
Is as likely to shout “step on It” or rather be able lo offer speedy delivery
representatives as guests on the first In that day.”
“keep moving” as to hand out a sum- than cheap delivery. R is this tendride. They came seeking adventure
and the bus was filled to capacity.
mons for exceeding the speed limit.
ency which has brought about develThe vehicle had its entrance at the,
Cause of AccldenU.
opment of the -dx-cy Under bus now gorear and their were two longitudinal1
Show Feb. 2,3,4 & 5 Trucks have uut been keeping the j lug into quantityprod'ictlou.
!
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whlch held 10 thc conventionaof the

I "When the

bodies came through
were mounted on the chesses.'
EARLY RklYKRS VICTIMS OF and
relates James Joyce of Baltimore,
BODY 111 II.DFItS' TIIOROl'GII- who was one of the first motorists
_

City.

storage butteries

1

I

|

lr the United States. “It was discov-

.

ered that each one was mounted
with a whip socket. Quite, a number
of superstitious persons. Insisted on
Wdre John J Motorlt to order one removal of the whip sockets before
cf this season's models and discover they would accept and pay for their
upon delivery that his car had beeq cars."
equipped with a whip socket by a
careful body maker he would not !>e
Mr Joyce was 'among the first to
sure whether Is was a Joke or a new manufacture and attempt to market
style ash receiver. Yet In 1900 this motor vehicles and one of the first
actually happened to several dozen also to hold a license permittinghim
drivers and 'refusing to laugh It off to operate one of the "horseless
they demanded the whip socket's carriages" over the drives of Central
removal with considerableIndigna- Park. New York City.
tion— the salesman had promised on
In accepting, these permits the
his word of honor, the machines
holders agreed to "exercise the great-]
would run without horses.
At the dawn of motor transporta- est care to avoid frighteninghorses
on the drives 'br causing any danger
tion the Idea was to fashion the veor annoyauc? to other Irtquenters ol
hicles alter the carnages and traps
!
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Nash Presents New
Bodies

of

1908 Reo

Still in the

Running With

Them

fhe Best of

Original Design

'
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Two new Noah inclosedmodel*
with diatirictiveUnfa will be presented for the first lime at the show.
Departingfrom conventionalAmpr
lean practice the Nash company has
built Into both oX Its new models distinctive French backtf and tops* that
blend harmoniously into a pleasing
and sweeping contour.The front of
the body Is inclined slightly toward
at the top which producesan
effect *that goes well with the general
body design.
These models are known as the
Ambassador— mounted on the Advanced Six chassis, and the Cavalier
—mounted on the Special Six chassis.
Pleasing coloring of these two Jobs
fits In with the trend of today. The
Ambassador Is finished in Plymouth
Gr^y with an undertone of blue. The
Cavalier Is finished In a Green Grey.
BojJi models have the upper part of
the body the running gear, fenders,
lamps, and moldings finished In
harmonizing but slightly lighter
shades than the side panels. Disk
wheels arc regularly furnished,with
wire wheels optional.
Boh models are upholsteredIn
Chase Mohair velvet deeply tufted for

s
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The Most
Automobile Progress

Advanced

Turns Over a

Straight Eight
75 miles per hour

The newest, most advanced tjrpe of car! A Straight

Eight! Long

125 inch Wheelbase

wheelbase,

stronger frames, more powerful motor, finer bodies, and

Door Enclosed
Custom Type

4

more beautiful and enduring
finish! Comfort never before
obtainable at any price! Per-

formance that exceeds all
previous attainments!

We

$1495

expect and invite Challenges

6-66 Roadster

new

car be appreciated.

8-77 Roadster

........

8-77 Sport Sedan

It is built to give better ser-

8-77 Sedan

vice for longer time and

very

in fact, to be yonr

8-88

wisest investment.

Sedan

1695
1995

..........
..........

.............

2095

21.95

... ....

2595

Freight, Tax and Equipment Extra

E. E.
55

A

...

1495

8-88 7-Pass. Sedan.

When

1295

....................

8-88 Sport Sedan
t

Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 3rd. lage Blacksmith Is an automobile re about. So he bought himself a Reo
Longfellow sang his praise pair man now. But who knows, percar of the 1908 vintage. And does it
of the village blacksmith,the auto- haps some other bard will immortal- run? Well, Mr Ingram siys that he’s
mobile was unknown. Longfellowsaw ize the automobile repair man as
got to have a car that “doesn't need
his blacksmith under the spreading Longfellowdid the blacksmithof the much looking after," as he Is too
chestnut tree where the children 19th century.
busy fixing other people's automogathered about to see tjie sparks fly
Ingram, in the photograph, biles.
into the air.
changed his old-toshlondshop Into a
Mr Ingram has got his eye on a
But how times have changed! In garage. And he old more than that. new Reo, and If the old one <wrr
the photograph above we see what He wanted one of those "mechanical wears out he says that he'll tradT
shield.
The steering wheel In both models remains of that poetic past. The vil- contraptions" that were running In for a new one.
Is also of walnut. The shades for the
rear windows are carried on invisible
roUers.Reading lights of delicate mountings for the engine,thermost- wheels, oil purifier,air cleaner, double
patternIn opalescentfinish harmon- atic motor control, oil and air filter filament headlights, dash gasoline AUTO REGISTRATION
ize with the other fittings.
are continued.
gage, windshieldwper, combination
The rear compartment has a leather
GAINS IN FRANCE
The lower priced companioncar of stop and tall light at Holland Auto
covered vanity case and smoking set. these two new models Is the Nash Show.
A high grade heater Is standard two-door sedan on the Eight Six
equipment of both models. In addi- chassis, listing at 1925. It seats five
Statistics for 1925, Just being retion to the features Just mentioned passengers comfortably. , The front
leased, show that at the end of that
the Ambassador also has a steel trunk seats are of the parlor car type to
Integral with the rear panel.
facilitate easy entrance and exit.
SL?"
Such chassis refinementsas rubber Standard equipment includes five disk Auto Show Feb. 2,3,4 & 5
This was a gain of 146,270 from 1924.
to the appearance.
The door windows have mouldings
of Genuine CircassianWalnut with
panellngsof the same materialInlaid
In period design. The same effect is
carried out around all of the windows
and a strip of CircassianWalnut Is
also used to finish off the space above
the Instrument board and the wind-

1195

............

8-88 Roadster

bring a higher resale value
....

color for the
blue while the Cavalier
upholstering Is taupe. Carpets in both
front and rear compartments also add
Is

$1095

Sedan
6-66 Sedan ..............
6-66 Sport

markable Improvements of
this

........

m

^^7™

to the foregoing claims. Only

by actual driving can the re-

mmw

maximum comfort. The
Ambassador

New Leaf

'

MIm

1916
OS*

vtiaTPackards

T r

rt-C

year,

W. EIGHTH ST.

v

dr

/

55S

55

In

wI

most progressive

BARTHOUC

-

—

.r

&
ID

o

ONLY ONE REASON
When men
dustry,

of national reputation in the automotive in-

men

of

years and years of experience in mer-

chandising other leading makes of cars, eagerly seek a
Chrysler franchise, there can be but one conclusion

—

That the Chrysler line of four models and 32 body styles

T
of

Standardized Quality, priced from $750 to $3595,

offering to the buying public a

X

TE

Y/y/

is

money-making opportun-

of

Packard’s pros-

no boasting spirit
but rather because it re-

No company can long survive the
will of its customers— no com-

pany can

years old are on display at the

the public’s 'appraisal of
cars.

without parallel or precedent.
ill

Now
sler

is

the time to share in the profits by

buying a Chry-

of those

see us at the

v

Auto Show in

the

*

its

product.

Principle before profit, the bedrock
of Packard policies, has paid big
dividends,not in gold alone but in
prestige— a prestige that redounds

Masonic Tempi,

*Boeve Auto Co.

Show

and in our salesrooms.

are thahkful to the discriminating clientele which has given
us, not only prosperity but leadership in the fine car field.

only today, but also in the future.

Be sure and and

be stronger than the faith

who buy

We

which are offered to the forward-looking public not

to the benefit of every Packard
owner.*

You are invited to investigate the
extra benefits of Packard ownership. The finest creations of a
mechanical skill and body building
art now more than twenty-seven

flects

Packard
ity

speak

perity in

It

will be a genuine pleasure to tell

you anything you want to know
about the Packard Six or the
Packard Eight. Your courtesy in
accepting our invitation will be respected in every way.

A word

or a demonstration — ytm

will be equally welcome.

*•

Peoples Auto Sales Co.
209 Central Ave.

PACKARD

CHRYSLER
---

--

--

^

m,

Ask

_

__

_

i

__ _
;

_

:

the

man whn nnms

one
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February
2, 3, 4,

SEE

IT

—me

February

5

AT THE

2,

SHOW

tinest5 tastest
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Four hydraulic shock absorbers
As indication of the completenessand
expensiveness of the equipment furnished, the Ueo FLYING CLOUD is regularly equipped with four hydraulic
shock absorbers, of a type heretofore
found only on the most expensive cars.
Finger Tip Control simple, single
disc clutch, engaging easily, quietly
and without jerking.
Torsion Vibration Absorber.
Seven-': -ur Jug

Crankshaft.

Adjustable front seat.
Increased power.

Dynamicallybalanced wheels.
Front and rear bumpers.
Finger Tip Steering, modern cam
and lever type.
Double filament controlledbeam lights,
'

non-glare lenses.
Motor, full rubber floatedat four
suspensionpoints.
Automatic,positive action,
crankcaseventilator.
Thermostaticheat control Insuring
summer heat under all conditions.

1
its

5

4,

SHOW

SEE IT AT THE

model

JEW— new
ent

3,

Americas longest

of

from stem

Reo. New

in its

stern— this entirely differ-

to

charming appearance, new

its design, its

Newly designed hydraulic
four-wheelbrakes

in

completeness of equipment and unforgettable per-

formance, new in

lasting car

ease of operation and

_

Internal, not external— provfHing:
Equally effective brakingg underall
under all
weather conditions, wet or dry, hot or
cold. As effective braking in reverseas in

goingforward. These brakesareanexclu-

control the floating restfulness of

its

comfort.

sive feature of the

Today it is on display— you can see it, ride in it, drive
it. The hushed sweep of its swift travel will tell you its
own story of what automobile ownership can mean. And
the

Reo Flying Cloud has one thing no other

—Reo

car can

100,000 miles of travel, have

in every

part set a

Interiorstailored in an entirely

new treatment!

,

new stand-

Speed like a storm cloud
before a hurricane.

Tornado-like acceleration.

have

construction so sturdy that Flying Clouds, after

Reo FLYING CLOUD.

Bodies, in the Continentalmanner,
exclusiveFlying Cloud design,
dear vision, lowered height.

Air cleaner functioning freely
at all speeds.

'

Longer wheelbase. New model oil
Shoalwater Blue exterior..
Cellini pattern fittings.

filter.

Gasoline gauge on the instrument
board.

ard of durability for America’s Longest Lasting Car.

r(

Parking Brake, on transmission shaft.

REO MOTOR GAR COMPANY,
Among many

other items of

equipment and

Thermostatically controlled generator
preventing battery overcharging.

Lansing, Michigan

features of constructionare: Single

piece windshield opening outward, vanity case and smoking set, rear
signal, transmission lock, automaticwindshield cleaner,
parking

lights,

genuine

full

cowl

traffic

Reo has chosen

ventilator,

name and image of

balloon tires, integral sun visor, re&r-view mirror.

ship—

See

It

Today!

PEOPLES AUTO SALES CO.
209 Central

Ave.

R
''flying,
©R.M.C

|Q
qa^eda^

See

It

Today!

tance ship that ever sailed

—for

the

American Flag
symbol of

nest, fastest

PEOPLES AUTO SALES CO.
209 Central Ave.

NO OTHER AMERICAN CAR LASTS AS LONG AS

.....

R E

HOLLAND, MICH.
O -

N 0

the

fi-

model

of

America's longest lasting
car

HOLLAND, MICH.

this

the fastest long-dis-

under the

Co.. 1927

the

—

the

Cloud.”

T ONE

Reo

“Flying

v<
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FIRST AID TO DAMAGED COUNTENANCES

km

,r~

MEET US AT THE

Holland Auto

Holland Auto

Show

Show

*

Feb.

mp^W
-

MEET US AT THE

2, 3, 4

Visit the Ford exhibit at the Automobile

ARMORY

y-

SHOW

AT THE

and 5

Show and see

beauty, comfort, convenience and utility that

Ford

have been

Feb. 2,

their

ARMORY

built into the improved

cars.

You
»

4 and 5

the features of greater

xxaoooooooooooc!
II

3,

will

understand more

clearly

when you

undisputed leadership in value, and

inspect these cars

why the demand

for

why theycontinue
Ford

bOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOQOQOC

cars is the

greatestin Ford history.

At our exhibit we are showing the improved Ford
cially-equipped.Your

visit to the

Show

will

cars, both

standard and spe-

be complete only when you have

seen the Ford exhibit.

*

"Qnlck repairs for (Jiunuged lnakeupa,, Is the object of this little Invention
"ippkeup tool kit.’' sitturhed to the auto's steeringwheel. When the wind
blows, liorth? Phillipsi>- not troubled by loss of powder ti.td other facial
beauthlersfor the lid of the kit is the mirror and the horn button of the car
is the powder m eptacle. with puff and all

—a

NEW MYSTERY RACER ARRIVES

IN

LONDON

s

H
0

w
am

m

N
The photogiuph shows tlte new mystery hnglisli racing car which, on
made 1-10 miles an hour and has killed Its last driver.

Many Years

a

test, easily

The Ford Car has Price, Design and Quality

ONE-MAN TAXI CONVENIENCE IN BERLIN
>

of Leadership

1

Tudor

$495.00

Fordor

545.00

Coupe

485.00

Touring

380.00

Runabout

360.00

Truck--less Starter

325.00

Truck-with Starter

375.00

[ALL PRICES F. O. B. DETROIT]
The AmericansInvented the one-armed lunch room chair hut they left It
to the IJurnpenns to invent the one-man taxi, shown in the above photograph.
Hundred* of these diminutive much hies are to be seen scurrying around the
street- of Purls and Berlin. The one shown above is of the Merlin varietyand
Itlthongh considerabledignity is lost wlum one attempts to enter the machine,
they can be quite snug and comfy when one is seated In the small interior.

Left-Hand Drive— Originally introducedby Henry Ford on the Model T car in 1908 and since
adopted for most American-madecms.
Three Point Motor Suspension— First used 1 y

Multiple Disc-in-oil Clutch -The multiple disc
clutch is generally conceded to he the best and

T

Thermo-Syphon Cooling System - Extremely
simple— always efficient. No water pump to require packing Circulation of water is governed

Henry Ford in 1903 and a feature of the Model
power plant for eighteen years.

Dual Ignition System— Dual ignition is provided for Ford cars, [ij the Ford magneto and [2]
the generator and storage battery. This has been

Owner Escapes Injury

a great factor in establishing

the Ford reputation

for reliability.

and Expense

Feb.

— Cost more to build
than the conventionalsliding gear type but gives

Planetary Transmission
better light car control.

2-3-4-S
.

smoothest type

for

any car. Tne Ford clutch runs

in oil,

entirely by engine temperature.

E

W
A
R

M
0

R
Y

Simple, Dependable Lubrication— Exceedingly
simple, combining the splash principle with gravity How. No pump required.
Torque Tube Drive — Henry Ford originated the
lorque Tube in 1908 — a driving principlenow
embodied in many of the highest priced cars.

Feb.

'We have never lowered the quality of the car to reduce the price"

2-3-4-S

Kj

Buy<the most Serviceable Vehicle at the

freak of fate saved this driver from serious injury. Good
foresight saved him from expense.
Theta .c part of most accidents is that drivers have neglected
to protect themselveswith insurance, when it costs so little.
Rut don't think all insurance alike. Gold Guarantee Automobile Insu -mq gives an added margin of protection yet costs
.

A

judgment and

a. *

nothing

'

will ua.d ii—

in

your life— But then you
'

The r>< n who looks at both sides of a dollar — who docs not
want! isi .tune suddenly dissipated byan unavoidable accident,
will ’ph for a:H::plana icn — No salesman w ill" bore Him.

V

*
;

ittNt'licr-

~r

HOLLEMAN-DE WEERD AUTO CO.

Brooks

Authorized Ford and Fordson Sales and Service

WARM FRIEND TAVERN
Phone 5016
(.
e;

i

Holland, Mich.

.'tamt.lec1 v.licies arc eponspredby London Guarantee

;*

:

Lu.

i..juraii:e

mono

and Lowest Cost Maintenance

.

badly. -

You may need insuranceonly once

dfarct/

Lowest Possible Price

of i! e wurfd’b lartciUad
cvjjpaoics.

Byron

Center Holland

Zeeland

.Js

